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Foreword

ETMSFunctional Description
Version 5.0

This document provides a functional description ofVersion 5.0 of the Enhanced TrafficMan
agement System (ETMS). The ETMS is an automation system for supporting the strategic
management of air traffic. The ETMS is being developed and maintained in conjunction with
the Advanced Traffic Management System (ATMS), a research and development program to
explore new concepts in traffic management systems.

The work presented here is sponsored by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) under
the guidance ofWilliam L. Umbaugh, Delois Smith, and Tommie TysonofAUA-500 as well as
Tim Fleming and Gilbert Armbruster of ATM-500.The work isbeing performed by the Volpe
National Transportation Systems Center (Volpe Center), Office of Operations Engineering,
Automation Applications Division (DTS-56) under PPA FA-5M6, managed by Richard D.
Wright, Division Chief.Thisdocumentwaswritten byKenneth Howard ofArcon Corporation,
a sub-contractor to Unisys Corporation, and revised and edited by Michael Potash and Mary
Costello of Unisys Corporation.
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i) Section 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The Enhanced TrafficManagement System (ETMS) assists the FederalAviation Administra
tion (FAA)in the performance of air traffic management. Air trafficmanagement is the strate
giccontrol oftraffic flow; itspurpose is to minimize delays and congestion, and to maximize the
overall throughput of the National Airspace System (NAS).

Air trafficmanagement isperformed through a hierarchical organization. At the top of the hi
erarchy is the Air Traffic Control System Command Center (ATCSCC) which is concerned
with the management of nationwide traffic problems and the coordination and approval of ac
tions taken by the distributed traffic management facilities. The next level of traffic manage
ment consistsof TrafficManagement Units (TMUs) at the 20 contiguous U.S. (CONUS) Air
Route TrafficControl Centers (ARTCCs). Each ARTCC TMU is responsible for the manage
ment of traffic problems that are within the scope of the ARTCC. The final level of the hierar
chy consistsof TrafficManagement Units (TMUs) at the Terminal Radar Approach Control
(TRACON) facilities.The TRACON TMUs manage problems specificto the terminal or ter-

V J minals under their control.

The ETMS isassociated with the Advanced TrafficManagement System(ATMS) research and
development effort. The goal of the ATMSproject is to develop and evaluate newconcepts for
traffic management automation. The ATMS project callsfor the phased development of new
prototype functions that are used to establish their feasibility and usefulness.The development
of working prototypes allowsthe FAAto test new functions in an operational context and to
providefeedback to their designand implementation before they become operational. When
an ATMSfunction is judged by the FAA to be appropriate and ready to be included into the
operational system, it becomes part of the ETMS domain.

The ETMS implementation currently represents the first two of five ATMS development
phases. The firstphasewasthe development ofihtAircraft SituationDisplay (ASD) forgraphi
cally displaying current aircraft positions on a national scale superimposedon maps of geo
graphical boundaries and NAS facilities. The second phase was the development of the
monitor and alert function. Monitor/Alert provides the means for projecting traffic demands
for allairports, sectors, and fixes of interest within the limitsof the grid (which extendsfrom 0
to 90degreesNorthLatitude,andfrom10to 180 degrees West Longitude) and automatically
generating alerts when the projected demands exceed alert thresholds. The Monitor/Alert
data ismade available to trafficmanagement specialists through theASD.

Futurephasesof the ATMS development will handle the resolution of trafficproblems as fol-
{j lows. Phase three will automatically provide alternative traffic problem resolution strategies

thatconsider thefull impactoftheresolution ontheNAS. Phasefourwill provide themeans to
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automatically evaluate and select the best strategies. Phase five will handle the problem of
automatic distributionof the directives to implement the chosen strategies.

1.2 About This Document

The ETMS Functional Description is intended to provide a logical description of the ETMS
functions from thetrafficmanagementspecialist'sperspectivewithoutgoingintoallthedetails
of howthe system is operated or implemented.The ETMSis essentially a data access system;
therefore, thisdescriptionfocuses onthetypes ofdataavailable to the trafficmanagementspe
cialistand how those types of data are produced. The ETMS Functional Description is orga
nized in 11 sections:

• Section 1 — introduction

• Section2 — overview of data available to the specialist through the ETMS

• Section 3 — ETMS processingof geographical data

• Section 4 — ETMS processing of airline schedule data

• Section 5 — ETMS maintenance of its flight database

• Section 6 — ETMS interpretation of a flight path (field10)

• Section 7 — ETMS modeling of flights

• Section8 — ETMS projection of trafficdemands and generation of alerts

• Section9 — ETMS processing of trafficmanagement data

• Section 10— ETMSdisplays of data to the specialist (ETMS UserFunctions)

• Section 11 — overview of ETMS implementation

The ETMS Functional Description iswritten for the reader who is alreadyfamiliarwith FAA
terminology, air traffic control, and traffic management procedures. It doesnot attempt to ex
plainwhy each typeof data wasdeveloped or howit isusedfor trafficmanagementother than
in a generalway. The documentwillbe best understood byreaders whohavea workingfamili
arity with the operation of the ASD and other ETMS UserFunctions.

1.3 Related Documents

The technical documentation of the ETMS consists of this document and the ETMS System
Design Document. The ETMS System Design Document is a detailed descriptionof the design
and implementation of the ETMS hardware and software. Readers who are unfamiliar with
the ETMS are advised to read this document, the ETMS Functional Description, first

Users gain access to the ETMS through theASD and other UserFunctions. It is highly recom
mended that readers of this document familiarize themselves with the operation of the User

1-2
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Functions and the data they present. The operation of the UserFunctions isdescribed in a set of
i j user documents. The ETMS Tutorial isa self-teaching document for new users ofthesystem.
^-/^ TheETMSReferenceManual is acompletedescriptionoftheETMS commands andfeatures in

a dictionaryformat for users who are already familiarwith the system.The ETMS QuickRefer-
ence Guide is a convenient reminder of the main commands.

w

<J
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Section 2

Functional Overview

2.1 Summary

The ETMS maintains and monitors national air traffic data and displays the data to traffic
management specialists in a variety of forms on a graphics display. An overviewof the ETMS
system is shown in Figure 2-1.

Airlines

jisjT
ARINC

1
NADIN

T
ARINC Messages,
NADIN Messages,
FAs

ATCSCC

(asd).--(asd|

ERL

Oceanic Position

Updates

Weather

Data

lARTCCt
CTs

FAA
Tech

Center

,NAS
Messages

1

* IFCN

ARTCCt
ATCSCC

SCT

EARTS

OCS

EDCTs, FAs

TZs

TZs (Alaskan Data)

Flight Plans (Alaskan Data)

DZs, AZs

Flight
Substitutions

ETMS
FileserverVNTSC

ETMS

Processors

Geographical
Data

NOS

ACES

Flight Data, Request
Reports, Weather Data,
Traffic Demands, Alerts,
Geographical Data

NFDC
Airline

Schedule

Data

OAG

Figure 2-1. ETMS Functional Overview

The ETMS derives air trafficdata from severalprimary types of input: airline schedules from
the Official Airline Guide (OAG), messages generated by the NAS computers at the 20
ARTCCs which control theairspace over thecontiguous United States (CONUS) and oceanic
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position messages from ARINC and directly from the Dynamic Oceanic Tracking System
(DOTS; aportion ofDOTS isintegrated intotheETMS). Theairlineschedule datafiles arrive
weekly bycommunication linkfromthe OAG. The NAS messages are sent in real timeto the
FAA Tech Center (FAATC) through theInter-facility Flow Control Network (IFCN), which
relays the messages tothe ETMS central processing site attheVolpe Center. The ETMS pro
cesses airlineschedulesand NASmessages at the centralsiteand stores the combineddata in a
setofinterrelated databases. The OAG file provides theETMS with theplanned schedules of
all flights arriving intheUnited StatesorCanada, departingfrom theUnited StatesorCanada,
orflying over the United States for the next month. The contentsofthe NAS messages provide
the ETMS with the filed flight plans and the current state ofall Instrument Flight Rules (IFR)
air traffic in the CONUS. The DOTS messages provide position updates for oceanic flights.

ARINC sends and receives ARINCmessages (including oceanicposition messages and global
postion messages). Ithandles thesubstitution requests (Sis) between theETMS andtheusers.
TheNational Data Interchange Network (NADIN) isused to sendandreceive NADIN mes
sages. Ithandles theprocessing ofFuel Advisory messages (FAs) formerly done by theIFCN.

Several other data sources provide information tothe ETMS: the Air Traffic Control System
Command Center (ATCSCC), the airlines, the Adaptation Controlled Environment System
(ACES), the National Oceanographic Service (NOS) of the National Oceanic and Atmo
spheric Administration (NOAA), theNational Flight Data Center (NFDC), theEnvironmen
tal Research Laboratories (ERL) ofNOAA, theEnRoute Automated RadarTrackingSystem
(EARTS), the Offshore Computer System (OCS), and the Southern California TRACON
(SCT). ^

• ATCSCCgenerates estimated departure clearance times (EDCTs) when imple
menting ground delay programs; each EDCT specifies when acontrolled flight
should depart. TheETMS uses theEDCTs toupdatetheprojected timesforthe
controlled flights.

• Airlines can generate Sis for their controlled flights thatreceive ground delays.
Theairlines cancancel flights andsubstitute a flight intoanother flight's arrival
slot. Flight substitutions must meet criteria established by FAA policy tobeac
cepted. When such conditions aremet, theETMS generates control time (CT)
messages to the NAS.

• ACES, NOS, and NFDC produce geographical data tapes every 56days. The
tapes contain definitions such as airport locations, fix locations, airway struc
tures,andairspacestructures. TheETMS uses much ofthisgeographical datato
producegraphic displays (maps database) andfor internaldataprocessing (grid
database).

• The ERL is the main weather data source.The ETMS acquiresweather data
from the ERL consisting ofgridwinds reports, terminalforecasts(FTs), current
terminal surfaceobservations(SAs), jet stream information,precipitation radar
information, and lightning reports. The grid winds are used to compute flight —^
times; the terminalweather reports, precipitation, jetstreams, and lightning are \
used for display purposes. ""

2-2
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• The OCS and the EARTS supply Alaskan data. The OCS supplies flight plan
I J information (FZs), AZs, and TZs; and the EARTS supplies position reports
W (TZs).

• The SCT supplies position reports (TZs).

The ETMS processes all the available data to maintain the best possible picture of the current
state of national air traffic. The ETMS also keeps a history of the flight data and, more signifi
cantly, uses the flight data to project the future traffic demands at airports, sectors, and fixes
throughout the NAS.The traffic demand projections are continuously updated by the ETMS
and compared to alert thresholds (pre-defined traffic levels). When the ETMS observesa pro
jected demand exceeding an alert threshold, a traffic management alert is generated. The
flightdata, trafficdemand projections,and alerts are distributed to siteswhere trafficmanage
ment is performed, includingATCSCC,TMUs at the ARTCCs, and TMUs at selected TRA-
CONs.

The ETMS makes several types of data available to the traffic management specialist: geo
graphical data, aircraft situation data, monitor/alert data, request report data, weather data,
and traffic management data. The traffic management specialist accesses these types of data
through an integrated interface function—theAircraft Situation Display (ASD). The composi
tion and use of the six data types are summarized in Table 2-1 and described in Sections 2.2
through 2.7.

W 2.2 Geographical Data

The ETMS uses the geographical data to generate a set of graphic overlayswhich can be dis
played on theASD (mapsdatabase).The traffic managementspecialist can turn theoverlayson
and off by the use of menu selections and keyboard commands. The traffic management spe
cialist can view overlays with other overlays and with the aircraft situation and monitor/alert
data. The ETMS also uses the geographical data to draw alerts on the display.

The following map overlays are available on theASD:

(1) Boundaries — The boundaries represent the geographical boundaries for the
United States and nearby countries. Within the United States, state boundaries
are shown.

(2) Sectors — Sector boundaries can be displayedfor low, high, superhigh (ultra
high), and oceanic sectors. A sector is shown as an outline with the sector name
in the middle (at zoom level3 or more).

(3) ARTCCs—ARTCC boundaries canbe drawn for the 20ARTCCs covering the
CONUS, and the Alaska ARTCC. An ARTCC is shown as an outline with its
namein the middle. Only the high-altitude ARTCC boundaries are displayed.

(4) TRACONS —Boundaries canbe displayed for the TRACONS covering the
CONUS. A TRACON is shown as an outline with the TRACON name in the
middle (at zoom level 3 or more).

2-3
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(5) Airways—Jet, Victor, andoceanicairways canbedisplayed. Airways areshown
as line segmentswith the airway numbers alongside.

(6) Fixes —Arrival anddeparture fixes canbedisplayed. A fix isshown bythedis
play of its name at the fix location.

(7) NAVAIDs —All NAVAIDs canbe displayed. A NAVAID isshown by the dis
play of its name at the NAVAID location.

(8) Airports—Two setsofairports canbedisplayed: pacing airports andotherair
ports (airports without numbers inthename, currently about 6000). Anairport
is shownby the displayof its name at its location.

(9) Runways —Runway layouts canbe observed for many airports in the United
States. Runways may bedrawn asa map overlay, or requested fora specific air
port.

(10) SUA (Special UseAirspace or Military Area)—Five types ofSUAs canbedis
played: alert areas, Military Operation Areas (MOAs), prohibited areas, re
stricted areas, and warningareas. A SUAisshownas an outline with its name in
the middle.

The ETMS also uses thegeographical datainternallytoperform theflight pathprocessing and
demand projections (grid database). Whereas the mapoverlays contain only the data desired
for display, thegriddatabasecontains themost complete data available tosupport thelook-ups
thatmust beperformed tointerpret aflight plan. Forexample, theairports map overlay shows
about 6000 airports; however, the internal airports database contains approximately 19,000
domestic landing strips which could conceivably befound ina filed flight plan. In other cases,
data types that areused for the flight pathprocessing are notavailable for display. These are
summarized as follows:

(1) Airspace fixes—In addition tothearrival and departure fixes described above,
the ETMS keeps a file of all airspace fix names (five-letter) and locations.

(2) SIDs and STARs—The ETMS maintains a file of all Standard Instrument De
parture routes (SIDs) andStandardTerminal Arrival Routes(STARs).

TheETMS derives the maps database andgrid database from datareceived every 56days on
magnetic tapefrom the NFDC, NOS, andACES, andfrom staticdatafiles provided electroni
cally by the ARTCCs and bythe ATCSCC. NFDC provides four tapes: the landing facilities
tape, the navigational fixes tape, the airspace fixes tape, and the Special Use Airspace tape.
NOS provides two tapes: the airways data tape, and the military trainingroutes tape. ACES
provides one data tape via eachARTCC. Thisdata includes FixPosting Area (FPA) bound
aries, airport, and fix information; and other data that the ETMS will use in the future.
ARTCCsprovide electronic data filesof sector capacities, sector types,and sector altitudes for
ASD display. The ETMS reads the data files and tapes, extracts the needed data, checks for
errors, and processes the data into the internal forms used to generate the map overlays,inter
pret flight paths, and monitor element demands.
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Table 2-1. ETMS Data Type Summary

ETMS Functional Description
Version 5.0

Data Type Contents Uses

Geographical
Data

Geographical boundaries
Sectors
ARTCCs

TRACONs
Airways
Arrival/departure fixes
Navigational Aids (NAVAIDS)
Airports
Runways
Special Use Airspaces (SUAs)

Map overlay displays
Alert displays
FUght path processing

Aircraft
Situation

Data

FUght ID Destination
Aircrafttype FUght path text
Altitude Waypoints
Speed Flight events
Time to arrival
Position
Origin

FUght data display
Flight selection
Traffic demand displays
Request Reports

Monitor/Alert
Data

Proposed demand counts
Active demand counts
Alert thresholds (capacities)
Flight lists
Alerted airports, sectors, fixes
Alert statuses

Traffic demand displays
Alert displays

Request Report
Data

Airport, fix, ARTCC, sector
arrival/departure lists

Airport, fix, ARTCC, sector
arrival/departure counts

Airport arrival delay predictions
Airport/arrival fix loading
Airport and ARTCC time verification
Flight plans

Flight Usts reports
FUght counts reports
Arrival delay prediction
reports
Fixloading reports
Time verification reports
List flight plan reports

Weather Data
Surface observations (SAs)
Terminal forecasts (FTs)
Grid Winds
Radar maps
Radar labels
Jet Streams
Lightning

Terminal weather display
FUght Modeling
Map overlay displays

Traffic
Management

Data

FUght ground control times
Controlled airports
Controlled departure times
ControUed arrival times
Substituted departure times
Substituted arrival times

Ground delay program
status reports

Ground delay program
histories
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2.3 Aircraft Situation Data

The aircraft situation data describes the state of the airborne flights at a given moment. The
normal useoftheaircraft situation dataisfordisplaying thelive flight positions. When display
ingUve data,theASD indicates the position ofeachairborne flight byan airplane iconor bya
dot. Thetraffic management specialist canview otherflight databyrequestingdata blocks and
flight paths. Data blocks show flight data in text form, including the flight ID, aircraft type,
flight level, groundspeed,estimated timeto arrival, and optionaUy the origin/destination or
filed flight path(i.e., field 10). The^SD shows flight paths intextform orgraphicaUy, overlaid
on the maps. The ETMS updatesUve flight positions approximately every minute.

The ETMS obtains most of the flight information from the NAS messages which consist of
flight plans (FZs), flight plan amendments (AFs), departures (DZs), ARTCCboundarycross
ings (UZs), position updates (TZs), arrivals (AZs), and canceUations (RZs). The ETMS also
obtainsoceanic position updates for oceanic flights from DOTS. The ETMS extracts values
suchas flight ID, aircrafttype, and groundspeeddirectly fromfields of the NAS, DOTS,and
ADS messages; thevalues displayed are the latestonesreceived for that flight. The ETMS
computesdisplayedflight positions from TZdataforflights within radarcoverageoftheCON
US ARTCCs. Forflights outside ofARTCC coverage, the ETMS computes displayed flight
positions from theDOTS position messages. TheETMS also computes displayed flight posi
tions for flights outsideof ARTCC and DOTS coverage.

TheETMS draws theflight pathby interpreting thefield 10(filed flight pathtext). TheETMS
uses the grid database and built-in knowledge ofthe field 10 syntax todetermine the latitudes ^"^
and longitudesofthepoints atwhich theflight pathbends. Thesepoints arethenused togener
ate theflight pathdisplay. TheETMS also determines theorigin anddestinationpoints aswell
as the airways, sectors, fixes, and ARTCCs that eachflight is traversing.

The valueof the aircraftsituationdata isgreatlyincreased bythe selectivitywhich canbe im
posed on theASD. Thetraffic management specialist caninstruct theASD to display or high
light only flights withcertaindatavalues, i.e., certainflight IDs,aircraft types, flight levels, etc.
The traffic management specialist can alsoselect flights bygeographical criteria, i.e., origin,
destination, fix, airway, sector, or ARTCC.

Thetrafficmanagementspecialist canalsousethe.,4SD to performcertainhistorical orpredic
tivefunctionsusingthe aircraft situation data. The trafficmanagement specialistcan examine
short-term history of flightsbyusing the history feature, which causes theASD to leave a trace
of the previousflight positionwhenit draws the newposition.The trafficmanagementspecial
ist can perform historical analysis byusingthe replay feature. Replaycauses theASD to show
aircraft situation data for a past time interval. During replay theASD looks and acts just like it
is displaying live data except that the display can be started, stopped, and speeded up. The
ETMS saves only the most recent six hours of data for replay purposes.

2-6
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2.4 Monitor/Alert Data

^—' Monitor/alert data allows atraffic management specialist toexamine the currentorprojected
traffic demand values at airports, sectors, and fixes, and to be automatically alerted if the proj
ected demands exceed the alert threshold. The demand counts for an airport are the numbers
of arrivals and departures per 15-minute interval. Sector demand values represent the number
of aircraft in the sector at the peak instant during each 15-minute interval. Fixdemands are the
number of flights crossing the fix in each 15-minute interval. Alert thresholds are specified in
the same units as the demands.

The ETMS computes traffic demands from the airline schedule data as well as the NAS mes
sagesused for the aircraft situation data display. The ETMS adds scheduled flights to the traf
fic demands when the scheduled departure times are within 12 hours of the current time. The
ETMS updates the traffic demands with the NASflight plan data as it becomes available.The
ETMScontinuesto update the demands asthe foUowing messagesfromthe NASare received:
cancellations, amendment, departure, boundary crossing, position update, arrival.

The^SD displays alerts graphically on the screen. TheASD draws alerted elements (sectors,
fixes,and airports) in red if the alert iscaused byactive flights alone, and in yeUow if the alert is
caused by a combination of active and proposed flights. The^SD symbolizesairport alerts by
circles at the airport locations, fix alerts by triangles at the fix locations, and sector alerts by
fining the sector boundaries. The traffic management specialist can select the types of ele
ments (e.g., high sectors, airports, etc.) for which alerts should be displayed. The traffic man-

K^J agement speciaUst also canenter a time period defining the look-ahead time for which the
manager would like to receive alerts (e.g., show alerts for the next hour).

The traffic management speciaUst can viewtraffic demands for alerted and other elements on
theASD through charts, reports, and flight displays. Charts are bar graphs of demand counts
vs.the alert thresholds for a specifiedtime range. Airport charts showboth arrival and depar
ture valueson one chart. Reports are textual Ustings of the flightswhichcomprisethe demand
for each 15-minute intervalalongwiththe relevanteventtime(s).Airport reports showarrival
and departure times, sectorreportsshow the entryand exittimes, and fix reports show the fix
crossing times. Theflight display shows thepositions andflight pathsofthe aircraft foraspeci
fied time interval.

After an alerted elementis examined, the traffic management specialist can change one or
more 15-minute intervals ofthetime bartogreen. This indicates thatthespecialist isresolving
the alert for that period of time. Specialistsat the ATCSCCare authorized to turn an interval
green for any element. SpeciaUsts at TMUs are authorized to turnan interval green only for
elements within their region. During the nextmonitor/alert update, thoseintervals that have
been turned green are displayed as such on aHASDs at aU sites.

TheASD does not explicitly distinguish between past and projected valueswhen displaying de
mand values. However, whenever theASD generates time related displays such as a chart of

(i traffic demandsvs. time, theASD indicates thecurrent time on the display. The trafficmanage
ment specialist can therefore easily distinguish theprojected values from thehistorical values.
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2.5 Request Report Data _^
Request reports are textual reports offlights arriving at, departing from, ortraversing an air
port, fix, sector, orARTCC; some reports provide data on each individual flight, while others
show only the number offlights in each time interval. Atraffic management specialist can re
quest reports through theASD or the Traffic Management Shell (TM Shell) for times up to 12
hours in the past and up to 28 days in the future for airports and ARTCCs (plus orminus 12
hours for sectors and fixes).

The ETMS allows the traffic management specialist to request six types of reports:

(1) Flight list—The specialist can request a list offlights and associated informa
tion and can specify the time interval, the flight data to appear in the report (e.g.,
flight ID, scheduled arrival time, aircraft type, etc.) and the order in which the
flights should appear (e.g., sorted by airline, sorted by proposed departure time,
etc.).

(2) FUght counts—The specialist can request acount ofthe number of flights de
partingfrom, arriving at, ortraversing anairport, fix, sector, orARTCC and can
specify the time interval for the counts (e.g., number ofarrivals per hour, per 15
minutes, etc.) and the categories for counting (flights by aircraft type, flights by
airUne, etc.).

(3) Arrival delayprediction (ARRD)—The specialist uses this report to assess po- ^
tential traffic congestion.

(4) Fix loading (FIXL)—The speciaUst can request acount ofthe numberofflights
traversing a specified arrival fix orall arrival fixes for aspecified airport.

(5) Verify time (VT)—The speciaUst can request time verification for flight arriv
als and departures, that is, discrepancies between the actual arrival and depar
ture times and a specified time type (scheduled, proposed, original, or con
trolled). The specialist can specify the flights, time type, and the report format.

(6) List flight plan (LIFP) —The speciaUst can request lists offlight plans for se
lected aircraft.

The ETMS produces the request report from the samedata sources as the aircraftsituation
data and the monitor/alert data. When the requested flight data falls within 12hoursof the
present time, the ETMS provides acombinationoftheschedule data, theNAS message data,
and theEDCTdata. When therequest falls beyond 12hours inthefuture, theETMS provides
only schedule data. Note that the scheduled, NAS, and EDCT data are modeled.

r^
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2.6 Weather Data

^-^ The Environmental Research Laboratories (ERL) supply all weather data to the ETMS.

The ETMS provides terminal forecasts (FTs) and surface observations (SAs) to the traffic
management specialist. The speciaUst can request these reports for any airport through the
ASD. TheETMS processes therawFTs andSAs toprovide a readablepresentation using stan
dardweather terminology. Scheduledupdates of SAs arrivefrom the ERL hourlyand include
the current cloud cover,precipitation, ceiling, visibility, wind speed and direction, tempera
ture, dewpoint, and barometricpressure. Scheduled updates of FTs arrive every 9 hours and
include a detailed forecast for the next 18 hours plus a general forecast for an additional 6
hours. (In addition the ETMS checks forany FTor SAamendments or updatesevery 10min
utes.)

The ETMS also processes gridwinds reports. The gridwinds reportsprovide wind estimates
for the airspace overthe continental U.S. Thegridwinds reportsdivide the country into5022
blocks andprovide windestimates forfifteendifferentaltituderangeswithineachblock. Grid
winds are received everythree hours and project the windsfor the next 12hours.The ETMS
uses the gridwinds data to estimate the effectof high-level winds for each segment of a flight
path (see Section7.3.2). There is no direct display of the grid windsdata on theASD.

The ETMS provides the specialistwitha Jet Stream overlay,whichshowsthe perimeters of the
jet stream winds and gives the direction,speed, and flightlevel (altitude in 100feet levels) of

li the winds. The ETMS receives this information from the ERL via satellite link every three
hours.The ERLgenerates the jet streamgraphicsbyusingthe MesoscaleAnalysis and Predic
tion System(MAPS) softwarewithverticalprofiler wind and temperature data aswell as other
windsource data from the National Weather Service(NWS)and the ARINC Communication
Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS).

The ETMS provides twooverlaysthat showprecipitation information: Radar Map and Radar
Labels. The radar summary displaysthe perimetersofprecipitation areas. Radar labels identi
fythe type of precipitation in each area and thevertical height, direction, and speed ofthe area.
The NWS collects source data at sites all over the Unites States and sends the combined infor

mation via the ERL every hour to the ETMS and to aU Weather Service Forecast Offices.
NOWRAD6 is another weather feature provided by the ETMS.

The ETMS provides lightning information, that is, location of lightningstrikes, to the special
isteveryfive minutes. The ETMS receivesthe lightningdata from the ERLeveryfiveminutes.

2.7 Traffic Management Data

The ETMS uses traffic management data to update projected times for controlled flights.
When certain conditions are satisfied, theETMS issues Control Time (CT) messages. The

^ ) traffic managementSpeciaUsts at the ATCSCCcanuse the^SD or the TMShell to viewvarious
typesof trafficmanagement reports.
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[i Section 3

Geographical Data Processing

ETMSFunctional Description
Version 5.0

The ETMSderives the mapsdatabaseandgriddatabaseprimarilyfromgeographical data files
received every 56 days from three sources.

(1) Adaptation ControUed EnvironmentalSystems (ACES) of the 20 ARTCCs

(2) National Oceanic Service (NOS) of the National Oceanographic and Atmos
pheric Administration (NOAA)

(3) National Flight Data Center (NFDC) of the FAA

These filesare received on magnetic tapes and read onto the ETMS computers at the central
site (Volpe Center) where the ETMS extracts and/orconverts the required data. The ETMS
combines the ACES, NOS, and NFDC datawith manuaUymaintained data and data extracted
from the OAG airline schedule file to produce the databases and map overlays used by the
ETMS. The ETMSdisplays geographical data asgraphicoverlays on the^45D. The ETMSalso
usesthe geographical data to interpret flight paths to support the generation of the aircraftsit
uation data and monitor/alert data. The remainder of this section describes the source geo-

^_y graphical data and the processing performed on the geographical data.

3.1 Source Geographical Data

3.1.1 ACES Data

The following data is received from ACES:

(1) Fixes— reporting points in the U.S. including aliasesand holdingfixes

(2) Landing facilities — airports in the U.S.

(3) Airspaces — sectors in the U.S.

(4) Airways— U.S. airways

(5) Meteringdata — U.S. metered airports

3.1.2 NOS Data

The following data is received from the NOS:

\^i (1) High altitude airways —the high altitude or jet airways for the continental
United States. Each airway is described by the airway number foUowed by the
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fixes composing theairway. Thefixes areofseveral types: NAVAIDs, reporting
points (adapted fixes), ARTCC boundary crossings, airway intersections, and
waypoints (unnamed fixes). Each fix isspecified by the latitude and longitude
pair, the type of fix, and the facility namewhere appropriate.

(2) Low altitude airways —the low altitude or Victor airways for the continental
United States. The file format is thesame asfor the high altitude airways.

(3) Alaskan high altitude airways—the high altitude orjetairways for Alaska. The
file format is the same asfor the high altitude airways.

(4) Alaskan low altitude airways —the low altitude or Victor airways for Alaska.
Thefile format is the same asfor the high altitude airways.

(5) Bahamian airways—the airways fortheBahamas. Thefileformat isthesame as
for the high altitude airways.

(6) Hawaiian low altitude airways —thelow altitude or Victor airways for Hawau.
Thefile format is the same asfor the high altitude airways.

(7) Oceanic airways —selected off-shore airways. The data includes jet airways,
color coded airways, and airways that are simply numbered. The file format is
the sameas for the high altitudeairways.

(8) Puerto Rican airways—the airways for Puerto Rico. Thefile format is the same /-^
as for the continentalhighaltitude airways.

NOTE: The ETMS does not use the sector boundaries provided by NOS (see Section 3.2.1).

(9) SIDs—the Standard Instrument Departure routes. Each SID ispreceded by its
full name followed bya name in parentheses. The parenthesized name is the
SIDnameandfix nameastheywould appearina flight plan(e.g., ALCOS2AL-
COS). ThefoUowing lines thenspecify therouteoftherootsegmentoftheSIDin
thesameformat astheotherroutefiles. Therootsegment (thefirstsegmentofa
SID) is foUowed by any transitions for the SID. (Transitions are the possible
choices for a second, continuing segment of a SID.) Again, each transition is
preceded by the full name optionaUyfoUowed by the SID name and transition
fix name, in parentheses, as they would appear in a flight plan (e.g., AL-
COS2.CKW). The linesfoUowing the transitiontitle thenspecifythe route of the
transition in the usual route format. There is a variable number of transitions
associated with a givenSID. Generally, the root segment ends at the fix, whichis
the start of the transition.

NOTE: The SID definitionsdo not includeanyaltitude or speed profiledata.

(10) STARs—the Standard Terminal Arrival Routes. The file format is the same as
for the SIDs except that the direction is reversed; i.e., the transition ends at the
fix which is the start of the root segment. f~~\

NOTE: The STAR definitions do not include any altitude or speed profile data.
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(11) MiUtary training routes —miUtary training routes identified by names such as
\__J JR-2, IR-11, etc. The format is somewhat similar to high altitude airways, except

aU points are fix-radial-distances, andaltitude information is included.

3.1.3 NFDC Data

The following data files are received from the NFDC:

(1) LandingfaciUties—an entryfor every landing faciUty in the continental United
States. Each entry is an exhaustive listing ofall known data for afacility, includ
ing location, type (airport, seaport, heUport), type oftraffic, hours ofoperation,
Ught and marker types and locations, runway layouts, numberofoperations last
year, etc.

(2) Navigation aids—a descriptionofeach FAA defined NAVAID, including some
foreign and aU domestic NAVAIDs. File format includes name, type, location,
magnetic variation, and usage.

(3) Airspace fixes—a description ofeach reportingpoint in the continental United
States. File format includes name, type, location, usage, and fix-radials used to
identify the fix.

(4) SUA (Special Use Airspace, formerly MiUtary Areas) Boundaries —the
i i boundaries for the SUAs grouped by the five types: alert areas, Military Opera-
W tionAreas (MOAs), prohibited areas, restricted areas, and warning areas. Each

SUA definition includes the name, the hours ofoperation, and the altitude lim
its, followed by aset of boundary points in latitude and longitude.

3.1.4 Manually Maintained Data

^!?i/?pesIand sector capacities are generated by traffic management specialists at the
ARTCCs and maintained by personnel atthe ETMS central site. Also, some location identifi
ers that appear in flight plans are not defined in the NOS and NFDC data files. Some of the
missing location identifiers have been defined by talking to FAA and militarypersonnel; some
are defined mpublished reference materials. All such data is maintained manually in ASCII
tiles, which are grouped by data type and source and are defined as foUows:

(1) fwrrr*™'Capacities'and ASD altitude sIices ~ Provided by the associated
(2)

(3)

ARTCC boundaries —generated from ACES Fix Posting Area (FPA) bound
aries; maintained and provided by specialists at the ARTCCs. ARTCC bound
aries are defined by the ARTCC name foUowed by aseries oflatitudes and lon
gitudes which, when connected, form the boundary of the ARTCC. No altitude
limits are defined.

2^52? b0Undaries - «enerated from ACES FPA boundaries; provided bythe traffic management branch of the FAA. TRACON boundaries are defined
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bythe TRACON namefollowed bya series of latitudes and longitudes which,
when connected, form the boundary of theTRACON. No altitude limitsare de
fined.

(4) Pacing airports—appear ontheASD screen inresponse tothe pacing airports
command. Each pacing airport is definedbyname only.

(5) Arrival fixes—selected definitions provided by thetraffic management branch
ofthe FAA. Arrival fixes are defined byname, bythe airporttheyare associated
with, andby the type ofaircraft they areused for. Aircraft types are defined as
jet, prop, or both.

(6) Departure fixes — determined by theETMS central site. Departure fixes are
defined by name.

(7) MiUtary fixes—defined forlocal usebythemiUtary. Afix isdefined by itsname
and its position in latitude and longitude.

(8) Oceanic Fixes—defined for oceanic use. Afix is defined by its name and its po
sition in latitude and longitude.

(9) ICAO location identifiers—international airport codes defined by theInterna
tional Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). An airport is defined by itsname
and its position in latitude and longitude.

(10) Atlanta gates - the names of arrival and departure gates used by the Atlanta
ARTCC. Agateisdefined byitsnameanditsposition inlatitude andlongitude.

(11) Indianapolis gates - the names ofarrival anddeparture gates used by the In-
dianapoUs ARTCC. Agateisdefined byitsnameanditsposition inlatitudeand
longitude.

(12) Canadian location identifiers —numerous Canadian airports, adapted fixes,
andNAVAIDs. Eachisdefined byitsname anditsposition inlatitude andlongi
tude.

(13) Foreign location identifiers - numerous foreign airports, adapted fixes, and
NAVAIDs. Each isdefinedbyitsnameand itspositioninlatitude and longitude.

(14) FUght information regions (FIRs) — named regions of airspace. A FIR is de
fined by its name and an approximate position in latitude and longitude.

(15) MOA guessdata—MiUtary Operations Areas (MOAs) that appear to be refer
enced in flight plans. Guesses are made bycorrelating the flight plan name with
the names that appear in the NFDC SUA file. Each guess MOA is defined by its
name and its position in latitude and longitude.

(16) Fix radials — routes observed in flight plans. A fix radial is defined by the fix
name and radial, the fixposition in latitude and longitude, and a position calcu
lated to be 350 miles from the fix along the radial.

3-4
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(17) Control airways —intersect control regions. Specified in same format as the
1) high altitude airways.

(18) Airway aliases —a list ofhigh altitude airways shared by Canada andtheU.S.
and referredto bydifferent names. Each aUas isdefined bythe FAA and Cana
dian names for the airway.

(19) World geographical boundaries — a manuaUy digitized set of geographical
boundaries that were obtained in house at the Volpe Center. They are se
quences of connected latitude and longitude points.

KJ

3.2 Geographical Data Processing

The specificmanner inwhich theETMS processes thesource datatoproduce each oftheout
puts isdescribed inSections 3.2.1 through 3.2.6. Most oftheprocessing isstraightforward and
consists ofextracting theneeded informationfrom thesource files. ThefoUowing sections de
scribe thedatathatissavedforeachdatatype andany exceptionalprocessingthat isperformed
or assumptions that are made.

TheETMS uses the geographical datamainly to generatetwo products. The maps database
(graphics files) isgeneratedfor displaying dataonthe^SD(see Section10—DisplayingData).
Thegrid database isgenerated foruse ininterpretingfield 10s (filed flight paths; seeSection 6
—Field 10Processing) andfor determining theflight events formodeling flights (seeSection 7
—Flight Modeling).

3.2.1 Sector, ARTCC, and TRACON Boundaries

The ETMS uses the sector and ARTCCboundary data to displaymaps on theASD and to mod
el sector traffic demands. There are three main issues regarding the processing of the sector
data: which sectorand ARTCCdefinition data to use, how to resolve non-unique sectornames,
and how to handle inconsistent boundary data.

The ETMS uses ARTCC boundary data manuaUy generated by traffic management. These
boundaries are originated by personnel at the ARTCC TMUs. The boundaries are coordi
nated and verified bypersonnel at the ETMS central site, who also resolve discrepancies when
necessary. The manuaUy generated ARTCC boundaries consist of a single, two-dimensional
boundary for each ARTCC name. TheTRACON and ARTCC boundaries are defined as inde
pendent of altitude considerations. Sector boundaries are provided by ACES data and are
complex shapesthat mayhavemore than one top and bottom altitude.Sectortypeand capaci
ties are suppUed by the associatedARTCC.Each sector is made up of smaUer polygonswith
one top and bottom altitude.

The ETMS assumes that the boundaries are essentiallyconsistent. Inconsistent boundaries
canresultin gaps (areasof airspace which do not belong to any sector) and overlaps (areasof

V j airspace which belong to two or more sectors). Ifagap exists, it is considered to be open air
space (not within a sector or incontrol); that is, an aircraft ina gap is notpartof any sector
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demand for that time. Overlaps and gaps are reported to the ARTCC and resolved by ETMS /—,
central site personnel at the discretion ofthe ARTCC. '

3.2.2 Airways

The ETMS uses airways data to display maps on the^lSD and to determine the flight paths as
specified in the field 10s offlight plans. The data extracted from the ACES airways source files
consists oftheairway names, thesequence ofpoints oflatitude and longitude that constitute
the airway, and the names ofany NAVAIDs oradapted fixes used to define the airway. Two
issues are elaborated upon here: naming the airways and using the airway intersection specifi
cation data. ACES supplies pre-namedJet routes, Victor routes, fix radials, andmiscellaneous
other routes. The processing ofthe NAVAID and adapted fix data contained in the airways file
is described in Section 3.2.4 —Fixes.

For NOS data, airways are named automatically by the data conversion software. The text
names in the data files are used toproduce the names as they appear in flight plans. For exam
ple, Jet Airway No. 94 becomes J94, Amber Route No. 12 becomes A12, etc. This technique
applies to thejet,Victor, andcolorcodedairways for thecontinental UnitedStatesandforthe
oceanic airways. Bahamian airways are in aseparate file and are simply numbered; for these,
the ETMS creates names prefixed by BR. Similarly, the Puerto Rican airway names arecre
ated by prefixing theairway number with RTE, and Atlantic airways by prefixing with AR.

NOS and/or NFDC supply Alaskan, Hawaiian, Puerto Rican, and Atlantic airways. (The
ACES does not.) Alaskan and Hawaiian airways are identified as jet with aJ prefix or Victor ^"^
with aVprefix. However, the Victor numbers are not always unique with respect to the airways
over the continental United States. Any Alaskan or Hawaiian airways that have duplicate
names with thecontinental airways arehandled by theETMS; theroute processor checks and
corrects for such occurrences.

ForNOS data, the airways definitions include points defined asairway intersections. Forex
ample, theJ66 definition includes thepoint where J66 crosses J151. During thecourse ofthe
ETMS development it was determined that the intersections defined in the file are a small sub
setofaU the actual airway intersections. Theprocessing therefore does notrely onthedefined
intersections, butdetermines theairway intersections dynamically during thefield 10 process
ing (see Section 6—Field 10Processing).

3.2.3 SIDs and STARs

TheETMS uses theSIDandSTAR datafrom NOS to determine the flight paths asspecified
in the field 10s of flight plans. The SIDsand STARs are special cases of airways that present
unique problems. It is assumed that an end point of the transition for a SID or STAR coincides
with an end point of the root segment of the SID or STAR;ifnot, the SID or STARisdiscarded.
Otherwise the SID or STARisstored, as given, in the flightpath processingdatabase with the
givennames. During field 10processingwhen a SID or STARisfound in a flightplan, the name
of the SID or STAR and the name of the adjacent fixare used to look up the appropriate por
tion of the SID or STAR to use. The information that is saved for each portion of a SID or
STAR is the same as for the other airways.
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3.2.4 Fixes

V ' The ETMS uses the fix data todisplay maps on theASD and todetermine the flight paths as
specified in the field 10s of flight plans. (A fix, in the ETMS context, isdefined as anynamed
point.)For the purposes of the field10processing, it isdesiredto buildascomplete a database
of named fixes aspossible. The informationsavedfor each fix is the primaryname, secondary
names(aliases), typeoffix (NAVAID or adapted), location in latitude and longitude, and,for
NAVAIDs, the magneticvariation.The issues regardingthe fixprocessing are the resolutionof
conflicting definitions, the aliasing offixnames,the processing of arrivalfixes, and the manual
definition of fixes.

There are manyinputfiles containingfix definitions, and a fix maybe definedinmore than one
file. Whenthe fix processing encountersa dupUcate fix definition (that is, twofixes withexactly
the samename),it checks the newpositionagainst the previous definition. If the newposition
is20mUes or more from the old position, the processingassumesthat there are twofixes of the
samename and enters both into the ETMS databases. (The proper fixto use is determined in
the contextof the field10processing asdescribedinSection6.)If the newpositioniswithin20
milesof the old, the processing assumes that theyare the same fix. The processing selectsone
ofthe positionsbasedon a pre-definedorder ofprecedence.Positions fromthe ACESAirways
files are givenhighestpriority; this helps ensure that the ETMS fix and airway databases are
consistent. Positions from the ACES NAVAIDor airspace fixfiles are given second-highest
priority. Other conflicts are resolved manually. AU inconsistent fixdefinitions are writtento a
file for manual checking. Discrepancies are researched and resolved, and the file containing
the error is corrected.^J

^J

The ETMS creates fixname aliases when two fixes of the same type (e.g., two NAVAIDs) are
defined to be at the same location (within a tolerance of .01 miles). This aliasing mainly han
dles two cases: NAVAIDs which have an FAA and ICAO identifier, and adapted fixes that re
fer to the same point by different names. In the former case, the FAA designator is made the
primary name and the ICAO identifier the secondary name. In the case of adapted fixes, the
assignment of primary and secondary names is random.

The ETMS processes arrival fixes differently from other fixes. The arrival fix definition files
received from traffic management associate the arrival fixeswith the airports for which they
are used. The ETMS maintains this association in its databases in order to support the field 10
processing as described in Section 6. Arrivals fixes are associatedonlywith specific airports.
They are also distinguished as a jet arrival fix, prop arrival fix, or both.

Theextensive manual definition offixes isdictated by necessity. During the development and
testingof the field 10processing, it became apparent that manyof the fixes referred to in the
flight plans were not defined in the provided data files. Therefore, a cumbersome but neces
sary procedure was developed whereby the field 10processing programs record every occur
rence ofa fix which isnotfound intheETMS databases. Therecords areperiodically analyzed
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todetermine which unknown fixes appear with a relatively high frequency. The missing fixes
are then manuaUy researched through a variety of sources including publications from the
FAA, NOS, Department ofDefense (DOD), ICAO, andTransport Canada, asweU asdirect
contact with air traffic personnel. Fixes that are defined in this manner are maintained in a set
ofASCII files according to the type offix and source ofdata (see Section 3.1.4 —Manually
Maintained Data).

3.2.5 Airports

The ETMS uses the airport data todisplay maps on theASD and todetermine the flight paths
as specified in the field 10s offlight plans. The ETMS airports database is drawn mainly from
the ACES and NFDC landing factories source files and includes all facilities (approximately
21,000) which accommodate conventional aircraft. The airports database is further enhanced
by the addition ofinternational airports from manuaUy maintained files. Each airport is de
fined by its name and its position in latitude and longitude. The issues regarding airport pro
cessing arethe resolution ofinconsistent definitions and the aUasing ofairport names.

The ETMS resolves inconsistent airport definitions (i.e., two airports with exactly the same
names and different locations) similarly to fixes (see Section 3.2.4 —Fixes) except that dupli
cate airport definitions are not allowed. Definitions from the FAA landing facilities file are
always used over other definitions. Conflicts between definitions in the manually maintained
airports files are resolved manuaUy (see Section 4—Schedule Data Processing).

Thealiasing ofairport names ismore involved thanthealiasing offix names described inSec
tion 3.2.4. Airport names are aliased to equate FAA (three-letter) airport designators with
ICAO (four-letter) airport designators and toequate incorrectly used ICAO designators with
correctly used ICAO designators.

The ETMS correlates three-letter designators with ICAO four-letter designators usingknowl
edge of how the ICAO designators are created. ICAO designators for countries such as the
U.S. orCanada are created by adding a region code (K orC, respectively) to the locaUy used
three-letter code. Therefore, when the ETMS is processing a three-letter code, it checks
whether thesame code is already defined with one ofthe country codes added. For example,
when processing JFK, theETMS checks whether KJFK (orCJFK, MJFK, etc.) is already de
fined. Conversely, when a four-letter code isprocessed,the ETMS checks whether the three-
letterversion exists (e.g.,whenprocessingKJFKitlooksforJFK).In eithercase, ifthe nameis
found and the location definitions are the same (within a tolerance of .75 degree), an alias is
created. Forairports intheU.S., thethree-letter codeistheprimary name; forforeign airports,
the four-letter codeisthe primary name. U.S. airports are compared to allother U.S. airports
and use a .005 degree tolerance for aliases.

In other parts of the world, the ICAO region codes are used for regionswhich include many
countries. In these cases, the second letter is a country code, and the last two letters are an ab
breviation of the locallyused, three-letter code. Therefore, the aliases cannot be found by a
simple characterstring match. When processing an airport code outside of the U.S., the ETMS
looks for any airport definition that isat the same location (with a tolerance of .03degree). Ifit
finds two airports defined at the same location, one having a name with four letters and the
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other having a name with three letters, then it creates an alias (i.e., three-letter codes are never
I ) aliased). The four-letter name is used as the primary name.

After processing the airport definitions, the ETMS checks airport codes found on the OAG for
existence in the map databases. Unknown airport codes are flagged, researched, and defined
in the manuaUymaintained airports file.

3.2.6 Special Use Airspace

The ETMS uses the SpecialUse Airspace (SUA)data to displaymaps on theASD and to deter
mine the flight paths as specified in the field 10sofflight plans. Each SUA isdefined by its name
and a sequence ofboundary points in latitude and longitude. The only significant issue regard
ing SUAs is the manner by which they are used in the field 10 processing.

A field 10 is defined by the FAA as consisting of a sequence of fixes and routes. Fixes are in
tended to correspond to specific points in space. During the development of the field 10 pro
cessing, it was observed that SUAs are used as fixes in field 10s.To expedite the implementa
tion of the field 10 processing, the SUAs are built into the ETMS databases to look like fixes
(although they are still displayedby the^SD asboundaries). Therefore, the SUA-fix namere
fers to the SUAin the field10s,and SUA-fix location isdefined asthe approximatecenterpoint
of the SUA. The SUA-fix names are determined as foUows.

When displayedas a map overlay,an SUA name is shown as it appears in the source data file.
v ; However, whenit appears in a field10,the SUAname iscondensed.For example, a restricted

area maybe named in the source file as .R-131 but it wiU appear in a field 10 as R131.Further
more, it hasbeen observed that SUAswhichare definedasseveralsubsections maybe referred
to as a whole in a field 10. For example, areas defined onlyas R131A and R131B maybe re
ferred to asR131. Therefore, aU SUAs whose namesare suffixed byletters are alsobuilt into
the field10processingdatabase usingthe namewithout the suffix. The format of the restricted,
alert, prohibited, andwarning areanames are the same andcanbe buUt intothe field 10 pro
cessing database automatically.

MOA names are textual informat (e.g., MOA-TOMBSTONE, MOA-OWYHEE) and cannot
beprocessed automatically. MOAs aregiven field 10 names only inselected cases when they
resolve a case ofafix-not-found ina field 10. When thefixes notfound in field 10s arebeing
researched (see Section 3.2.4 —Foes), they occasionally refer to an MOA using an abbre-

ii viated name. These MOAs aremanuallymaintained inanMOAguess file (see Section 3.1.4—
Manually MaintainedData). Each is defined by the field 10 name and the approximate center
point of the MOA.

KJ
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Schedule Data Processing
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The airline schedule data file arrivesweeklybycommunication link from the OfficialAirline
Guide (OAG). The airline schedule data contains the flight schedules for one month. The
ETMSat the centralsite reads the OAGfile and processes the airlineschedule data withhis
torical flight pathdatatoproduce anewETMS ScheduleDatabase (SDB). TheETMS uses the
SDB to provide schedule information inrequest reports to the traffic management specialist
on a request/reply basis and to provide scheduled flight data for the monitor/alert traffic de
mand predictions.

The ARTCCs canuse a BatchFlightPlan ScheduleDatabase (BFPSD)processto add one or
more scheduledflights that are not in the OAG to the ETMS. Everyweek the Volpe Center
retrievesFPSDbatch files, processes the data, and loads it into the SDB.As a result, when a
traffic management specialist requestsarrival or departure data foran airport,thevalid flights
entered through the BFPSDprocessare includedin the list.This processimproves the accu
racyof the ETMS data. Describedbelowis source OAG data and the OAG data processing.

"w 4.1 Source Schedule Data

The files receivedeveryweek from the OAG contain the foUowing data for each flight entry:

(1) Departure country code

(2) Departure airport

(3) Departure time (Coordinated Universal Time, UTC)

(4) Arrival country code

(5) Arrival airport

(6) Arrival time (UTC)

(7) Flag code

(a) 0 — any carrier; departing and arriving outside the U.S.

(b) 1 — domestic carrier; departing and arriving in the U.S.

kj

(c) 2 — domestic carrier; departing or arrivingbut not both in U.S. •-£***

(d) 3 — international carrier; departingand arriving in the U.S.

(e) 4 — international carrier; departing or arriving,but not both krjfe^KS.
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(8) Aircraft type code

(9) Airline code

(10) FUght number

(11)Daysof service — Sundaythrough Saturday,1 if scheduled,0 if not

(12)Taxi or intrastate flight flag

(13) Effective date — date flight begins within periodof this file

(14) Discontinue date —date flight endswithin period of thisfile

4.2 Schedule Data Processing

The processing of the schedule data is generaUy straightforward. The schedule data is ex
tracted from the OAG file, anda schedule database isbuilt to support theETMS processing.
The ETMSprocessing requires time access and airport/ARTCC access to scheduledata. Air-
port/ARTCC access isrequired torespond totrafficmanagementspecialist requests forarrival
and/or departure data for an airportand/or an ARTCC. Time access is required to find the
scheduled flights within the monitor/alert prediction time range. The ETMSschedule data
base istherefore structured to provide fastlook-up ofschedule databy bothairport andtime
using index files. AU times arestored inUTC; aU dates arestored inJuUan date (numbers of
dayssincea referencepoint).Allpertinent data providedon the OAGdata filesisstored inthe
ETMS schedule database.

Thereare several significant aspects to the schedule dataprocessingwhich are notcompletely
straightforward: thehandlingofairport, ARTCC, andairline codes; thedual-designated carri
er processing; the assignment offlight plandata to scheduled flights; andthe processing of the
schedule database update commands. These issues are described in the foUowing sections.

4.2.1 Airport and ARTCC Codes

The OAGdata includes the arrivaland departure airport codesfor the scheduledflights. Dur
ing the schedule data processing, the ETMS generates a list of all airport codes referenced on
the OAG. During the geographical data processing, the ETMS checks that aU the OAG air
ports are defined in the map databases. Missing airport codes are resolved through manual
intervention.

The ETMS geographical data processing produces three products used during schedule data
processing:

(1) Airports associated with ARTCCs—used to generate flight lists in response to
requests (e.g., list flights departing ZDC for ZNY)
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(2) ARTCC for each airport — used to fill departure ARTCC and arrival ARTCC
i j fields in flight lists

(3) Airport aliases — used to correlate different names for the same airport (e.g.,
JFK and KJFK) and to define primary airport names

During the schedule database building, the ETMS looks up the OAG provided airport names
in the airport alias file to find the primary airport names. The ETMS then adds the flight to the
schedule database, usingthe primary arrival and departure airport names. Similarly, when the
specialistmakes a flight listrequest for an airport, theETMS finds the primary names and uses
them to generate the response. In this manner, the ETMS ensures, for example, that all flights
bound for JFK or KJFK wUl appear in an arrival list for JFK or KJFK.

4.2.2 Airline Codes

The OAG file contains two types of airline codes: three-letter FAAairline codes and two-letter
OAG airline codes. The ETMS replaces the two-letter OAG airline codes with valid FAA
three-letter airline codes for airlines that are listed in a manually updated file (see Section
4.2.3). The ETMS ignores all schedule information for airlines that have no valid FAA airline
code.

4.2.3 Dual Designated Carriers

^ ) Flights may belisted inthe OAG under one ormore airlines butareactually flown by another
(typically a commuter carrier). Suchflightsare known assubcarriers ordualdesignated carriers.
As the OAG is used for marketing, there is normaUy no problem listing a flight under more
than one airline or under a carrier different from the one that operates the flight, as long as the
reservation systemknowsthat there is reaUy onlyone flight.The dual designated carriers are a
problem for the ETMS, because it may look like more than one flight is scheduled to fly, or it
maybe difficult to correlate a flightplan filed bya subcarrierwith a scheduled flight listed bya
major carrier. Therefore, a file is manuallymaintained whichcontains dual designated carrier
information. The ETMS uses this file to translate the OAG flight IDs into the flight IDs thar
should appear in the flight plans. The file contents are as follows:

(1) Carrier code substitutions — for each set of substitutions, the file contains

(a) carrier code under which flights are listed in the OAG

(b) range of flight numbers to be substituted

(c) carrier code to be substituted for the OAG code

(d) offset to be applied to the flight numbers

(e) flag for aircraft types towhich theoffset should notbe applied
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(2) Flight ID adjustments—contains flights which should have a letter suffixed to
theflight ID (e.g., PAA79 may appear as PAA79A). Each is specified by thefol
lowing items:

(a) originalcarrier code and flight number

(b) departure airport

(c) arrival airport

(d) letter to be appended to the flight ID

The ETMS applies the carrier code substitutions in astraightforward manner. As each flight is
processed, it is checked against the specified criteria. If the criteria apply, the adjustment is
made. For example, a carrier code substitution might be specified as foUows: for AAL flights
1000-1499 substitute NBE and apply an offset of1000 for aU aircraft types except jets. lithe
flight AAL1234 is encountered and itis serviced by aDC3, the flight numberwould bechanged
to NBE234. AU schedule information for that flight would be stored under NBE234.

Flight ID adjustments are also straightforward to apply. As each flight is processed, it is
checked against the specified criteria. Ifthe departure and arrival airports match, the specified
letter is appended tothe flight ID. Ifthe flight ID orthe departure orarrival airports do not
match, theadjustment is notappUed. Atpresent, this file is empty, because onlyPan American
Airways employed these flight ID adjustments.

4.2.4 Flight Plan Data

The ETMS requires flight paths, ground speeds, and altitudes for scheduled flights toestimate
the impact that theflight will have on the NAS long before a flight plan is received. For this
purpose, theETMS maintains adatabaseofflight paths, cruisingspeeds, and cruisingaltitudes
observed inrecent flight plans. AstheETMS adds a scheduled flight intothelive database, it
uses the most commonly filed flight path, speed, and altitude for theflight's city pair, airline,
and/or aircraft type. AppendixAcontainsafull descriptionofhowtheETMS determinesflight
plan data for scheduled flights.

It is possible thata flight intheOAG data wiU notcorrespond to any recently received flight
plan (i.e., fora new flight). When this occurs, theETMS uses a direct flight pathbetween the
departure airport and arrival airport for theflight. The ETMS constructs theflight path tolook
like a field 10. For example, iftheairport pairJFKtoLAX is notfound inany flight plans, the
flight path JFK..LAX isused. TheETMS also assigns an average cruising speed andcruising
altitude for the scheduled aircraft type.

4-4
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4.2.5 Update Commands

K^J The traffic managementspecialist at the ATCSCCcan use four typesoftransactions to update
the schedule database: inhibitflight (INHB), activateflight (ACTV), add/edit flight (FPSD),
and cancel flight (CXSD). These commands are entered through theASD, and they are fuUy
described in the ASD user documentation. The specialist at the ATCSCCcan allowor restrict
access of these commands to the field sites. The following sections summarize what each com
mand does and howthe ETMS processes it. One of the main processing issues is the effect of a
command when a schedule database update is performed.

(1) Inhibit flight — The INHB command causes a flight to be suppressed with re
spect to any ETMS data access.An inhibited flight wiU not appear in a request
report nor willit appear in a monitor/alert prediction. An inhibit is carried over
from one ETMS schedule database to the next; that is,once a flight is inhibited it
will remain inhibited for that inhibit period until it is explicitly activated for the
same period or until it no longer appears in the OAG data. If an inhibited flight
disappears and then reappears in the OAG data updates, it wiU no longer be in
hibited.

(2) Activate flight—The ACTV command reverses the effect of an inhibit. Once a
flight is activated for aU inhibit periods, it is indistinguishable from flights that
had never been inhibited. An activate has no carry-over effect on an ETMS
schedule database update.

\^J (3) Add/edit flight—The FPSD command adds anew flight to theETMS schedule
database or edits an existingflight in the schedule database. At present, there is
no way to delete an added flight from the ETMS schedule database. However,
that is not a problem, since the added flight wiU not be carried over from one
ETMS schedule database to the next; and, if desired, it may be inhibited indefi
nitely, to cause it to "disappear" from the current database.

(4) Cancel flight — The CXSD command causes a flight to be suppressed for the
current day (from 12hours before to 12 hours after the time of the CXSD com
mand).The flight wiU not appear in a request report or inthe monitor/alertpre
dictions for the current day.The flightwiU reappear in the data on the next day.
The CXSD command has the same effect as an inhibit for one day foUowed by
an automatic activation. The effect of a canceUation is carried over from one
ETMSscheduledatabase to the next; that is, if a flight happens to be cancelled
whenan OAGdata update isprocessed, it will remaincancelled (until the next
day).

U
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Flight Database Maintenance
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The ETMSmaintainsa FlightDatabase containing allflight informationfor the twelve hours
in the pastand12hours in the future; this database is sometimes referred to as the live flight
database.The ETMSderivesflightinformationfrom messages generated byseveralsources:
the airline schedule database, the National Airspace System (NAS), the Dynamic Oceanic
Tracking System (DOTS), the Aircraft Traffic Control System Command Center (ATCSCC),
the Offshore Computer System (OCS), the En route Automated Radar Tracking System
(EARTS), theSouthern CaliforniaTRACON (SCT), andthe airlines. Theairline schedule da
tabaseprocessinggenerates messages to addscheduled flights to theUve flight databaseandto
cancelscheduledflightsfrom the liveflightdatabase. The NAShost computers generate mes
sagesbased on air trafficcontrol information; these messages includeflightplans,flightplan
amendments, canceUations, departures, arrivals, ARTCCboundarycrossings, and track posi
tion updates. DOTS generates oceanic position updates for flights in oceanic airspace.
ATCSCC generates Estimated Departure ClearanceTime messages (EDCTs) to implement
ground delayprograms.The OCS suppUes Alaskanflightplans.The EARTSsuppUes Alaskan

li position reports. The SCT supplies position reports. The airlines generate flight cancellation
and arrival time substitution messages for controlled flights. The ETMS extracts aU available
data from the incomingmessages and combines it to maintain a complete and current set of
data for every known flight.

The ETMS flightdatabase supports manyETMSfunctions. The ETMS uses flightdata to gen
erate the aircraft situation data displaysshowing airborne flights. The ETMS also uses flight
data to generate request reports for the past or future twelvehours. Finally, the ETMS moni
tor/alert processinguses the flight data to predict traffic demands and consequently to gener
ate alerts.

The remainder of this section describes the flight database maintenance. Section 5.1 describes
the contents of the incoming flight data messages. Section 5.2 summarizes the contents of the
flight database. Section 5.3 describes how the data from the messages is used to update the
flight database entries. Section 5.4 describes how the flight messages are matched to flight da
tabase entries. Section 5.5 describes how flight data is removed from the flight database.

Two other sections of the document describe processing closelyrelated to the flight database
maintenance. Section6describeshowthe field10(flightpath field) of a flightmessageisinter
preted. Section 8 describes how the flight data is used to predict the effect of a flight on the
traffic demands at airports, sectors, and fixes. However, the maintenance of the flight data

i j which results from the field 10 interpretation and the flight modeling is described in this sec-
^-^ tion.
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5.1 Flight Data Messages

5.1.1 Scheduled Flight Messages

TheETMS uses datafrom the airline schedule database to updatethe live flight database. The
ETMS schedule database sends updates to theflight database using two types ofmessages: a
scheduled flight planmessage and a scheduled flight cancellation message.

Ascheduledflightplan message (FS) issenttothelive flight databasewheneveraflight issched
uled todepart12hours inthefuture. TheFSisconstructed to look like a NAS flight planmes
sage (FZ). Thecomputer ID,which isnormally generated by the host NAS computer, is in
stead generated by the ETMS; a letter is used as the first character of the computer ID to
distinguish itfrom aNAS computer ID(which startswith anumber). The ETMS computer ID
is generated randomly toensure thatthesame flights have different IDs ondifferent days (this
isimportant forpost-analysis and will bemore important ifthe time range oftheflight data
base is expanded). The fields of the FS are fiUedwith data from the ETMS schedule database
(see Section 4—Schedule Data Processing) with theexception ofthecruising speed and alti
tude; thesefields are fiUed with standard values for the given aircraft type.

A scheduled flight cancellation message (RS) is sent to the live flight database whenever a
scheduled flight, which hasaheady beenadded to theflight database using anFS, isinhibited
or canceUed. TheRS looks like a NAS cancellation message (RZ). Thecomputer ID gener
ated forthe FS issaved and used onthecorresponding RS to ensure thatthecorrect flight is
canceUed. The other fields of the RS are filled with data from the schedule database.Summa-
ries of the scheduled flight messages foUow.

5.1.1.1 Scheduled Flight Plan (FS)

Purpose: Feeds a scheduled flight into the ETMS liveflight database.

Contents: Flight ID
Computer ID
Aircraft type
Cruising speed
Departure airport
Scheduled departure time
Cruising altitude
Flight path
Scheduled time en route

Julian departure date

5.1.1.2 Scheduled Flight Cancellation (RS)

Purpose: Cancels a scheduled flight previouslyfed into the ETMS liveflight data
base.

Contents: Flight ID
Computer ID
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Departure airport
I j Destination airport

JuUan departure date
Scheduled departure time

5.1.2 NAS Messages

The NASmessagesreceivedbythe ETMS are fuUy described with respect to form, generation,
and content in the NAS Configuration Management Document NAS-MD-315,Remote Out
puts.Sections 5.1.2.1 through 5.1.2.7summarize the message descriptions in this document.

NAS messages may refer to flights that axeproposed (not yet departed) or active (in the air).
Some messages, such as flightplans, may refer to either active or proposed flights. A message
for a proposed flightisreferred to as aproposedmessage, amessagereceivedfor an activeflight
is referred to as an active message. Proposed messages are distinguished by the presence of a
computer ID. NASmessagesare receivedonlyfor flightsthat are flying underinstrument flight
rules (IFR). Summaries of the NAS messages follow.

5.1.2.1 Flight Plan (FZ)

Purpose: Transmits the intentions of a flight as filed with the NAS.

Contents: FUght ID
, , Computer ID (proposed flights only)
V_x Aircraft type

Speed
Coordination fix

Coordination time

Cruising altitude
Flight path
Estimated time en route (ETE) (proposed flights only)
Estimated time of arrival (ETA) (active flights only)

Remarks: May be filed for proposed or active flights. Multiple flight plans may be
filed for the same flight.

5.1.2.2 Amendment (AF)

Purpose: Amends a flight's intentions that were previously filed with the NAS.

Contents: Flight ID
Computer ID (proposed flights only)
Departure point
Destination

Which field(s) to amend
New contents of field(s)

^> Remarks: May be filed forproposed or active flights.
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5.1.2.3 Cancellation (RZ)

Purpose: Cancels a flight plan previously filed with the NAS.

Contents: FUghtID
Computer ID (proposed flights only)
Departure point
Destination

Remarks: May befiled for proposed or active flights.

5.1.2.4 Departure (DZ)

Purpose: Signifies the activation ofa proposed flight.

Contents: Right ID
Computer ID (proposed flights only)
Aircraft type
Departure point
Activation time

Destination
ETA

Remarks: None

5.1.2.5 ARTCC Boundary Crossing (UZ)

Purpose: Transmits the current flight plan data as sent from the ARTCC from
which aflight is leaving tothe ARTCC into which the flight is entering.

Contents: Flight ID
Aircraft type
Speed
Boundarycrossing point inbound
Calculated inbound boundary crossing time
Altitude

FUghtpath

Remarks: Flightpath field usually specifies only the remainder ofthe flight's path.

r>
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5.1.2.6 Position Update (TZ)

^—J Purpose: Transmits the current position, altitude, and speed of aflight as tracked
by the NAS.

Contents: Flight ID
Computer ID
Speed
Altitude

Position

Remarks: A position update is generated for each flight at least once every5 min
utes. A single TZ may contain position updates for multiple flights.

5.1.2.7 Arrival (AZ)

Purpose: Signifies the termination of an active flight.

Contents: FUght JD
Aircraft type
Departure point
Destination

Deactivation time

Remarks: None

V 5.1.3 DOTS Messages — Oceanic Position Updates (TO)

The ETMS obtains position updates for oceanic flights outside of CONUS radar coverage
from the DOTS. International flightsare required to report theirpositions each time they cross
ten degrees of longitude. These position updates are sent to ARINC. The ETMS reads the
ARINC line and sends the data to a DOTS subsystem that produces TO messages. The TO
messages are buffered and sent to the Parser. A TO is summarized as follows:

Purpose: Transmits speed, altitude, and position of oceanic flights as tracked by
DOTS.

Contents: FUght ID
Speed
Time of current report
Altitude

Position

Time of next report
Altitude

Position

Time of next report (usually not given even though position is)
Altitude

l) Position
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5.1.4 EDCT Messages

The ETMS manages airport arrival delay problems byapplying the Selected ControUed De
parture Time (SCDT) program. The output ofSCDT is aUst ofcontroUed departure times (at
other airports) which wUl resolve the predicted arrival problem. The controUed departure
times are distributed to the airlines, theTMUs at the ARTCCs, and the ETMS through the
EDCT messages. The EDCT messages are summarizedas follows:

Purpose: Transmits a controlled departure time assigned by the ETMS.

Contents: FUghtID
Departure airport
Arrival airport
Original departure time
ControUed departure time (CDT)
ControUed time of arrival (CTA)
Departure ARTCC

5.1.5 Flight Substitution Messages

When theETMS issues aground delayprogram, theEDCTsforeach airline's flights aresentto
thatairline. Individual airlines can then adjust theircontroUed flights intwo ways: by cancel
ling them and bysubstitutingone flight's arrival time for another.

NOTE: Substitutions are allowed only if they meetspecific criteria set bythe FAA. Substitu
tion checking isdescribed inSection 9,Traffic Management Data Processing.

The airlinesgenerate four typesof messageswhichare usedin combinationwitheachother to
specifysubstitution requests (Sis). Anairline uses anSIcanceUationmessage (CNX) tocancel
a flight which has received a controUed departure time, anSIsubstitution message (SUB) to
substitute one flight's controUed arrival time for another's, an SIreplacement message (RPL)
toindicate aflight whose arrival time is available for use byanother flight (via aSUB message),
and an SI exchange message (EXC) to exchange the controlled arrival times between two
flights. The ETMS uses the RPL message only for error checking; i.e., only the CNX, EXC,
and SUB messages cause anactual change inthe flight database. Notethat the flight substitu
tion messages are used in pairs: a CNX with a SUB, an RPL with a SUB, or an EXC with an
EXC. Summaries of the flightsubstitution messages follow.

5.1.5.1 SI Cancellation (CNX)

Purpose: Cancels a flightwhich has received a controlled departure time. Used in
combination with a SUB.

Contents: Flight ID
Departure airport
Original departure time
Current controlled departure time
Original arrival time
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Current delay factor
M Available controUed arrival time

5.1.5.2 SI Substitution (SUB)

Purpose: Substitutes one flight's controlled arrival time for another's. Used in
combination with a CNX or with an RPL.

Contents: FUght ID
Departure airport
Original departure time
New controlled departure time
Original arrival time
New delay factor
New controlled arrival time

Original delay factor

5.1.5.3 SI Replacement (RPL)

Purpose: Indicates a flight whose arrival timeisavailable for usebyanother flight
(viaa SUB message). Used in combination with a SUB.

Contents: FUght ID
Departure airport

i i Original departure time
^-^ Previous controlled departure time

Original arrival time
Previous delay factor
Available controUed arrival time

5.1.5.4 SI Exchange (EXC)

Purpose: Exchanges the controUed arrival times of two flights. Used in combina
tion with another EXC.

Contents: Flight ID
Departure airport
Original departure time
New controlled departure time
Original arrival time
New delay factor
New controlled arrival time

Original delay factor

5.2 Flight Database Contents

V ) The ETMS contains an entry for each known flight in the flight database (FDB). A flight is
considered tohave onlyoneleg. Forexample, anaircraftmay gofrom BOS toLAXstopping at
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ORD under one flight ID. This wiU cause two entries to becreated in theETMS flight data
base. Bothwill have thesameflight ID,butonewiU begoing fromBOS to ORD and theother
from ORDtoLAX Theflight database contains thefoUowing information extracted from the
incoming flight data messages for each flight:

(1) FUght ID

(2) Computer ID

(3) Aircraft type

(4) Cruising altitude

(5) Reported altitude

(6) Cruising speed

(7) Reported speed

(8) Reported heading

(9) Last reported position

(10)Last positionupdate time

(11)FUed flight path (Field 10)

(12) Departure ARTCC

(13)Departure airport

(14) Departure date

(15) Originaldeparture time

(16)Scheduled departure time

(17) Filed departure time

(18) Controlled departure time

(19) Actual departure time

(20) Arrival ARTCC

(21) Arrival airport

(22) Scheduled arrival time

(23) Original arrival time

(24) FUed arrival time y

•?

*s
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(25) Initial arrival time v

(26) Current arrival time /
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(27)Message history (i.e.,what types of messages have been received)

(28) Current ARTCC

The flight database also contains the foUowing data whichis derived indirectlyfrom the mes
sage data:

(1) Flight status (scheduled/flled/active/completed/canceUed)

(2) User category (commercial/miUtary/general aviation)

(3) Aircraft type class (singlepiston/multi-piston/etc.)

(4) Weight class (small/large/heavy)

The flight database alsocontains data that results from the interpretation of the field 10and
from the modelingof the flight (see Sections6 and 7 respectively for descriptions of this pro
cessing). Of the flight modelingdata, theevent list isof particularsignificance. The event listis
the internal representation of a flightused to predict its effect on airport, sector, and fix de
mands.The eventUst containseach airport event (departure and arrival), sector event (entry
andexit), andfix event(crossing) for theflight. Each eventisdescribedbythe airport, sector,or

\ J fix atwhich theevent takes place; theevent type (i.e., arrival, departure, etc.); the event loca
tion in latitude and longitude; the altitude and speed of the flight at the event; the event time;
and the event status. The event status can be predicted (for future events) or actual (for past
events). More details on the event list are presented in Section 7—FlightModeling. The flight
modeling data contained in the flight database is as foUows:

(1) Predicted departure time

(2) Predicted arrival time

(3) Flight event list

(4) Total distance

(5) Ground time

Theflight databasealsocontains statusdata that resultsfromthe processing ofthe EDCTand
SI messages (seeSection 9 —Traffic Management Data Processing for a description of this
processing):

(1) Substitution status

(2) Control issued status
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5.3 Flight Database Updating

This section describes how the ETMS updates the flight database when flight data messages
arereceived. There are15 different types offlight data messages which, inpractice, can bere
ceived inalmost any combination and sequence. The processing ofeach message issomewhat
dependent onwhat messages have aheady been received. Section 5.3.1 describes the process
ing ofmessages when they are received in the normaUy expected combinations and sequences.
Sections5.3.2and 5.3.3present the processingofduplicate flight plans andflights which depart
late (two situations which are not fully normal, but which are not considered errors). FinaUy,
Section 5.3.4 presents the processingofmessages that are received in an erroneous (or abnor
mal) fashion.

There are many references throughout Section 5.3 to the process ofmatching flight messages
toflight entries. Theflight message matchingcriteria arecomplex and aredescribed inSection
5.4. For the purposes ofunderstanding Section 5.3, itis sufficient to assume that the matching
criteria successfullydeterminewhich entryorentries, ifany, intheflight database contain data
about the flight described in the message.

5.3.1 Normal Message Processing

The first step inunderstanding theupdating oftheflight database is togain anoverview ofthe
most complete, normal life cycle ofmessages. Inotherwords, how does the ETMS update the
flight database in the expected case? The normal case is a flight that begins as a scheduled /—v
flight, is updated by aproposed NAS fhght plan, departs, crosses ARTCC boundaries, gener
ates track position updates, and arrives. The flight database processingfor each message in the
normal case is as follows:

(1) Scheduled flight plan (FS)—The ETMS creates anentry intheflight database
for the flight,extractsaU informationfromthe FS,and stores it.Then the field10
is interpreted, the flight is modeled, and the results arestored. The flight status
is marked scheduled.

(2) Proposed flight plan (FZ)—TheETMS searches theflight database andfinds
either a matching flight entry with a status of scheduled or controlled, or no
matchingentry. If no matchingentry isfound, an entry is created, aU data from
the FZ issaved, andthe status ismarkedfiled. If a scheduled matching entry is
found, theproposed departure andarrival times intheFZ message (inaddition
to the scheduled departure and arrival times) are saved. The cruising speed,
cruisingaltitude, and field 10from the FZ replace the valuesreceived in the FS.
The field 10 is interpreted, the flight ismodeled, and the resultsreplace those
aheady in the flight database. The flight status is marked filed. If a controlled
matchingentry isfound, the data isagainsavedand the flightismodeled.How
ever, the flight is modeled from the controlled departure time rather than the
proposed departure time, and the status is left controlled.
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(3) Departure (DZ)—The ETMS searches the flight database and finds a match-
{^y ing flight entrywith astatus offiled orcontrolled. The activation time is saved as

the actual departure time. The actual departure time isused to update the flight
event times, and the results are stored. The flight status is marked active.

(4) Position update (TZ) — The ETMS searches the flight database and finds a
matching flight entry with a status ofactive. The flight's position, speed, and alti
tude are stored along with the time that the message was received. The TZ data
isused to update the flight event times, and the results are stored. The flight sta
tus remains active.At present the position update is being enhanced by two ad
ditional sources of information: 1) DOTS messages oroceanic position updates
(TOs) and 2) GPS messages.

The oceanic position update (TO) provides data similar to the TZ, but may be normally re
ceived for flights not yet active (the NAS does not generate DZ messages for flights departing
foreign airports). The TO message processing is as foUows:

(5) Oceanic Position Update (TO)—The ETMS searches the flight database and
finds a matching entry with a status of scheduled,filed, oractive. If the flight sta
tus isscheduled orfiled, the flightstatus ischanged to active. Theflight's position,
speed, and altitude are stored alongwith the time that the message wasreceived.
The TO data is used to update the flight event times, and the results are stored.

<J

L>

NOTE: TZs and TOs arerelated by the following flight data update precedence rules:TZ data
is always used to update the flight data. TO data is used when TZ data has not been
received for a specified period of time.

(6) ARTCC boundarycrossing (UZ)—The ETMS searches the flight database and
finds a matching flight entry with a status ofactive. The cruising speed, cruising
altitude, and field 10 replace the previously stored values. The UZ data is used
to update the flight events, and the results are stored. The flight status remains
active.

(7) Arrival (AZ) — The ETMS searches the flight database and finds a matching
flight entry with a status of active. The deactivation time is saved as the actual
arrival time and used to update the flight event times. Theflight status ismarked
completed.
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The message types RS, RZ, and AF are used to cancelscheduled flights, cancelflights in the
NAS, and amendNAS flight data, respectively. The processing of these messages, whenthey
are received in their expected context, is as foUows:

(8) Scheduledflight canceUation (RS) — The ETMS searches the flightdatabase
andfinds a matching flight entrywitha statusofscheduled. The flight ismarked
as cancelled.

NOTE: A cancelled flight will not appear in request reports ormonitor/alert predictions.

(9) CanceUation (RZ) — The ETMS searches the flight database and finds a
matching flight entry with a statusoffiled, controlled, oractive. If theRZ ispro
posed and the flight status isfiled or controlled, the flight status is changed to
cancelled. If the RZ is active and the flight status is active, the flight status is
changed to cancelled, r

(10)Amendment(AF)—The ETMSsearchestheflight databaseandfinds amatch
ingflightentry with a status offiled,controlled, or active. The data from the AF is
extracted and replaces any previous data in the flight database. If the data
amended bythe AF includes the aircraft type, cruising speed, cruising altitude,
and/orflight path,the flight's events are re-computed andstored.Theflight sta
tus is not changed.

The EDCT assigns acontrolled departure and arrival time toa flight. The EDCT can be re- ^—\
ceived before or afteraflight planisreceived; however, theEDCTandFZ dataareprocessed
such that the orderdoesnot affect thecontents of the flight database. Flightsubstitution mes
sages canbe received following an EDCT. Theflight substitution messages are usedinpairs: a
CNX with a SUB, an RPLwitha SUB, or anEXCwithanEXC. The processing of the EDCT,
CNX/SUB, RPL/SUB, and EXC/EXC data is as foUows:

NOTE: Processing of EDCTandflight substitution messages notrelated to updating the flight
database is described in Section9, Traffic Management DataProcessing.

(11) Estimated departureclearance time(EDCT)—The ETMS searches the flight
database and findsa matchingflightentrywhosestatus isscheduled orfiled.The
controUed departure and arrivaltimes are stored and used to update the flight
event times. The flight status is marked controlled.

(12)SI cancellation/SI substitution (CNX/SUB) — The ETMS searches the flight
database and finds the twoflights specifiedbythe CNXand SUB messages, and
it makes sure that both flights are controlled. The ETMS changes the status of
the CNXflight to cancelled, and it assigns the controlled arrival time to the SUB
flight. The system then remodels the departure times.
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(13)SI replacement/SI substitution (RPL/SUB) — The ETMS searches the flight
i ) database andfinds the two flights specified by the RPLandSUB messages. The

ETMS makes sure that the RPL flight was previously SUB'd, and it assigns the
RPL flight arrival time to the SUBflight.The systemthen remodels the depar
ture times.

(14) SIExchanges (EXC/EXC)—The ETMSsearchesthe flight databaseand finds
the twoflights specifiedbythe EXC/EXC.The ETMSmakessure the departure
timesfollow the current rules,assigns the newdeparture times to the flights, and
then remodels the flight times.

The final, normal messageprocessing is for active flightplans (FZs). An active FZ is a flight
planwhich isfiled while theflight isalready inthe air. Anactive FZ isidentified bythe absence
of a computer ID and is processed as follows:

(15) Active flight plan (FZ)— TheETMS searches the flight database for a match
ingflightentry.If a matchingentry isfoundwitha scheduled status, that entry is
updated; otherwise, anewentryiscreated. In eithercase, the information from
the FZ is extracted and stored, and the flight is marked active. The field 10 is
interpreted, the flight ismodeled,and the results are stored, replacingthe pre
vious results, if any.

<J

^j

5.3.2 Duplicate Flight Plans

It is a regular occurrence that multiple flight plans are filed for a flight before it departs. This
allows a user, for example, to propose twodifferent flightpaths from whichto select at the time
of departure. Multiple flight plans are distinguished in the NAS host computers by different
computerIDs.The NAS departure message (DZ) usesthe computerID to identifywhichflight
plan is being activated.

There are two issues regarding duplicate flight plans. The first issue is how other data are cor
related with the flight plan data. When an FZ is received for a scheduled flight (i.e., an FS was
first received), the ETMS updates the existingflightentry with the data from the FZ; that is,the
entry contains a complete set ofschedule and filed data. When the duplicate FZ isreceived, the
ETMS creates a second flight entry to store the duplicate FZ data; however, the second entry
should contain the schedule data also (the first FZ has no more right to be associated with the
FS than the second).SimUarly, if an EDCT is received for a flight withdupUcate flightplans,
the EDCT data should be applied to both flight entries. The ETMS processes the messages
such that the appropriate data is shared between duplicate flight entries.
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Thesecond issue is how theflight appears intheETMS outputdata,that is, how theduplicate
flight entriesappearin therequestreportsandmonitor/alert predictions. It would bemislead
ing foraflight toappear twice intheoutput data.Therefore, theETMS includesonly theflight
with theflight planreceived lastin therequest reportsandthemonitor/alert predictions. Sub
sequently, when oneoftheflight entries isactivatedbyaDZ,itwiU betheonlyonetoappear in
the output data.

FoUowing are the ETMS processing steps for multiple flight plans:

(1) First flight plan (FZ) —The ETMS searches theflight database for amatching
flight entry. Ifamatching entry isfound with ascheduled status, thatentry is up
dated; otherwisea newentry iscreated. In either case, the information from the
FZ is extracted and stored, and the flight is markedfiled. The field 10is inter
preted, the flight ismodeled, and the results arestored, replacing the previous
results, if any.

(2) Second (orsubsequent) flight plan (FZ) —The ETMS searches theflight data
base fora matching flight entry. One(or more) matching entry isfound with a
filed statusanda different computer ID.A new entryiscreated, theinformation
from theFZ isextracted andstored, andtheflight ismarkedfiled. If thematch
ingentryhad informationfrom anFS, theinformation iscopied tothenewentry.
If the matchingflightentryhad control informationfrom an EDCTand/or an SI
SUB, the controldata isapplied to the newflight entryasweU. Thenewfield 10
is interpreted, the flight is modeled, and the results are stored. The previous ^^
matching entry isflagged sothatitwiU notappear inrequest reports ormonitor/
alert predictions.

(3) Departure(DZ)—The ETMS searches theflight database andfinds thematch
ingflight entrywith the same computer ID. The activationtime is savedas the
actual departure time. The actual departure time is used to update the flight
event times, and the results are stored. The flight status is marked active. The
othermatching flights thathave different computer IDsareflagged sothatthey
wiU not appear in any requestreports or monitor/alert predictions.

The remaining messages are processed as in the normal case.

5.3.3 Flights Not Activated

Another regularoccurrenceis that a flight describedin an FS or a proposed FZ never departs
or departs very late. The ETMS monitors aU flight entries whose status isscheduled,proposed,
and controlled to checkwhether theydo, indeed, depart near their predicted departure time. If
aproposed or controlled flight is more than five minutes late departing, the ETMS adds five
minutes to the predicted departure time. The ETMS continues checking and delaying the
flight every fiveminutes until the flight departs or is delayed beyond one hour after its original
departure time. Once the flight has been delayed more than one hour, the ETMS flags the
flight so that it does not appear in any request reports or monitor/alert predictions. If the
flaggedflightdoes eventuaUy depart, the DZ isprocessed as in the normal case, and the flight
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will onceagainappear in the ETMSoutput data. If the flight neverdeparts, it neverreappears
M inthe ETMSoutput data and iseventuaUyremovedfromtheflightdatabase.Ascheduledflight

(noFZ received) fromCONUS airports isremoved ten minutes after itsscheduled departure
time.Ascheduled flight fromnon-CONUS airportsisremovedafter itsscheduledarrivaltime.

5.3.4 Abnormal Message Processing

OccasionaUy a flight message isreceived andmatchedto an entryin the flight databasewhose
status does not match the status indicated by the message.For example, a TZ or TO maybe
received foraflight entrywhich hasafiled status, aDZ may be received foraflight entrywhich
isscheduled, or an EDCT maybe received for a flightentrywhichisalreadyactive. Also,a mes
sagemaybereceivedwhichshould match anexistingentry intheflight databasebutwhich does
not. These situationsmayoccurbecausea message waslost,a messagewasdelayed,or a mes
sagewas never generated (e.g., aTZmaybereceived forapop-upflight, that is, aflightwithno
flight plan but stillsendingTZs, UZs, or an AZ).

The ETMS attempts to handle allabnormal occurrences in a graceful mannerbymaking the
most probable assumptions. The abnormal message processing isperformed as follows:

(1) Scheduled flight plan (FS) — If an FS matches a flight entry with a status of
scheduled,filed, controlled, active, orcompleted, the FS isconsideredto be in er
ror; the error is logged, and the message is ignored.

*sj
(2) Proposedflight plan (FZ) —If a proposed FZ matchesan existing entrywitha

status offiledand the computer DDs match, it is not considered to be a duplicate
(see Section 5.3.2) but, rather, an amendment to the previous flight plan.The
onlyfield whichcan be amended is the filed departure time. The new filed de
parture time is stored replacing the previous value.The flight event times are
updated usingthe newvalue.The flightstatus remains/ifed.If an FZmatches an
existingentry with a status ofactive, the FZ is assumed to be an error. The error
is logged, and the FZ is ignored.

(3) Activeflightplan (FZ) — If an activeFZ matches an existingentry with a status
ofscheduled or controlled, the data from the FZ isused to update the flightentry
in the normal manner. If the active FZ matches an entry which is filed, it is
treated as a duphcate flightplan (see Section 5.3.2). If the activeFZ matches an
entry which is active, it is used to update the entry as if an amendment. In all
cases, the entry is left with a status of active.

(4) Departure (DZ)—Ifa DZ does not match an existingentry with the same com
puter ID (the expected case), the database is searched for other matching en
tries. If the DZ matches an entry with a status of scheduled,filed, or controlled
and with a different computer ID, it is assumedthat a flightplan message was
lost.The data from the DZisused to update the existingflightentry as it normal
lywould beforafiled orcontrolled entrywitha matchingcomputerID. If the DZ

is matches an entry that is active, the DZ is assumed to be an error; the error is
logged and the message is ignored. If the DZ matches no existing entries, it is
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also assumed that theflight plan message was lost. Anentry iscreated, andthe
data from the DZ isstored. An airport departure event is created andstored;
therefore, theflight wiU appear inrequest reports for thedeparture airport even
though the flight path is not known.

(5) Position update (TZ, TO)—IfaTZorTO does not match an existing entrywith
astatus ofactive, the database is searchedfor othermatching entries. Ifthe posi
tion update matches anentry that isfiled orcontrolled, the position update data
is stored and is used toupdate the flight event times. The flight status is changed
toactive. Iftheposition update does notmatch any entry (there isnoway totell
whether aTZ matches ascheduled entry), an entry is created, the position up
date data isstored, and the flight is markedactive. Inthis case, there are no flight
events, norwill the flight appear inrequest reports ormonitor/alert predictions.
However, the flight wiU appear inthe aircraft situation data at its current posi
tion.

(6) ARTCC boundary crossing (UZ) —Ifa UZdoes not match an existing entry
with astatusofactive, the database is searched for other matching entries. Ifthe
UZmatches anexisting entry with astatus ofscheduled,filed, orcontrolled, it is
assumed that a DZ (andpossibly anFZ) was lost. The datafromthe UZ isused
toupdate the flight entry as itwould befor anactive flight, and theflight status is
changed toactive. IftheUZmatches anentry thatwas createdfrom onlyaDZas
described in(4), theevent Ust computed from theUZdataisupdated with the
departure timepreviously stored fromthe DZ, and the resultsare stored. If the
UZ does not match any existing flight entry, an entry iscreated, and the data
from the UZ is stored. The coordination fixand time from the UZ are used to
provide a reference point for computing the flight event times (no other refer
ence time, such asa departure time or track position report, isavailable).

(7) Arrival (AZ)—IfanAZdoes notmatch anexisting entrywith astatus ofactive,
the database is searched for other matching entries. Ifthe AZmatches anentry
witha status ofscheduled,filed, or controlled, it isassumedthat somenumber of
messages for the flight were lost. The datafrom the AZ isused to update the
flight entry asit would be in the normal case, and the flight status isset to com
pleted. If the AZ matchesan entrythat iscompleted, the AZ isassumed to be an
error; theerrorislogged, andthemessage isignored. IftheAZmatchesnoflight
entries, anentry iscreated, andthedatafrom theAZisstored. Anairport arrival
event iscreated and stored; therefore, the flight wiU appear in request reports
for the arrival airport even though the flight path is not known. The flight is
marked completed.

(8) Scheduled flight canceUation (RS)—If anRSdoes notmatch an existing entry
with a statusofscheduled, the RSisassumed to be an error; the error islogged,
and the message is ignored. In particular, thismeansthat if a scheduled flight is
added to the database and the traffic management speciaUst tries to inhibit or
cancel that flight, it wiU not be inhibited or cancelled if a flight plan has been
received.
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(9) Proposed canceUation (RZ) — If a proposed RZ does not match an existing
(J entrywith astatusaffiledorcontrolled andwith thesame computerID,thedata

base issearched for othermatching entries. Ifthe proposed RZ matches onlyan
existingentry with a status of scheduled, it is assumed that a flight plan was lost;
the flight entry is therefore marked cancelled. If the proposed RZ matches an
entry with a status of active, or if it matches an entry with a status offiled or
controlled but a different computer ID, the RZ is assumed to be an error; the
error is logged, and the message is ignored.

(10)ActivecanceUation (RZ) — If an active RZ does not match an existingentry
with a status ofactive,the database is searched for other matching entries. If the
active RZ matches a flight that is scheduled,filed, or controlled, the message is
ignored.

(11) Proposed amendment (AF) — If a proposed AF does not match an existing
entrywith a status affiledor controlled, the database issearched for othermatch
ing entries. If the proposed AF matches an existing entrywith a status ofsched
uled oractive, it is assumed that the data contained is vaUd.TheAFdata is stored
(possiblyreplacing previous data), but the flight status is unchanged.

(12) Activeamendment (AF)—Ifan activeAFdoes not match an existingentrywith
a status of active,the database is searched for other matching entries. If the ac
tiveAF matches a flight that isscheduled,filed, or controlled, it is assumed that a

i j DZ(and possibly an FZ) was lost. The data from the AF is stored (possibly re
placing previous values from a flight plan), and the flight status is changed to
active. If an AF matches no existing entries, the message is ignored.

(13) Estimated departure clearance time (EDCT) — If an EDCT matches an exist
ing entry with a status of activeor complete, it is assumed that the EDCT is an
error; the error is logged, and the message is ignored. If the EDCT matches an
existing entry that is controlled, it is assumed that the EDCT is an update of a
previous EDCT; therefore, the EDCT is processed as in the normal case. If the
EDCT does not match any flight entry, the EDCT is processed as described in
Section 5.3.1.

(14) SIcanceUation(CNX)—Ifthe ETMS does not find an existingflight entrywith
a status of controlled, an error is logged, and the message is ignored.

(15) SIsubstitution(SUB)—Ifthe ETMSdoesnot find an existing flightentrywitha
status of controlled, an error is logged, and the message is ignored.

^J
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The final, abnormal situation which must be processed is common to many ofthe situations /-»N
described above in (1) through (15). When aflight entry is activated (i.e., the status is set to ^
active), it is normal to assume that there are no other active entries with the same flight ID.
However, if an AZ or RZ message were lostfor a previous, active flight leg, the subsequent
flight legcouldbe activatedcausingtwoactive flightentries with the same ID. Thiswouldbe a
violation oftheNAS processing requirements and would create havoc for theflight message
matching criteria described in Section 5.4. Therefore, whenever a flight statusisset to active,
theETMS searches theflight database forotheractive entries with thesame flight ID.If any
are found, it isassumed that the termination message (AZor RZ) for that flight was lost;the
status for that entry is therefore set to completed.

5.4 Flight Message Matching Criteria

The flight message matching criteria determine how theETMS matches an incoming flight
datamessage toanentry(orentries) inthe flight database. It isimportantfortheETMS to find
all entries inthedatabase which refer toa given flight, notjusttheentry towhich themessage
specifically relates. Forexample, when a DZ isreceived, thespecific flight entry to which the
DZ refers is identified by the computer ID. However, there may have been duplicate flight
plans forthat flight, oneofwhich iscurrently being used inthemonitor/alert predictions. The
ETMS mustfind alltheflight entries, regardless ofcomputer ID,sothat it canremove the oth
erflight entryfrom thepredictions asweU asactivate theflight entryreferredtobytheDZ.The
message matching problem ismade more difficult bythemany exception cases thattheETMS (~*\.
mustprocess (see Section5.3.4). Forexample,when aDZis received, theETMS cannotsimply
look for flight entries with afiled status, but must look for scheduled entries asweU. The sched
ulestatuscomplicates thejob even further, because the flight database maycontain the same
flight scheduledfor two or more consecutive days.

The ETMS flight message matching criteria are summarized in Table5-1.The table identifies
the fields that arecompared between themessage andtheflight entry depending onthe mes
sage type, message status, and the flight entry status. For example, the first line of Table 5-1
indicates that a proposed FZ isconsidered to matcha flight entrywith a statusofscheduled if
the flight ID,departure airport, arrival airport, anddeparture time aU match. Thetablepres
ents allcombinations of message andflight entrystatuses checked bythe ETMS.

NOTE: Thepresence ofmatching criteria inTable 5-1 doesnot imply that thegiven combina
tion of messagestatus and entry status is considered normal. Some matches are made
simply to logerrors.SeeSection 5.3for a description of the message processing.

The ETMScomparesflightIDs, computer IDs, and airport names in a Uteral fashion; that is,
they must match exactly. The ETMS compares departure or arrival times with a large toler
ance (6 hours).The ETMSperformstime checks in case entries exist for the same flight for
more than one day. The time checks are therefore only performed for scheduled entries.
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5.5 Flight Data Deletion

^-^ The ETMS maintains flight data for the past 12 hours on aU fUghts that achieved active status
(became airborne). Theseflights are deletedfromthe database whentheir arrival times are
more than 12 hours prior to the current time. Flights that do not achieveactive status are de
leted based on the following criteria:

• Scheduledflights (no FZ received)from CONUS airports are removedten min
utes after their scheduled departure times.

• Scheduledflights fromnon-CONUSairportsare removedafter their scheduled
arrival times.

• FUed flights are removedtwohours after their proposed departure times.

Once a flight is deleted, its data cannot be viewed in any ETMS outputs.

The ETMS uses the best time avaUable for performing the deletion check for a flight. If the
flight was activated, the ETMS uses the arrival time from the AZ message. If the flightwas
never activated, the ETMS uses the last predicted departure or arrival time.

^j

<j
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Table 5-1. Flight Message Matching Criteria

Message
Type

Proposed FZ

Active FZ

DZ

FS

UZ

TZ

AZ

FUght Entry
Status

Scheduled

Filed

Controlled

Active

Scheduled

Filed

Controlled

Active

Scheduled

Filed

Controlled

Active

Scheduled

Filed

Active

Scheduled

Filed

Controlled

Active

Filed

Controlled

Active

Scheduled

Filed

Controlled

Active

Flight
ID

Comp.
ID
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Message

Type

Proposed AF

Active AF

RS

Proposed RZ

Active RZ

EDCT

SI CNX
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Table 5-1. Flight Message Matching Criteria (cont.)

Flight Entry
Status

Filed

Controlled

Active

Scheduled

Filed

Controlled

Active

Scheduled

Filed

Controlled

Active

Scheduled

Filed

Active

Scheduled

Filed

Controlled

Active

Scheduled

Filed

Controlled

Active

Scheduled

Filed

Controlled

Active

Flight
ID

Comp.
ID

X
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Table 5-1. FlightMessage Matching Criteria (cont.)

Message
Type

Flight Entry
Status

Flight
ID

Comp.
ID

Dep.
Apt.

Arr.

Apt.
Dep. or
Arr. Apt

Dep.
Time

Arr.

Time

SI SUB Scheduled X X X X

mm
Rled X X X X

Controlled X X X X

Active X X X X

TO Scheduled X X

lH
Rled X X

Controlled X X

Active X X
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Section 6

Field 10 Processing

ETMS Functional Description
Version 5.0

One of the most significantparts of the ETMS is the processing that interprets the field 10s.A
field 10 is the field of a NAS message that is used to specifyan intended flight path. A field 10
specifiesa flight path as a sequence affixesand routes, whichcan each be specifiedin a great
varietyofways. The ETMS parses the field 10text and translates it into a sequence of waypoints
defined in latitude and longitude. The ETMS uses the waypointsof the flightpath to drawflight
paths on the^SD, asdescribed inSection10—DisplayingData, and to modelthe effectsof the
flight on airports, sectors, and fixes, as described in Section 7—Flight Modeling.

The main source of data required to process the field 10sis the geographicaldata. The ETMS
uses the geographicaldata to look up the positions of airports, fixes, and airways referred to by
name in the field 10.The ETMS buUds a specialgriddatabase from the geographical data which
is used to determine the interrelationship of the geographical data elements. The source geo
graphical data is described in Section 3 — Geographical DataProcessing.

The remainder of this section describes the field 10processing in detail. Section 6.1 describes
the contents ofthe field 10.Section6.2 describes the construction ofthe grid database. Section
6.3 then describes the interpretation of the field 10.

6.1 Field 10 — Filed Flight Path

The field 10contents and format are completely described in the NAS Configuration Manage
ment Document NAS-MD-312, Route Conversion andPosting. An informal description ispro
vided here.

A field 10describes a flight path as a sequence offixesand routes separated byperiods; that is,
fix.route.fix.route.fix., etc. A field 10must startwith a fix, and may end with a fix,or a route field
that contains VFR or XXX. A fix field can contain one of the foUowing fix types:

(1) Airport

(2) Named fix(NAVAID or adapted)

(3) Fix-radial-distance

(4) Special Use Airspace (SUA) name

(5) Latitude/longitude.

(6) Flight Information Region (FIR) name

^) The fix types other than fix-radial-distance have been discussed as part of the geographical
datainSection 3.1. Afix-radial-distance isdefined by a NAVAID name, a bearing, anda dis-
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tancefrom the NAVAID. Afixmayhave an airbornedelay appendedto itof the formDh +mm
where h isa number ofhours andmm anumber ofminutes. Thedelay specifies airborne hold
ing time to be taken at that fix.

A route field maycontain one of the foUowing route types:

(1) Airway

(2) Fix-radial

(3) SID

(4) STAR.

The route types other than fix-radial have also been discussed aspartofthegeographical data
inSection 3.1. Named airways consist ofjet,Victor, oceanic, Bahaman, Puerto Rican, military
training, andcontrol airways. Afix-radial consists ofaNAVAID name andabearing from the
NAVAID.

Inaddition totheabove types, afix orroute can beimplied; thatis, thefield canbeempty. The
only constraint onimplied fields is that two implied fields may notappear ina row (thatis, an
implied fix may not befollowed by animplied route, noran implied route by animplied fix),
normay an imphed fix appearin thefirst or lastfield. Animplied fix isdefined bythe intersec
tion oftheprevious andfoUowing route; animpliedroute is defined as astraight Une (actuaUy a
great circle) between the previousand following fixes.

Several special designators can also appear inaroute field ofafield 10.Theprocessingofthese
designators is described in Section 6.3.4.

(1) /—a tailoring indicator, a field 10containing a tailoring indicator iscalled a tai
loredroute. A tailoring indicator inthefirst routefield means thattheflight path
up to the fix foUowing the taUoring indicator isnotspecified. A tailoring indica
tor frequently appearsinthe routefields forboundary crossings (UZs),amend
ments (AFs), and in active flight plans(FZs)

(2) AETJL, AFTLE — indicates that the flightplan wasairfiled

(3) DCT, DIRCT, DRCT — indicatesthe flight is flying direct

(4) DR—indicates the flight isdead reckoning

(5) RNAV — indicates the flight is usingrandom area navigation

(6) RV—indicates that a radar vector is being used

(7) TLTP — indicates to a controller that the flight plan was too long; see teletype

(8) VFR, AVFR — indicates that the flight is intending to fly visualflight rules for
some portion of its flight path

6-2
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(9) XXX — an incomplete route indicator, indicates part of the field 10was in error

(10) ZZZZ — indicates that the flight is part of a search andrescue operation

The manner inwhicherror checkingisperformed on the field 10sbythe NAShas a significant
impact on the ETMS field 10 processor. When a flight plan is filed with an ARTCC, it is
checked completely for syntax errors (errors of form). However, semantic errors (errors in
meaning)are detected onlyfor the portion of the flightwhichisinternal to the ARTCC.When
the flight is handed over to the next ARTCC, the field 10 is checked within its boundaries, and
so on.Therefore, the ETMSmayreceiveseveralerroneous versionsof a field 10,and the flight
may be well along its flight path before an error is corrected.

6.2 Grid Database

The geographical data files providethe ETMSwiththe basicinformationnecessary to lookup
the field 10elements (fixes and routes) byname and discover their locations. Toperform the
complete field 10processing, however,the field 10processor must also knowwhere routes in
tersect, what fixes a route goes through, etc. lb perform the flight modeling, the ETMS must
knowwhere a flightcrosses a fix, a sector boundary, etc. (The use of the grid database for flight
modeUng isdescribed in Section 7.) Tosupport the field 10processing and flight modeling, the
ETMS builds agrid database to represent all the geographical interrelationships between the
data. A logical representation of the grid database is shown in Figure 6-1.

The central aspect of the grid database isa spherical grid whichcovers the CONUSwith ceUs of
the dimension five minuteslatitude byfive minuteslongitude. Each gridcellisused to provide
a cross-reference between the various map elements which are located in or intersect the ceU.
The cross-referencing is accompUshed by recording, as part of each map element definition,
the grid cellscontained in a sector, the ceUs intersected bya route, or the ceU in whicha fixor
airport resides. Conversely, for each grid cell the ETMS records which sectors the cell resides
in, whichroutes the ceU fallson, and whichfixes and/or airports the ceU contains. Figure 6-1
shows, for example, the shaded grid ceU containing (i.e., pointing to) airport ABC and NA
VAID DEF, residingin sectorZYX01, and falling on route J123 (a jet airway). Conversely, the
J123 jet airway definition includes a list of the gridcells that it intersects (i.e.,points to), the
ABC airport and DEFNAVAID definitionsindicate the grid cell in whichthey reside, and the
ZYX01 sector definition includes the grid cells that it contains.

Thefield10processorusesthe griddatabase toprocessthemapdata elementsas inthe foUow
ing example. Consider a flight plan which starts ABCJ123.J456.GHL, etc. (J456 is not
shown).The field 10processor looksup airport ABC, findsthe grid cellit resides in, and checks
that route J123 is alsoin that cell. The field 10processor thus knows exactly where the flight
picks upJ123. J123 isthenfollowed throughitslistofgridcells. At eachcell, thefield 10proces-

^ i sor checks to see ifJ456 is there; once it finds J456, it knows exactlywhere to start following it.
^•""^ Similarly, the field 10 processor looks along J456 for the cell containing GHL
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Figure 6-1. Grid Database Structure

6.3 Field 10 Processor

6.3.1 Overview

The field 10processor scansa field 10identifying the type of each element by its position and
form. The field 10 processor knowswhether a field 10 element is a fixor route by its position.
The first element must be a fix, and the subsequent elements must be alternating routes and
fixes. The type of route or fix is determined by examining the form of the element. Once the
type is known, the field 10 processor looks up the element in the grid database, finds its loca
tion, and determines how it contributes to the flight path in the given context. As the field 10
processorparses the field 10,it biuldsa listof the waypointsand the gridcellsthrough whichthe
path passes, which is then used to generate the flight events as described in Section 7.

The field 10 processor was designed to be relatively error insensitive, since errors are fre
quently encountered. The errors include incorrectly filed flightplans aswell as data not found
in the griddatabase.The phUosophy of the field10processoris to approximatethe flightpath
as longas a reasonable amount of the field 10can be interpreted. For example, assumea field
10 includes an airwaythat cannot be found in the grid database. If the route is preceded and
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followed by a fix which can be identified, the field 10 processorconnects the fixes along a
\^J straight line and continues processing the field 10. Ifthe fix foUowing this route is impUed, the

path cannot be reasonably estimated, since a waypoint is completelymissing. Therefore, the
route is rejected.

Theremainder of thissection describes how eachof the fix types isprocessed (Section 6.3.2),
howeach of the route types isprocessed (Section 6.3.3), howthe special fields are processed
(Section 6.3.4), how fixes are checked for reasonableness (Section 6.3.5), and how errorsare
handled (Section 6.3.6).

6.3.2 Fix Processing

The field 10processor identifies and processes the fix typesas foUows:

(1) Airport — identified by position and form. An airport name must consist of
three or four characters, and must be the first or last fix in a flight plan. A fix
which meets these criteria is looked up as an airport. If found, the type is con
firmedasanairport, andthe locationismadethefirstwaypoint. Ifnot found,the
field 10processorlooksup the fix as NAVAID or adapted. If the fix isfound, its
typeisset asNAVAID or adapted,and itslocationbecomesthe firstwaypoint. If
thefixisnot foundand it isthe firstfix inthe field10,the field10isrejected.If the
fix isthe lastfix in the field10,the previous part of the field10interpretation is
kept.

^-^ (2) NAVAID —identified by form; it must be three to five characters beginning
witha letter. A fix which meets thesecriteria islookedup in the griddatabaseas
a NAVAID. If the fixisfound, itstype isconfirmed as NAVAIDand its location is
checked for reasonableness (see Section6.3.5); if multipleNAVAIDs are de
fined under that name, each is checked to see if it is reasonable, and the most
reasonable is identified. If a reasonable fix isfound,its positionisadded to the
waypoint list. If no reasonable fix isfound, the field 10processor attemptsto in
terpret it asa SUA. If thefix isnot a SUA,the field10processorcontinuesproc
essing the field 10as if the fix were implied; see item (8).

(3) Adapted—identified byform; itmustbethreetofive charactersbeginningwith
aletter.Afixwhich meetsthesecriteriaislooked up asanadaptedfix. If thefix is
found, its type is confirmed as adapted and the location is checked for reason
ableness (see Section 6.3.5); if multiple adapted fixes are defined under that
name, each is checked for reasonableness, and the most reasonable is identified.
Ifa reasonable fix isfound, itspositionisadded tothewaypoint Ust. Ifnoreason
able fix isfound, thefield 10processor attempts tocontinue processing thefield
10as if the fix were implied; see item (8).

(4) Fix-radial-distance—identified by form; itmust bethree letters followed by six
digits. Thethreeletters areaNAVAID name andarelooked upassuch; ifmulti-

{, piedefinitions exist, eachissaved. Thefirst threedigits arethe radial (bearing in
degrees from north) from theNAVAID. Thelast three digits arethedistance (in
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nautical miles) from the NAVAID. If NAVAIDs are found in the database, the ,—s
locationsare used with the radial and distance to compute the possiblecoordi
nates of the fix. The computation is made by foUowing a great circle along the
givenradial for the givendistance.The computed positionsare then checkedfor
reasonableness (see Section 6.3.5).Ifa reasonable position is found, it is added
to the waypointlist. If no reasonable position is computed or if the NAVAID is
not found, the field10processorattempts to continueprocessing the field10as
if the fixwere implied; see item (8).

(5) SUA—identified byform; itmustbeginwithanR,A, P, orW, foUowed bytwo to
four digits, and maybe suffixed bya letter. Fixes of thisformare looked up as
SUAs. If the SUAisfound,the typeisnoted and the approximatecenter pointof
the SUA ischecked for reasonableness (seeSection 6.3.5). (The centerpointis
usedfor approximating theflightpath, sincethe true pointofentryinto the SUA
is not usuaUy known.) If a reasonableSUAisfound, itsposition is added to the
waypoint Ust. If the SUAisnot found, the field10processor continues process
ing the field 10as if the fixwere impUed; see item (8).

(6) Latitude/Longitude—identified by form; itmust consist offour digits (two dig
itsfordegrees andtwo forminutes) foUowed byNor S,aslash (/),andfive digits
(three digits fordegrees andtwo forminutes) foUowed byEor W. The fix type is
noted, and the positionischeckedfor reasonableness (seeSection6.3.5). If the
point is reasonable, it is added to the waypoint list. •—*.

(7) FIR (FlightInformation Region)—identifiedbyform; it must beginwithFIR,
and may be suffixed bynumbers or letters. Fixes of this form are looked up as
FIRs.If the FIR isfound, the typeisnoted and the approximate centerpointof
the FIR is checkedfor reasonableness (see Section6.3.5). (The center point is
usedfor approximating the flightpath, sincethe true pointof entryinto the FIR
is not usuaUy known.) If a reasonableFIR is found, its position is added to the
waypoint list. If theFIRisnotfound, thefield 10processorcontinuesprocessing
the field 10 as if the fix were implied; see item (8).

(8) ImpUed Fix—consists of an emptyfixfield. The implied fixprocessing is also
appUedto anyfixeswhichcannotbe interpreted on theirown.The location of an
impUed fix is determined byfinding the intersectionof the previousand foUow
ingroutes.The intersectionof tworoutes isfoundbytraversing the gridcellsbe
longing to the first route startingat the current positionuntU a gridceU isfound
whichalso contains the second route. (The manner in whichroute intersections
are determined is illustrated by the example in Section 6.2.) If the intersection
can be found, the position isadded to the waypoint list. If the intersection cannot
be found (e.g., if one or both of the routes surrounding the fixis implied), the
field 10 is rejected.

The ETMSgrid database maycontainmultipledefinitions for NAVAIDs and adapted fixes. It
istherefore necessaryfor the field10processorto determine whichof these isbeingreferenced
bya particular field10.Also,it ispossible that a field10is referencinga NAVAID or adapted
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fix not defined in the grid database. The field 10processor thereforechecks every NAVAID
^ J and adapted fix for reasonableness. Fixes which are not reasonable are not used. Multiple fix

definitions are resolved bypicking the closest reasonable fix. Fixchecking isdescribed inSec
tion 6.3.5.

Afix ofany type otherthanairport orimplied may have anairborne delay field associatedwith
it. Thedelay field specifies an airborne delay that the flight wiU be taking at that fix. If an air
borne delay is encountered, the amount of delay is saved along with its fix association. The
delayis used during the event time modeling, described in Section7.

6.3.3 Route Processing

The field 10processor identifies and processes the route types as foUows:

(1) Airways — include the jet, Victor, and color coded airways. The airways are
identifiedby form; they must beginwith a J, V, A, B, G, R, BR,RTE, C, or IR
foUowed by oneto fourdigits, andmay besuffixed bya letter.Anairway ofone
oftheseforms islookedup inthegriddatabase. Ifnotfound,thefield 10proces
sortriesprocessing thefield 10asiftheairwaywereimplied; seeitem(4)below.
If found, the airway definition isusedto determinethe flight path fromthe cur
rentposition tothenext fix or,ifthenext fix isimplied, to theintersection ofthe
nextroute.Thefield 10processoraddsthewaypoints along theflight path to the
flight's waypoint Ust as it traverses the path.

(2) Fix-radial — identified byform; it must begin with three letters and end with
three digits. A route of thisformmaybe processed in several ways. If the fix-ra
dialis preceded and foUowed byknown fixes, the fix-radial is ignored, and the
field 10 is processedas if the fix-radial were an impUed route.

If the fix foUowing the fix-radial is implied, then a route intersection must be
found.Tbexpeditethe determination of fix-radial route intersections, all com
monly used fix-radials are built into the grid database as if they were airways.
The route definitionisconstructed bycomputinga point 350milesout alongthe
radial, usingthispoint and the reference fix as the end points of a one-segment
route. Therefore, for fix-radialsthat are built into the grid database, route inter
sections may be determined as for airways. (In fact, the only time the field 10
processor candeterminethe intersection of a fix-radial witha conventional air
way is when the fix-radial has been built into the grid database.)

If the fixfollowing the fix-radial isimplied,and the nextroute isalsoa fix-radial,
and one or both of the fix-radialshas not been buUtinto the grid database, then
the intersection of the fix-radials iscomputed usingspherical trigonometry. The
NAVAIDsreferenced in the fix-radials are looked up in the grid database for the
locations on which to base the computation. Ifa NAVAIDcannot be found, the

i j field 10 is rejected. If the intersection can be computed, it is used as a known fix,
as just described.
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(3) SIDor STAR —identified byform and position. A SIDcanonly appear in the *—*».
secondfield(first route field) and must be foUowed bya named fix. A STARcan
onlyappear in the next to last field (last route field) and must be preceded bya
named fix. Either a SID or STAR must consist of a variable number of letters
suffixed bya digit. A SID or STARthat meets these criteria is looked up in the
database by using both the SID or STAR name and the associated fix. If the
route isnotfound or doesnotmeetthe form criteria, the field 10processor con
tinuesasiftheSIDorSTARwereanimplied route;seeitem(4)below. Iffound,
the route canbe the root segmentof the SID or STARor a transition for the SID
or STAR.

If the rootsegment isfound, theSIDor STAR isusedto determine thepath ina
waysinularto the airways. An additional stepmustbe performedto connectthe
front end of the SID to the origin airport or to connect the taU end of a STARto
the destinationairport; theseconnectionsare made bya straightUne. If a transi
tion is found, the transition is also processed much like an airway. However, in
the case of a SID, the root segment is processed first and then connected to the
transition. Conversely, for a STAR, the transition is processed first and con
nected to the root segment.

(4) Implied Route—consists ofanempty routefield. Theimplied routeprocessing
is also appUedto an airway, SID, or STAR that cannot be found in the database,
and for processing fix-radials that connect two known fixes. An implied route f~*\
canbe processedonlyif the previousand nextfixes are not implied. The field10
processor simply connects the previous and nextfix witha great circle, comput
ing the list of gridcells throughwhich the great circle passes.

6.3.4 Special Code Processing

The field 10 processor processes the special route fields as foUows:

(1) —a taUoring indicator (I) canonly appear asthesecond element (first route) in
afield 10. If there isa taUoring indicator, the originairportthat appearsbeforeit
isignored. Thefield 10processor processes the portionof the field 10foUowing
the taUoring indicator. Theflight ismarkedasenrouteat thebeginning. (Theen
route indicator prevents the flightprofileprocessing from causingthe flight to
ascend at the beginning of its definedpath, as described in Section 7.)

(2) AFIL or AFILE— can only appear in the first field of a field 10 and is always
foUowed by a taUoring indicator. AFILor AFILE indicates that the flight plan
was filed in the ah and is ignored by the field 10 processor.

(3) DCT, DIRCX or DRCT — can appear in a fix or route field, but generally ap
pears in the first field foUowing a taUoring indicator. DCE DERCT, or DRCT
stands fordirectnavigation. If the DCT, DDtCE. or DRCToccupiesthe first field
foUowing a taUoring indicator, it is ignored. If the DCE DIRCi; or DRCT occu
pies a meaningful route or fixfield, the field is treated as an impUed route or fix.
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(4) DR — can appear in a fix or route field but generally appears in the first field
\^_J foUowing atailoring indicator. DRstandsfor deadreckoning. Ifthe DR occupies

the first field foUowing a tailoring indicator, it is ignored. If the DR occupies a
meaningful route or fix field, the field is treated as an impUed route or fix.

(5) RNAV—can appear in a fixor route field but generaUyappears in the first field
foUowing a tailoring indicator. RNAV stands for random areanavigation. If the
RNAV occupies the first field foUowing a taUoring indicator, it is ignored. If the
RNAV occupies a meaningful route or fix field, the field is treated as an impUed
route or fix.

(6) RV — can appear in a fix or route field but generaUyappears in the first field
foUowing a tailoring indicator. RVstands for radar vector. If the RV occupies the
first field following a tailoring indicator, it is ignored. If the RVoccupies a mean
ingful route or fix field, the field is treated as an impUed route or fix.

(7) TLTP—can appear in a fixor route field. TLTP stands for toolong; see teletype.
If the TLTP occupies the first field following a tailoring indicator, it isignored. If
the TLTP occupiesa meaningfulroute or fixfield, the field is treated as an im
plied route or fix.

(8) VFR or AVFR—can appear in anyfield of a field 10,although it is generally at
the beginning or the end. The effect of a VFR or AVFR in the first route field is
identical to the tailoring indicator described in item (1). The effect of a VFR or

*v J AVFR inany other field istocause thefield 10 processor nottoprocess thefield
10 beyond that point. The flight path is processed up to the VFR or AVFR as
usual, and marked as en route at that point. (The en route indicator prevents the
flight profile processing from causing the flight to descend at the end of its de
fined flight path, as described in Section 7.)

(9) XXX — can only appear in a route field. The field 10 processor processes the
field 10 as usual up to the XXX and ignores any portion of the field 10 after the
XXX.The flight is marked as en route at the end of the processed flight path.

(10) ZZZZ—can appear in a fixor route field. ZZZZ indicates that the flight ispar
ticipating in a search and rescue operation. If the ZZZZ occupies the first field
following a tailoring indicator, it is ignored. If the ZZZZ occupies a meaningful
route or fixfield, the field is treated as an implied route or fix.

6.3.5 Fix Checking

The field 10 processor checks each fixfor reasonableness as it traverses the field 10.The initial
fix(i.e.,the originairport) isassumedto be correct.The nextfixischeckedrelative to the initial
fix. If it is accepted, it is used to check the next fix,and so on. A fixcan appear to be unreason
able in two general ways: it can be too far away from the previously accepted fix, or it can be
considered to deviate too far from the path towards the destination airport. The exact criteria

i j for deciding whether a fixis reasonable have been determined empirically by examining many
flight plans. These criteria vary depending on many factors regarding the specificflight.
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The most common flight category for fix checking isthedomestic,point-to-pointflight. (Point- •—-^
to-point isusedto referto aflight, such asan airline flight, which goesfromitsorigin airportto v
itsdestination airport ina fairly directway.) The fix checks fora domestic, point-to-pointflight
are as foUows:

(1) If a fixisconnectedto the previousfix byan airway, it mustbe within3500mUes
of the previous fix.

(2) If afix isconnected to theprevious fix byanimplied route,itmustbewithin 1750
mUes of the previous fix.

(3) If a fix is further than 200 miles from the previous fix, it undergoes a bearing
check: the bearing from the previous fix to the fix inquestion mustbewithin 85
degrees oneithersideofthebearingfrom theprevious fix to thedestination air
port.

(4) If a fix iswithin 200 miles oftheprevious fix, itwill be accepted independent of
the bearing.

(5) If thedistance between the fix inquestion andthe previous fix ismorethan 175
miles greaterthanthedistance from theprevious fix tothedestination airport, it
wUl be rejected.

Thenext category offlights forduplicate fix checking isthe intemational,point-to-point flight.
The maindifference betweeninternationaland domestic flights is the density of the fixes; in
oceanic traffic, forexample, fixes may beawidely spaced setoflatitude/longitude pairs. Inter
national, point-to-point flights areprocessed thesame asdomestic flights except that the dis
tance between any two fixes isallowed tobeupto3500 mUes; that is, thelimit check initem (2)
above is changed to 3500 utiles.

Thefinal categoryof flight forfix checking isthe circular flight. Thesimplest caseofa circular
flight isaflight which departs from and arrives at thesame airport; bearing checks areimpossi
blefor theseflights. Flights whose origin anddestination airports arewithin 250 mUes ofeach
otherandwhose flight times aremuch greater thanthatnecessary tofly from theorigin airport
to destination airporttendtohave convoluted flight pathswhich make bearingchecks unfeasi
ble; theseare alsotreatedascircularfUghts. Finally, militaryflights (identified byflight ID and
aircraft type) whose flight times aremuch greater thanthatnecessary tofly from theorigin air
port to destination airporttypicaUy show a greatdegreeofmaneuvering and are processed as
circularfUghts. Fixcheckingfor circularfUghts ensures that each fixiswithin 1200mUes of the
previous fix.

NOTE: Flight plans for circular flights are never received for flights outside theUnitedStates.

6.3.6 Error Handling

Thefield 10processor may detecta number oferrorsduring itsprocessing. Some ofthe errors
are recoverable, some are immediately fatal. The foUowing list summarizes these errors,
shows whenthey are fatal or recoverable, and gives the frequency of fatal errors.
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NOTE: The error frequencies are approximateandwillvarydepending on the contents of the
field 10s and the source geographical data.

(1) Bad message syntax— Field 10 has an unrecognizable format (e.g., has three
dots between two fix fields).

(a) Fatal: always

(b) Recoverable: never

(c) Frequency: 0.05%

(2) Unrecognizable fixor route—A fixor route name has an unrecognizable format
(e.g., fixname has seven letters).

(a) Fatal: always

(b) Recoverable: never

(c) Frequency: 0.0002%

(3) Unknown route — An airwaycannot be found in the grid database.

(a) Fatal: if next to an implied or unknownfix

[^J (b) Recoverable: recovered by connecting the two fixes, ifsurrounded by two
known fixes

(c) Frequency: 0.15% are fatal

(4) Unknownoriginairport—The origin airport cannot be found in the grid data
base.

(a) Fatal: always

(b) Recoverable: never

(c) Frequency: 0.10%

(5) Unknownfix ordestination airport—Anamed fix ordestination airportcannot
be found in the grid database, or a fix is not reasonable.

(a) Fatal: if surrounded byone airway and one implied (or unknown) route

(b) Recoverable: recovered byfinding the route intersection, ifsurrounded by
tworoutes. If surroundedbytwo implied routes, recovered byconnecting
the previous and next fixes. If destination airport or last fix, recovered by
truncating the route.

(c) Frequency: 0.15% are fatal
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(6) Routeshortenedto nothing—Thedestinationairportandallintermediatefixes
are rejected by error (5).

(a) Fatal: always

(b) Recoverable: never

(c) Frequency: 0.01%

(7) No route intersection — Two routes are expected to cross (e.g., due to an im
plied fix) and do not.

(a) Fatal: always

(b) Recoverable: never

(c) Frequency: 0.10%

(8) Fixnot on route — A fix is expected to be on a route (e.g., they are adjacent
fields) and is not.

(a) Fatal: if fix ismorethan 10grid ceUs (50 minutes of latitude or longitude)
from the route and if fix on the other sideof the route is impUed

(b) Recoverable: iffix is within 10 grid ceUs, fix is connected to route by a ^.^^
straight line. Ifnot, and there isa fixon the other side ofthe route, the route f^
is rejected, and the fixes are connected.

(c) Frequency: 0.01% are fatal

(9) Internal error — There are several, obscure items that check the internal con
sistency of the processing.

(a) Fatal: always

(b) Recoverable: never

(c) Frequency: .0045%
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The ETMS flight modeling uses the waypoint Ust produced by the field 10 processing along
with the other flight data extracted from the flight data messages to predict the impact of the
flighton the airports, sectors, and fixesalong its flightpath. The modeling of a flightconsistsof
three steps: determining the altitude and speed profile of the flight (i.e., what altitude and
speed the flight wUl haveat anypoint alongits flight path); determiningthe flight events; and
computingthe event times.The flighteventsare airport arrivalsand departures, sector entries
and exits,ARTCCentries and exits, airway entries and exits, and fixcrossings. Each flight event
is defined by the event type, the position in latitude and longitude, the speed of the aircraft at
the event, the altitude of the aircraft at the event, and the time of the event.

The flight modeling is based in part on data extracted from the flight data messages and the
results are stored in the flight database; both subjects are described in Section 5 —Flight Data
baseMaintenance. The flight modeling relies heavUy on the waypoint listproduced by the field
10 processor, as described in Section 6. The ETMS grid database, described in Section 6.2,
plays a central role in the determination of the flight events. The ETMS uses the flight event
data to support the displayof aircraft situation data (e.g.,showaU fUghts goingthrough a given

v—^ sector) as described inSection 10—DisplayingData, and tocompute traffic demands as de
scribed in Section 8 — Traffic DemandandAlert Processing.

The remainder ofSection 7 has three main sections. Section 7.1describes how a flight profile is
assigned to a flight. Section 7.2 describes how the flight events are generated. Section 7.3 de
scribes how the flight event times are computed.

7.1 Flight Profile Modeling

The flight profile modeling estimates the altitude and speed of a flight as a function of its dis
tance from the originor destination airports. For the purposes ofprofile modeling, a flightcan
be broken downinto three segments: the ascentphase,where the aircraft cUmbs from its origin
airport to some altitude; the en route phase, where the aircraft travels at some altitude and
speed; and the descentphase,where the aircraft descends to the destination airport. The flight
profile modelinggets the cruisingaltitude and speed from the flightmessage data stored in the
flight database. The ascent and descent profile data is stored in the aircraft profile database
described in Section 7.1.1. Section 7.1.2 describes how the aircraft profile data and cruising
altitude and speed are used to determine the profile for a specific flight.
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7.1.1 Aircraft Profile Database

The aircraft profile database contains ascent and descent profiles to be appUed to the various
aircraft types. Anascent profile specifies thealtitude andspeed ofa departing flight asa func
tionofitsdistance from theorigin airport. SimUarly, adescentprofile specifies thealtitudeand
speedof an arriving flight as a function of its distance from the destination airport.

The aircraft profile database is derived from several sources. FAA Handbook 7340 provides a
complete list of FAAaircraft type designatorsand information associatedwith each one. The
information extracted for each aircraft type consists ofweight class (smaU, large, heavy), climb
rateanddescent rate. Publication 7340 formerly listed anitem called theaircraft category. Al
though theaircraft category isnolonger listed inPubUcation 7340, it isbeing manually main
tained for new aircraft. The last item divides aircraft into nine groups: single-engine piston,
multi-engine piston, single-engine turboprop, multi-engine turboprop, civUian turbojet, nuli-
tary fighter type turbojet, nulitary cargo/bomber type turbojet, special performance turbojet,
and helicopters.

Thesecondsourceofaircraft dataisfrom theIntegrated Noise Model (INM). TheINM isaset
ofaircraft ascent profile models thatwere developed fortheFAA forstudying noise levels at
airports. The INM includes very detailed ascent profiles for 43 aircraft types which span the
range ofweight classes and categories. TheINM contains uptoseven ascent profiles foreach
aircraft type depending on the trip length. Theprofiles specify the distance, speed, altitude,
and thrust for each breakpoint of the ascent up to 10,000 feet.

Theascent profiles upto 10,000 feet from theINM areused asgiven. These ascent profiles are
then extended to the absolute ceiling for eachaircraft type according to the standard fastest
climb condition defined in aircraft dynamics Uterature.1, To generate the altitudes and speeds
asa function of thedistance from the airport, a fastest climb algorithm was developed which
uses themaximum thrust,wingsurfacearea,wing span, andweightfortheaircraft type, andthe
maximum steady stateload factor anddrag coefficient typical for aircraft of that category.

The aircraft types in Publication 7340 that do not have ascent profiles in the INM are then
matched to theclosest available profile. Thematching isdonebyfinding a bestfitusing climb
rate and descent rate witha known profileof the given aircraftcategory.

Thealtitudeportionof the descent profile doesnotvary byaircraft type. It isassumed that aU
fUghts use a four-degree ghde slope from the cruising altitude to 12,000feet, level off from 48
to 38mUes out,andthenfoUow a three-degree slopeintothe airport. Thespeedportionofthe
descent profile isgenerated according to aircraft category andcruising speed. Thevalues used
for generating descentprofiles are shown in Table 7-1 and are appliedas described below.

During the initial descent from cruising altitude, it is assumed that a flight holds a constant
Machspeed until it reaches a givenindicatedair speed (IAS),whichisthen held constant until
the flight reaches 12,000feet. The flight is then assumed to decelerate at a constant rate to 250

'Hale, Francis J.,AircraftPerformance, Selection, and Design, John WUey & Sons,
Inc., New York, N.Y. 10022,1984, pp. 74-84.
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knots while at 12,000feet. The flight is then assumed to descend at constant deceleration until
li it reaches the specified speed at ten miles out. The speed is held constant from 10miles out to

landing. During the flight profilemodeling, the profilewith the Mach speed closest to the cruis
ing speed within the proper aircraft category is used for a given flight. Ifthe cruising speed ofa
flight is less than any ofthe provided values, the flight is modeled as descending at its constant
cruising speed until it reaches 12,000feet.

^J

^J

Table 7-1. Aircraft Descent Profile Data

Aircraft Types Initial Descent
(Mach/IAS)

Speed Leaving
12000 feet (IAS)

Speed 10 Miles
Out (IAS)

Landing Speed
(IAS)

Heavy Jets,
Fighters

.85/350 (kts)
.80/330
.75/310
.70/290

250 (kts)
250
250
250

140 (kts)
140
140
140

140 (kts)
140
140
140

Large Jets .85/350
.80/330
.75/310
.70/290

250
250
250
250

120
120
120
120

120
120
120
120

Turboprops,
Piston props,
Helicopters

.70/290 250 90 90

tfO

7.1.2 Determining a Flight's Profile

The flight profile is modeled using the aircraft profile models, the filed cruising altitude and
speed, and the distances along the flight path. A graphic representation of the flight profile
modeling is shown in Figure 7-1. If the first element of the flight path is an airport, the flight is
assumed to be on the ground. Ifthe first element isany other fixtype, the flight isassumed to be
aheady en route at its filed speed and altitude. If the flight is on the ground, an ascent profile is
chosen using the aircraft type and the length of the flight. As the flight path is foUowed, the
ascent profile provides the altitude, speed, and phase (ascent, en route, descent) as a function
of the distance from the origin airport. The ascent is followed until it intersects the filed cruis
ingaltitude. The flight isassumed to be at the filedcruisingaltitude and speed for the entire en
route phase.

If the last element in the flight path isan airport, the flight is modeled as landing at the airport;
if the last element is any other fixtype, the flight is assumed to hold its cruising speed and alti
tude through the last fix. If a landing iscalled for, the flight profile model checks at each event
for an intersection between the current flight path and the descent profile. The descent phase
can begin during the ascent or en route phase. Figure 7-1shows a flight descending from its en
route phase. Once the descent phase begins, the descent profile provides the altitude, speed,
and phase as a function of the distance from the destination airport.
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Figure 7-1. Flight Profile Modeling

7.2 Flight Event Generator

The flight eventgeneratortraverses the gridcells which connect the waypomts of the flight as
determined bythe field 10processor and creates a list of eventsfor the flight.At each ceU, the
altitudeof the flight isdeterminedbythe flight profilemodel. The eventgenerator then deter
mineswhether anyeventsshould be generated. The informationgenerated for each event is
summarized in Table 7-2. The event information includes aU the data needed for the subse
quent flight time and trafficdemand computations. The following sectionsdescribehoweach
type of flight event is generated.

7.2.1 Airport Events

An eventisalways generatedfor the originand destination airports. The elementtype,name,
andposition are known fromthe griddatabase. The typeofeventisa departurefor the origin
airport, andan arrival for the destination airport. The altitude ofan airporteventisalways set
to zero; the speed isknown from the ascentor descent model.The distance and bearing from
the previousevent are undefined for a departure, and are computed from the previousevent
for an arrival.

7.2.2 Fix Events

A fixevent is generated for any fixcontained in a grid cell along the flight path. The element
type, name, and position for any fixare knownfrom the grid database. The event kind isdeter
minedto be a low altitudecrossing, high altitudecrossing, or super-high altitude crossing by
examining the altitude of the fhghtposition. (A lowfixisbetween0 and 23,900 feet, a highfix is
between 24,000 and 34,900 feet, and a super-high fix is between 35,000 and 99,900 feet.) The
altitude,speed,and phase are knownfromthe flightprofilemodel.The distancesand bearings
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from the previousevents are computed. Ifan airborne delaytime has been savedbythe field 10
processor for this fix, the delay time is assigned to the event.

Table 7-2. Flight Event Data

Field Name Contents

Element Type airport
NAVAID

adapted fix
waypoint
ARTCC
low sector
high sector
super-high sector
jet airway
Victor airway

Element Name —

Event Kind If airport: departure
arrival

If fix: low crossing
high crossing
super-high crossing

If ARTCC, entry
sector, exit
or airway:

Location latitude/longitude

Altitude —

Speed —

Distance n.m. from previous event

Bearing deg. from previous event

Phase takeoff
ascent
en route
descent
landing

Waypoint Flag true/false

Airborne Delay minutes (fixes only)
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7.2.3 Airway Events

An airway event isgenerated whena flight path joins or leavesa jet or Victor airway. The ele
menttype andnamefor the airway areknown from thegriddatabase. The altitude, speed,and
phase of the flight are known from the flight profile model. The distances and bearings from
the previous events are computed once the locations are known.

The occurrence and location of the airway events are then determined.The eventgenerator
examines each cell along a flightpath for the existence of an airway. If the flight's altitude is
below 18,000 ft., the eventgenerator looks for onlyVictorairways; if the flight is at or above
18,000ft., the event generator looksfor onlyjet airways. When the event generator encounters
a newairway it mustdecidewhetherthe flightismerelycrossing the airwayor trulyfollowing it.
Asshown in Figure7-2, a flight path and an airway can containsomecommonnumber of grid
cells (in this example, three) even though it is onlycrossing the airway. Therefore, the event
generator requires that a flightpath coincidewith an airway for at leastfive grid cells before
deciding the flight isreally foUowing the airway. Whenthiscondition ismet, the eventgenera
tor creates an airway entry event located at the first of the five grid ceUs which were found to
intersect. Theflight islikewise considered tobeontheairwayuntilthatairway does notappear
infive consecutive gridcells in the flight path.Anairway exit eventisgeneratedwiththe loca
tion of the last grid cell to contain the airway.

Figure 7-2. Airway Intersection

7.2.4 Sector Events

Theevent generator determines sectorevents by following theflight paththrough thegrid da
tabase. Ateachgridcell, thealtitude oftheflight isdetermined bytheflight profile model. The
eventgenerator then checks the flight altitude againstthe altitude Umits for each sector con
taining thatgrid cell todeterminewhich sector theflight iscurrently in. Theassigned sectorfor
thecurrentgridceUisthencompared tothesectordetermined forthepreviouscell. Iftheflight
isinthesame sector, noevent is generated; ifdifferent, asector exit isgenerated for theprevi
oussectorand an entryfor the currentsector.The sectoreventsare generated for allsectors.
Thesectornames are known fromthe griddatabase. Theposition of the eventisdefined to be
the center pointof the current grid ceU. The altitude, speed, and phase are known from the
flight profile model. Thedistances and bearings from the previous events are computed.
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Some high sectors are covered bysuper-high sectors; some are not. The ETMS ensures that all
flights at super-high altitudes are assigned to a sector even if no super-high sector isdefined at
the flight location. When the event generator determines that an estimated flight altitude is
above aU sectors in a grid cell, it assigns the flight to the highest sector in that grid ceU.

The internal representation of the sector boundaries can cause unwanted sector events to be
generated when a flight path coincidescloselywith a sector boundary, as shown in Figure 7-3.
The boundary between sectors A and B is actuallya straight Une, but is approximated as the
boundary of the grid cellswhich compose the sectors. If the event generator were to use the
internal sectorboundary literaUy,it would generate numerous sectorexits and entries between
sectors A and B for the illustrated flight path.

The event generator avoidsthis bycheckingthe distance between each sector entry and exit;if
the distance is found to be less than ten miles, the events are not generated. Therefore, if the
flightstarts in sector A, goes through a sequence of closeentry/exit pairs, and ends in sector A,
the flight is modeled as always being in sector A. If the flight starts in sector A, goes through a
sequence of close entry/exit pairs, and ends in sector B, it is modeled as having one exit from
sector A and one entry to sector B. In the latter case, the exact point at whichthe exit/entryis
modeledbecomessomewhatarbitrary.An additional effectof this algorithmisthat flights that
cut the corner of a sector for less than ten miles are modeled as never entering that sector.

Figure 7-3. Sector Boundary Events

7.2.5 Arrival Fix Events

Arrival fix eventsare generated after aU the other eventshavebeen generated for a flight; this
isdonewithoutreferencing the grid. Arrival fix events aregeneratedonly for flights arriving at
anairportthat hasdefined arrival fixes. AU flights arriving atsuchanairportare assigned to the
closest arrival fix regardless of whether the flight path, asspecified bythe field 10, physically
intersects one of the arrival fixes. Because the arrival fix may not he on the flight path, arrival
fix events are processedand maintainedseparately from the other flight events.

The arrivalfix eventisdeterminedasfoUows. The airspacearound anairport canbe thoughtof
asa circular region with a radius of30mUes andwith the airport as the center; the airspace is
divided intopie-shaped slices asshown inFigure 7-4. Thenumberofslices isequalto the num
ber of arrival fixes. The sides of the slices are drawn as lineswhich bisectthe anglecreated by
twoadjacentfixes and the airport as thevertex. Each pie sliceisassociatedwithan arrivalfix. If
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arrival fixes aredefined fordifferent aircraft categories (forexample, jets, props, etc.), adiffer
ent pie is created for each defined aircraft category.

After theevent list has been generated, theevent generator starts from thedestination airport
and works back along the flight path thirty nautical miles to determinethe pointx at which the
flight path intersects the edge of the pie. The event generator then determines which slice the
intersecting point lies inand assigns theflight to thearrival fix associated with thatslice. Figure
7-4 shows that the flight is assigned to arrival fix D. The location of the event is defined as the
location of the arrival fix, although the flight path does not physically cross the arrival fix. An
arrival fix event has no altitude or speed associated with it.

Arrival Fix B

ival Fix C

Figure 7-4. Arrival Fix Processing

7.3 Flight Time Modeling

The description of the ETMS flight-time modeling is divided into three sections. Section 7.3.1
describes how the ETMS models departure times. Section 7.3.2 describes how the ETMS pre
dicts times for the other events in a flight's event list. Section 7.3.3 describes how the ETMS
updates event times based on the data received in position update (TZ) messages.

7.3.1 Departure Time Modeling

The ETMS receives four typesof departure times from incoming flight data messages: sched
uled departure timesfromFSs,filed departure times fromFZs,controlled departure timesfrom
EDCTs, and actual departure times from DZs. The departure times can mean two different
things depending on the message and flight type:
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(1) Wheels-up timesrefer to the time that a flightactuaUy takes off.ControUed and
[^y actual departure times are always wheels-up times. Filed departure times are

wheels-up timesonlyfor unscheduledcarriers (mainlymilitary and general avi
ation users). Scheduleddeparture times are never wheels-up times.

(2) Gatepushback timesrefer to the time that a flight expects to pushbackfromthe
gate at a terminal after loadingpassengers. Scheduleddeparture times are al
ways gate pushbacktimes. Filed departure times are gate pushbacktimesonly
for scheduled carriers. ControUed and actual departure times are never gate
pushback times.

The ETMS expresses aU departure event timesas wheels-up times. The ETMS convertsgate
pushback times to wheels-uptimes byadding a taxi time estimate. Taxi time estimates are de
termined empiricaUy from historical data for eachairline operating at eachpacing airport. A
taxitimeoften minutes isused for all other airhnes and airports.The actual taxitime estima
tion process is described in Appendix B. Taxi times are applied only to gate pushback times;
that is,scheduled departure timesandfileddeparture timesforscheduled carriers. Wheels-up
departure times are not adjusted.

NOTE: Otherdeparture time factors, suchasdeparture queueing delays, arenot factored into
the departure event time modeling.

The ETMS does not model other departure delays, such as queueing delays, in the senseof
predicting thosedelays. However, the ETMS doestrackobserved departuredelays (seeSec-

\~y tion 5.3.3 — FlightsNot Activated). When the ETMS observes that a flighthasnot been acti
vated five minutes after its expecteddeparture time, the ETMS adds fiveminutes to the mod
eled departure time. As long as the flight is not activated, the ETMS checks for delays and
pushes the modeled departuretimebackuntilonehourafterthe original proposed departure
time. EachtimetheETMS re-computes the modeled departuretime, it re-computes theother
modeled event times accordingly.

7.3.2 En Route Time Modeling

The event time computations are based on data that hasbeenassigned to the events by the
event generator (see Section 7.2), namely, the speed at the event and the distance from the
previous event. During theascent and descent phases, theflight maybe either accelerating or
decelerating. Also, the distance between events varies. The acceleration ordeceleration is ap
proximated between events by integrating intermediate values computed at regularly spaced
intervals between the two events.

During theenroute phase oftheflight, theevent times arecomputed using theassigned cruis
ing speed adjusted by grid wind values. The grid winds data provides wind vectors (speed and
direction) estimated for different altitude strata atamatrixoflocations covering the continen
tal U.S. grid winds estimates areprovided for thenext 12 hours. For each enroute event, the
ETMS applies the wind vector for the nearest location and the appropriate altitude. The wind

{^j vector is combined with the aircraft vector to compute an estimated speed overground for the
event. The ETMS uses the speed over groundwith the distance between events tocompute the
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next event time. Ifthespeeds overground aredifferent fortwo consecutiveenrouteevents, the —
average of the two speeds is used. '>

NOTE: The grid winds data isused for FS and FZmessages. However, the grid winds data is
not used to adjust speeds during the ascent anddescent of the flight.

Ifanevent hasan airborne delay assigned to it, the delay timeisaddedto that eventtime. That
is, the delay is considered tooccurbefore theevent. Airborne delays can onlybeassigned tofix
events.

An exception ismade for computing the timeof an arrival fix event,ifone exists. The timeat
thearrival fix isassigned tobe15 minutes earherthan thearrival time (thatis, theevent time at
the destination airport). The timeisnot computed aspart of the normal eventUst because the
flight path maynotactuaUy cross thearrival fix (see section 7.2.5). Although thearrival fix time
maynotbeconsistentwiththeotherflight events aroundthearrival fix, itassures that theorder
of the flights arriving at the destination airport is preserved at each arrival fix.

7.3.3 Position Update Processing

The position update messages (TZs) contain the tracked position and speed for an active
flight. The ETMS uses theTZdata toupdate thepredicted time and speed offuture eventsand f*}
to estimate the actual time and speed of past events.

The TZdatapresents aunique setofproblemsfor theETMS. All other flight data used for the
modeling offlights is defined strictly inthecontext ofthe modeled flight events; thatis, every
position, speed, altitude, andtime isassociated with anETMS-defined event. However, TZs
are received at arbitrary times (from an ETMS perspective) and arbitrary positions. The
ETMS must therefore first determine how to relate a TZ'sdata to thepre-defined event list,
then how to update the event times.

Anexample ofTZprocessing isshown inFigure 7-5. TheTZ processing first checks whether
theTZposition is close enough totheflight path (as defined by theevent Ust) tobeaccepted.
TheTZprocessingchecks thepositionbycomputingtheperpendiculardistancefrom theposi
tion totheclosest partoftheflight path (in this case, thesegment between events 3and 4); if
this distance isless than 15 miles, theTZ isprocessed normally. TheTZ processing thenfinds
thelast actual event (closest previous event, event 3inthis case) andestimates thetime ofthat
event based onthedistance from theTZposition tothe event, theTZ speed over ground, and
theTZ time. TheTZ processing next uses the speedover ground from the TZ to update the
cruisingspeeds inthelastactual eventaswell astheremamingpredictedevents that are intheen
routephase of the flight. FinaUy, the TZ processing re-computes the times for the predicted
events in the manner described in Section 7.3.2.
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Figure 7-5. Example of TZ Processing

Once alast actual event has beeifidentified)the TZ processing will not change the estimates
for that event. Referring againto the example, ifanotherTZ isreceived beforethe flight reach
es event 4, the values estimated for event3 wiU not be changed. The TZprocessingwill,howev
er, update speeds for the predicted events, extrapolate the predicted time for event 4 using the
TZ speed, time, and position, and update the times for events 5,6, and 7.

Ifa TZ is found to be more than 15nules from the flight path, theTZprocessing monitors sub
sequentTZs to determinewhether the flightisdeviatingfrom orcomingback to the flightpath.
If die flight is found to be deviatingfrom the flightpath bymore than 0.5milesper minute, the
TZs are ignored (i.e.,the event timesare not changedusingthe contents of the TZ). If the flight
is movingparallel to the flightpath or comingback to the flight path, the TZs are processed as
described above.

NOTE: In many cases,when a flight is found to be deviating from its flight path, the next up
date to the flightpath (usuallyfrom aUZ message) is found to coincidewith the TZs.
The normalTZ processing is resumed in this case.

The TZ processing is further complicated by the existence of airborne delays. A flight usuaUy
maneuversfar offitsfiledflightpath duringan airborne delay. Therefore, whena flightreaches
a fixwhere it is expected to take a delay, the TZs are ignored until the delay time has expired.
The TZ processing then returns to normal, as described above.

Another processingexceptionisfor flights that fileflightplanswhUe flying VFR.The event list
beginswhilethe flight isen route,yetTZs are often received forpositionsbefore the beginning
of the event list. In these cases, the first event time isextrapolated from the TZ speed, position,
and time. The remaining event times are computed as before.
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Section 8

Traffic Demand and Alert Processing

TheETMS uses the flight event data produced during the flight modeling to estimate the traffic
demand at each monitored airport, sector, and fix, and to generate an alert whenever a traffic
demand is projected to exceed a pre-defined alert threshold. Airport traffic demands are de
fined as the number ofarrivals and departures in a 15-minute interval. Sector traffic demands
are defined as the peak number ofaircraft in a sector at any one time during a 15-minute inter
val. Fix traffic demands are defined as the number of fix crossings within a certain altitude
range during a 15-minute interval; the altitude ranges used correspond to the altitude limits of
the sectors that overlay the fixes.Alert thresholds are defined in the same manner as the traffic
demands.

The ETMS computes the traffic demands from the flight event data determined by the ETMS
flight modeUng (see Section 7) based on the ETMS flight database processing (see Section 5).
The ETMS keeps a traffic demand database (TDB) whichcontains the traffic demand count
and alert threshold for each element, event type, and 15-minute interval. When a projected
demand exceeds a threshold, the ETMS displaysan alert for that element on theASD. The
traffic management speciaUstcan request data about the alert through theASD; the alert data

vj includes acomparison ofthe demands and the alerts, and flight lists for the alerted element.
The display of the alerts and the alert data is described in Section 10.

This section consistsof four parts. Section 8.1describes the airports, sectors, and fixesthat are
monitored. Section 8.2 describes the processing of the traffic demand data. Section 8.3 de
scribes the alert thresholds. Section 8.4 describes how the alerts are generated.

8.1 Monitored Elements

The ETMS map database and grid database contain an enormous number ofairports, sectors,
and fixes. Maintaining traffic demand counts and lists for all known elements would require
huge processing resources and would be ofquestionable benefit. Instead, the ETMS maintains
traffic demand data only for elements determined to be of reasonable benefit to traffic man
agement. The monitored elements are specified in a manuaUymaintained list. The monitored
elements list is generated according to the criteria described below; however, elements can be
added to or deleted from the Ust according to direction from traffic management.

(1) Monitored Airports — The monitored airports consist of all U.S. airports with
scheduled flights, all Canadian and Mexican airports with scheduled interna
tional flights, and several manually selected international airports.

t j (2) Monitored Sectors —The ETMS monitors aU sectors in the airspace over the
CONUS.The monitored sectorscorrespond to the sectors displayedon theASD
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in the low, high, and superhigh-sector, map overlays. Oceanic sectors are not >—s.
monitored.

(3) Monitored Fixes — The ETMS monitors all fixes defined by traffic manage
ment as monitored fixes.They may or may not correspond to arrival fixes. Fur
thermore, themonitored trafficforafix consistsonlyofthosefUghtswhose flight
pathactually crosses the fix; that is, arrival fix events are not passed to the TDB
for inclusion in the fix counts. The trafficfor a fix is maintained in categories
whichcorrespond to the sector stratawhichoverlaythe fix; that is,ifa fixhas low,
high, and superhigh sectors overit, it wiU havelow, high, and superhigh traffic
counts. Thisis aU borneout bythe fact that the specialist canget low, high, and
superhigh fixalerts but cannot get an arrival fix alert

8.2 Traffic Demand Processing

The ETMSmaintainsthe trafficdemanddatabaseso that it always reflectsthe state of the data
in theflight database. When the ETMS addsa flight to theflight database (e.g., whenanFZ is
received), it also adds ittothetraffic demand database. When theETMS updates aflight inthe
flight database (e.g., when a DZ is received), the traffic demand database is updatedcorre
spondingly. Ifaflight iscanceUed intheflight database (e.g.,whenanRZ isreceived), theflight
isremoved fromthetraffic demand database. In everycase, the information (flight ID andsta
tus)needed to updatethe traffic demand database isin the flight database or isproduced by
the ETMS flight modeling (the element names, the event types, andthe event times).

TheETMS maintains separatetraffic demandcountsforfUghts withstatusesofscheduled,pro-
posed, andactive. The ETMS determines the appropriate count to update,for a flight, byex
amining the flight status assigned in the flight database (see Section 5). The ETMS usesthe
separate counts to distinguish alerts caused by flights in the air (active flights) from alerts
caused byflights ontheground (scheduled andproposed); theASD displays theformer asred
alerts and the latter as yellow alerts (see Section 10).

Themaintenanceofthe trafficdemandsforairports andfixes isthemoststraightforward,since
those demands consistsimplyofcounts oftheflight events (arrivals, departures, andcrossings)
as they appearin the event lists. When the ETMS addsa flight to the flight database, it per
forms aseparateadd transaction foreveryairportandfix eventintheflight's event list. SimUar-
ly, when a flight iscanceUed, the ETMS performs separate delete transactions foreach airport
andfix event. When theETMS changesaflight status orupdates aflight event list, itperforms a
delete transaction for eachprevious airport and fix event, and it performs an add transaction
for each updated airport and fix event.

Figure8-1 iUustrates the processing for an add transaction ofan airportdepartureeventfor a
proposed flight. TheETMS uses theelement type andname tolookuptheairport inthetraffic
demand database. The ETMS computes the 15-minuteinterval into whichthe event fallsfrom
the event time. The ETMS identifies the flight status as proposed and the event type as adepar- -^
ture. Accordingly, the ETMS increments the proposed departure count for the computed in- '^
terval andinserts the flight intothe departureflight Ust for that interval (oneflight Ust ismain-
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tained for flights of all statuses). If the transaction type were delete, the same steps would be
performed exceptthat the countwould be decremented, and the flight wouldbe removedfrom
the flight list.The fixdemand processing issimilar to the airport processing except that instead
of arrival and departure events, there are low, high, and super-high crossings.

The maintenance of the sector traffic demands is more complex than for airports and fixes be
cause the sector demands (i.e., the peak numbersof flights at anyone time during an interval)
are not just counts of the sector events (i.e., sector entries and exits). To determine the peak
demands, the ETMS processes the sector events in pairs. When the ETMS adds a flight to the
flight database, it performs an add transaction for the sector entry and exitpairs. When a flight
is cancelled, the ETMS performs a delete transaction for sector entry and exit pairs.

Transaction Type : ADD
Flight ID: AAL17
Flight Status: PROPOSED

Element Type: AIRPORT
Element Name: BOS

Event Type: DEPARTURE
Event Time: 1213

WVWVWvW

*$>

< Transaction >
\ Type? /

Airport: BOS

Aaa

vwwwww

vWWWWWV
Look up element

Time: 1200-1214

Compute interval SPA

Arrivals: 1 10 12

Flights: UAL94 1201
N784U 1208

• •

• •

• •

< Event Type? > SPA

Departures: 5 12+1 0

C eparture T Flights: PBA1723 1213
USA332 1204
AAL17 1213

• •
• •

• •

Increment count
I—»

^AAAA/WWvVInsert flight

Figure 8-1. Airport Demand Processing

When the ETMS updatesa flight's event list, itperforms a delete transaction foreachprevious
sectorentryand exit pair and an add transaction for each updated sector entryand exit pair.
TheETMS maintains separate demand counts by flight status for sectors asitdoes forairports
and fixes.
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Figure 8-2 illustrates the processing ofanadd transaction for asector entry and exit pair for an
active flight. TheETMS initially processes thetransaction as itdoes for the airport transaction.
The ETMS uses the element type and name to lookup the sector in the traffic demanddata
base. TheETMS computes the15-minute interval into which theentryandexit events fall from
the event times and inserts the flight into the flight lists for those intervals.

Transaction Type: ADD
Flight ID: AAL17
Flight Status: ACTIVE

vwvwwvw
K/VWWWVWVi

Element Type: SECTOR
Element Name: ZBW13

Event Type: ENTRY
Event Time: 1201
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KAAVWVWWVj

Element Type: SECTOR
Element Name: ZBW13

Event Type: EXIT
Event Time: 1213
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Figure 8-2. Sector Demand Processing

At thispoint, the processingof the sector transaction departs significantly from that of the air
port. The sector traffic demand database contains minute-by-minute counts of the number of
flights in the sector; aseparate set of countsismaintained for each flight status. In thisexample,
the ETMS updates the active demand counts, starting at the sector entry time (1201) and end
ingwith the sector exit time (1213).The ETMS then checks the updated active demand counts
to see if any exceed the previous active peak demand; if so, the active peak is set to the new
value. Similarly, the ETMS checks whether there is a new total peak. The ETMS determines
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the total peak bysumming the scheduled, proposed, and active count for each minute, and by
{^_J taking themaximum ofthose sums.

A sector delete transaction is handled in a manner similar to an add, but counts are decrem
ented instead of incremented. The ETMS removes the flight from the flight list, decrements
the minute-by-minute demand counts, and checks to see if anypeakvalues should be reduced.

The example in Figure 8-2showsthe casewhere the sector entry and exit events are in the same
interval, which isnot alwaysthe case. When the sector events happen in two different intervals,
the ETMS computes the entry and exitintervals.The ETMS inserts the flight into the flight list
for the entry and exit intervals and any intervals in between. As before, the ETMS updates the
minute-by-minute demand counts from the entry time to the exit time. The ETMS then checks
the minute-by-minute demand counts against the peak demands for each time interval in
volved, and updates the peak counts as necessary.

8.3 Alert Thresholds

An alert threshold is defined as the level of traffic demand required at an element for it to be
brought to the attention of a traffic management specialist.The alert thresholds are sometimes
referred to as the capacities of the elements, but are not capacities in the classical sense. Alert
thresholds for an airport are defined by the numbers of arrivals and departures in a 15-minute
interval (two separate values). Alert thresholds for a sector are defined by the number of air
craft in the sector at any one time. Alert thresholds for a fix are defined by the number of any
low,high,or super-high flights (up to three separate values) crossing the fixin each 15-minute
interval.

NOTE: Not all airspace is divided into low,high, and super-high airspaces. In some cases the
airspace altitude parameters are from 000 to 999. In other cases airspace is divided
into low and high (with the top altitude as high as 999) airspace only.

The ETMS maintains two sets of alert thresholds for each element, event type, and 15-minute
interval: the nominal threshold and today's threshold. The nominal thresholds are a set of de
fault values which are stored in a manually maintained data file and read into the traffic de
mand database. Each day, the ETMS uses the nominal thresholds to initially set today's values.
During the day, the ETMS uses today's values to check traffic demands and generate alerts.
Authorized traffic management specialists can change today's by using the CAPS command
available on theASD.

<J

8.4 Alert Generation

The ETMScomparestrafficdemandvaluesto alert thresholdsevery five minutes to see ifany
alertsexist. TheETMS generates analertifa traffic demand exceeds analertthreshold forany
15-minute interval in thenextlength oftimeasdefined bythespecialist (up toninehours). For
airports and fixes, the ETMSgenerates a red alert onlyifthe activedemand exceedsthe thresh-

[) old; itgenerates ayellow alert ifthetotal demand (scheduled plus proposed plus active fUghts)
is greater than thethreshold. For sectors, theETMSgeneratesaredalertonlyiftheactivepeak
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demand exceeds the threshold; itgenerates ayeUow alertifthe totalpeakdemandexceeds the /-—s
threshold. A traffic management specialist can alter the number of alertsdisplayed on hisor
herASD by specifying the desired element types, or by specifying a time range for the alerts
other than the one-hour default.

The ETMS also detects when alerted situations are relieved. If the traffic demand is less than
the alert threshold for an interval that waspreviously alerted, the alert for that interval isdis
abled. When noremaining intervals are alertedfora previously alertedelement, that element
disappears from anyASD that is currently displaying alerts.

The ETMS also monitors whether alerts for specific 15-minute intervals have been turned
green by authorized traffic management specialists. When an authorized specialist has used
theturngreen command to indicate thatanalert isbeing resolved fora specific 15-minute in
terval, theappropriate timebar interval changescolor: from red to greenwitha redhorizontal
stripe or from yeUow to green with a yeUow horizontal stripe. Thestripe indicates that there
usedto be an alert for the elementduringthat 15-minuteinterval.ThisaUows the user to more
easUymonitor that element.

Ifother 15-minute intervals shown on the time barare still alerted, the alert icon onthe map
will remain redoryellow. However, ifall alerted 15-minute intervals areturned green, theicon
on the map wiU also turn green.

Oncea speciaUst turns an alerted interval green,the system wiU not re-alert the elementfor
that time interval, even ifthe situation in that interval becomes much worse. However, ifthe f^.
monitor alertbarcharts and text reports indicate thatthesituation has degraded, thespecialist
can choose to toggle off the turn greencommand to indicate that the element should be moni
tored again. Afterwards, alerts could again be generated for the interval.

Theeffects of the turn green command wiU appear immediately on theASD of the specialist
who issued thecommand. During thenext monitor/alert update, such effectswiU appearonall
other ASD displaysat all ETMS sites.

r>
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Section 9

Traffic Management Data Processing

The ETMS traffic management data processingperforms the steps specificto the implementa
tion of a ground delayprogram. The FAAissues ground delayprograms in order to prevent
aircraftfrom arriving at an airport at a rate wellabovethe rate at whichtheycanfeasibly land.
A trafficmanagementspecialist at the ATCSCC initiatesa ground delayprogram byrunning
the Selected Controlled Departure Time (SCDT) program. The results of the program are
sent to the TMUs at the ARTCCs, the airlines, and the ETMS via the IFCN. The ETMS saves
these flight controlsand determineshowto apply them to the flight and trafficdatabases.The
ETMS subsequently issuescontrol time (CT) messages to the NAScausing the controlled de
parture timesto take effect. The ETMSalsoreceives substitution requests(Sis) from the air
lines, which specifychanges to the issued controls. The ETMS verifies the Sis by using rules
determined byFAApolicy;ifaccepted, the ETMS appUes the changes and issuesthe appropri
ate CTs. Finally, the traffic management speciaUst can use ETMS commands to control the
traffic management data processing.

The traffic management data processing is closely related to the other flight data processing.
The manner in which the ETMS uses the traffic management data to update the flight database
is fully described in Section 5 —Flight DatabaseMaintenance. The contents of the EDCT and
SI messages are described in Section 5.1.4—EDCTMessages, and Section 5.1.5—Flight Sub
stitution Messages. The trafficmanagement data processing is also dependent on the traffic de
mand database described in Section 8.2 — Traffic DemandProcessing.

Section9.1 provides a detaUed description of howthe flight controls are applied.Section9.2
describes howthe ETMSvalidatesthe SImessages. Section9.3describes the processing ofthe
traffic management commands.

9.1 Applying Flight Controls

The ETMS receives three types of flight controls: Estimated Departure Clearance Times
(EDCTs), Fuel Advisory delay tables (FAs), and flight substitution requests (Sis). EDCTs and
FAs are generated by theSCDT program at theATCSCC. The EDCTs areflight-specific con
trolled departure times forflights known at thetime thattheSCDT program isrun. TheFAs
areaverage delays tobeappUed toflights thatfile flight plans after theSCDTprogram is run.
The Sis are specified by flight canceUations (CNXs), substitutions (SUBs), replacements
(RPLs), and exchanges (EXCs), which the airlines generate inresponse to EDCTs. The Sis
allow an airline to react to the ground delay program to reflect its own dispatching priorities.
The ETMS uses the flight controls, in combinationwith NAS flight plan messages toissue CTs.

\^j The ETMS sends CTs to the NAS host computer atthe flight's departure ARTCC, which in
turn prints the control times on the flight strips sent to the air traffic controUers for implemen-
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tation. The following sections describe how the ETMS generates CIs for EDCTs, FAs, and Sis. ^^
Section5—FlightDatabase Maintenance describes how the ETMS updates the flight database ( ^
with control data.

9.1.1 EDCT Processing

The SCDTprogram computes ground delays using aflight list obtained from theETMS traffic
demand database. The flights in the ETMS Ust that receive EDCTs may have astatus ofeither
scheduled,filed, orcontrolled. When the ETMS receives the EDCTs, itchecks the flight status.
Ifaflight isfiled, the ETMS immediately issues aCTfor theflight and notes thataCTwassent.
Ifaflight isscheduled, theETMS stores the controUed departure time andwaits for aflight plan
tobe received. When the flight plan matching the EDCT is eventually received, the ETMS is
sues the corresponding CT and records that aCTwas sent. Ifaflight already has acontrolled
status, the ETMS overrides the previous control with the new controUed departure time. The
ETMS then checks to see ifa CT has aheady been sent; ifso, a new CT is issued, ifnot, the
ETMSwaitsfor the flight plan.

9.1.2 FA Processing

An FAspecifies the arrival airport involved in theground delayprogram, the average delaysfor
the time intervals being controUed, and the departure ARTCCs eUgible for controUed delays.
When theETMS receives a flight plan for which it does nothave anEDCT, it determines the
flight's eligibility for an FA delay; i.e., it checks to see if the flight is arriving at a controUed ^
airport during a controlled time interval and departing from an eligible ARTCC. If so, the
ETMS adds the average control delay to the flight's filed departure time toproduce a con
troUed departure time. AnFATable issent tothehost computer. Thehost computerchecksthe
EDCTs and issuesa CT for the FA delay.

Thetraffic management specialist runs theSCDT program by first requesting a list ofarrivals
from theETMS. Only theflights inthearrival listwillbeassigned EDCTs; theFAs areintended
to ensure that flights not known at the timewill get equitable delays. However, between the
time thearrival Ust isrequested andthetime the FAs are issued, theETMS may receive addi
tional flight plans thatshould becontroUed. TheETMS detects these flights bygetting a new
arrivallistafter theFAsare received. Bycheckingthe newUst againstthe EDCT list,the ETMS
canidentify additional fUghts that should be delayed using the FAdata.TheETMS processes
these flights as described above.

9.1.3 SI Processing

The substitutionrequests (Sis) containflightcancellations (CNXs),substitutions(SUBs),re
placements(RPLs),andexchanges (EXCs),specifiedbyan airlinefor itsownflights that have
received EDCTs. These flight substitution messages are used in pairs: a CNX with a SUB, an
RPL with a SUB, or an EXC with an EXC. The bulk of the ETMS SI processing is the valida
tion of the SI, described in Section 9.2. Once the ETMS determines that an SI is valid, the
application of the changes is straightforward. Flights that are canceUed by a CNX are ignored
with respect to applyingthe flightcontrol; i.e., the ETMS takes no action regardless ofwhether
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or not a CT hasbeen issued.Flights that are substituted or exchanged are processed exactlylike
l J EDCTs received for flights with a controlled status. The ETMS overrides the previous con

trolled departure time with the time from the SUB or EXC. If a CT has already been sent for
the flight, the ETMS issuesa new one with the newtime; if not, the ETMS waitsfor the flight
plan to be received.

9.2 SI Validation

The airlineuse of SI requests is carefuUy controUed byFAApoUcy. The FAAwishes to aUow
the airline a reasonable amount of flexibility so that the airline can operate efficientlyand meet
its customers' needs; however, too much flexibiUty could negate the intended effect of the
ground delay program: to provide a smooth arrival flow at an acceptable rate. Therefore, the
FAAhas defineda specific set of rules to governthe use of the SI request. The ETMS checks
anySIrequestagainst the rulesbeforeperforming anyprocessing ofthe messages. SIprocess
ingwiU terminate ifan error isencountered. Substitutions approved beforeencountering the
error are processed as normal.

AnSIrequestcontains fourtypes ofmessages, usedincombinationwitheachother to specifya
sequence ofactions desired bythe airline. Anairline uses a CNXmessage tocancel aflight that
has received a controUed departure time, a SUBmessage to substitute one flight's controUed
arrival time for another's, an RPL message to indicate a flightwhose arrival time is avaUable
for use by another flight (via a SUB message), and an EXC message to exchange the arrival

i> ) times oftwo fUghts. The messages are used inpairs. ACNX foUowed by aSUB requests that a
flight be canceUed and another flightbe aUowed to use the cancelled flight's arrival slot. An
RPL foUowed bya SUB requests that a flight be allowed to use the arrivalslot for a flight that
haspreviously beenSUB'd. AnEXCfoUowed byanEXCrequests that the arrival slots of the
flights be exchanged. The message pairs (CNX/SUB or RPL/SUB) are used in a cascading
fashion:one flightiscanceUed and allsubsequent flightsare moved up into the previousflight's
arrival slot.

The SI validation rules control the sequence and the content of the messages as follows:

(1) The SI messagesmust be specified in pairs of messages consistingof a CNXfol
lowed by a SUB, an RPL foUowed by a SUB, or an EXC foUowed by an EXC.

(2) A set of substitutions must start with a CNX/SUB pair that can be foUowed by
any number of RPL/SUB pairs. (This is not applicable to EXC/EXC.)

(3) A flight that appearsin an RPL message musthavealreadyappeared in a SUB
message.

(4) The arrivaltime requested in a SUBmessage must be betweenthe arrival time
and 20 minutes after the arrival time in the preceding CNX or RPL message.
The same window applies to EXC/EXC.
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(5) The arrival time requested in a SUB message must be changed byat leastone
minute from the arrival time aheady assigned to that flight.

(6) Any flight appearing ina CNX, RPL, SUB, orEXCmessage must aheady have
an EDCT assigned to it.

o

9.3 Traffic Management Commands

The traffic management specialist can use ETMS commands toexamine traffic management
data and to control the traffic management data processing.

The ETMS maintains aU data regarding theground delay programs for thecurrent day. The
traffic managementcommands aUow thetraffic management specialist toquery thestatus ofa
particular flightor thestatus ofaprogram ataparticular airport. Inthelattercase, thespecial
ist can request summarydata for anairportoradetaUedreportofaU flights for theairport. The
specialist canalso request a list of aU currently controUed airports.

The traffic management specialist may purge controls for an airport after aground delay pro
gram has been issued. When the ETMS receives apurge command, the controUed departure
times for thespecified airport and time range are marked as purged. When flight plans are re
ceivedforthepreviouslycontroUedflights, CTmessages arenot issued. However, controls that
have aheady been implemented (i.e., the CIs have aheady been sent) will not be undone by a ^"^
purge command.

Thetraffic management specialist may suspend (sub off) theSIprivUege foranairport or for
allairports. WhenSisare suspended, theETMSwiU rejectallSis receivedfromairlinesfor the
specified airport (or aU airports). TheETMS wiU accept a suboffcommand only ifa ground
delay program isineffect forthespecified airport (orsome airport). IfthespeciaUst issues new
EDCTs foranairport thatcurrently has Sissuspended, theETMS will apply thesuspension to
the new EDCTs aswell. Thespecialist canreverse anSIsuspension byentering a suboncom
mandfor an airport(or aU airports). If nosuboncommand isreceived, the suspension wiU be
in effect for the remainderof the day; i.e., the ETMS wiU automaticaUy liftthe suspension at
the end of the current day.

NOTE: For the traffic management data processing, the ETMSconsiders the end ofdayto be
0800UTC (0400EST, 0100PST).

The EMail function allows the specialist to create and send advisory and general messages to
addresses on ARINC and NADIN networks as well as to any other ETMS node. Such mes
sagesmaybe constructed in free format or pre-stored messagesmaybe selected. EMailexecu
tion is initiated by selecting the E-Mail icon on the Tool Manager bar on the user's worksta
tion. Since EMail uses the Router function to transmit messages through ETMS
Communications software, the Router must run on every workstation used to send or receive
messages. TheEMailprocess must be connected to aNode Switch to allow£Ma// to communi
cate with the Router for message transmission through the ETMS Communications software.
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The ETMSdisplays data to the trafficmanagementspecialistthroughthe^SD inthree general
forms: graphics drawnon a map,bar charts, and text reports. TheASD maydisplay data auto-
maticaUy or onlywhen requested bythe trafficmanagementspecialist dependingon the data
type. TheASD provides three ways for the traffic management specialist to requestdata and
control the waythe data is displayed: menus, keyboard commands, andsemicolon commands.

The ETMS also displays data to the speciaUst through the otherETMS UserFunctions: Delay
Manager, Traffic Management (TM) Shell, andElectronic Mail The DelayManager displays bar
charts and text reports automaticaUy or by request. The TM Shell displays text reports by
request. TheElectronic Mail canbeused to send andreceive text messages. Thespecialist can
access any of the User Functions by means of the Tool Manager.

Anoverviewofthe data displayedbythe ETMSisprovidedinSection2.The ETMSuser docu
mentation provides a completedescription ofwhatdata the trafficmanagementspecialistcan
see and howthe traffic management speciaUst interactswith theASD and the other UserFunc
tions.

Thissection discusseshowthe data displaysare generated. Section 10.1describesthe displayof
geographical data. Section 10.2 describes the generation of aircraft situation data displays.
Section 10.3describes the displayof the monitor/alert data. Section 10.4describes the presen
tation of the request reports. Section 10.5 describes the display ofweather data.

10.1 Maps Database

The ASD displays geographical data graphicaUy on the screen when requested by the traffic
management specialist. The ASD can overlaythe various geographical data types with each
other andwithaircraftsituationand alert data.The trafficmanagement specialist can request
mapoverlay displays byusingmenusand keyboardcommands. AU thisis includedin the maps
database.

TheASDdisplays geographical data,specified inspherical coordinates (i.e.,latitudesand lon
gitudes), onanessentiaUyflatscreen. To doso,theASD projects thesphericalcoordinatesonto
a plane using anAlbers, equal-area projection. The Albers projection is a conical projection,
which intersects theearthin a circle with agiven center point. Traffic management specialists
can choose oneofthree center points for the projection: one appropriate for the contiguous
United States (CONUS), one appropriate forAlaska, and one appropriate for the Atlantic
Ocean area. The Albers projection is best suited for showing a large rectangular areawith

i j minimal distortion. Therefore the Albers projection as used by the^SD provides areasonably
v—' smaU amount of distortion over the United States at the expense of extreme distortion for
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other parts of the world. Being an equal-area projection, the Albers projection shows geo
graphic areas according to their proper relative sizes (e.g., a region that looks twice as big as
another is reaUy twice as bigas the other).

NOTE: The projected coordinates are used only for displaying the data. The internal repre
sentation ofthe geographical data used inthe flight path processing is inspherical co
ordinatesand does not containanydistortion.

TheASD places location identifiers on the displayas foUows. For elementswhich are defined by
apoint (i.e., NAVAIDs, fixes, airports), the^i^D draws the location identifier so that the lower,
left corner ofthe location identifier appears at the projected latitude and longitude ofthe ele
ment. For elements which are defined as aboundary (i.e., sectors, ARTCCs, SUAs), the,4,SD
determines an approximate centerpointfor the element. The.ASD then draws the location
identifier with its lower, left corner at the approximated center point.

When atrafficmanagementspecialist requests some typeofgeographical dataon the^SD, the
ASD enhances the display by decidingwhat elements ofthat type todraw and whether todraw
the location identifiers. The decision is based on the element type and thezoom level (i.e., the
amount ofarea being currently displayed: zoom level 1 shows the largest area, about 4000
mUes horizontally, zoom level 2shows the next largest, about 2000 miles, etc.) of the display.
The display characteristics for the different map overlay types areas foUows:

(1) Airports —Because ofthe extremely large number ofairports known for the
U.S., theASDonlydisplays namesfor thosewhich havenonumbersinthe name /^
(e.g., the name AK07 is not displayed). Such airport names are shown atany
zoom level. At the lowest zoom level, theairport runways areshown.

(2) NAVAIDS —AU NAVAIDs are shown starting atzoom level 3(1200 miles).

(3) Arrival Fixes—AU arrival fixes are shown starting atzoom level 3(1200 miles).

(4) Departure Fixes—AU departure fixes are shown starting atzoom level 3(1200
mUes).

(5) Runways—AU known runways areshown at anyzoom level. Nolocation names
can be displayedfor the runways.

(6) ARTCCs—The ARTCC boundaries are shown at aU zoom levels.The ARTCC
names are toggled on or off (byusing the shift/tilde).

(7) Sectors—The sectorboundaries are shown at all zoomlevels. The sector names
are toggled on or off (by using the shift/tilde).

(8) Military Areas (SUAs) — The miUtary area boundaries are shown at all zoom
levels. The military area names are toggled on or off (byusing the shift/tilde).

(9) Airways—The airway paths are drawn at aU zoom levels. The airwaynames are
toggled on or off (by using the shift/tilde).
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(10) TRACONS —The TRACON boundaries are shown at all zoom levels. The
i i TRACON names are toggled onor off(by using theshift/tilde).

(11) GridOverlays—Thegrid overlayscanbytoggled onand off(byusingamenuor
quick key). The grid limits aredisplayed by soUd lines.

10.2 Aircraft Situation Data

TheASD displays aircraft situation data graphicaUy on the screen overlaid with geographical
and alert data, asdirected by thetraffic management speciaUst. Thetraffic management spe
cialist can turntheaircraft situation dataonoroffusing amenu entry, akeyboard command, or
a semicolon command. Once theaircraft situation data is turned on, theASD automatically
refreshes the display with the latest flight positions until the traffic management specialist
turns it off. The traffic management speciaUst can use other menu entries, keyboard com
mands, and semicolon commands to control the flights that are displayed and the flight data
that is displayed. The ASD can also replay aircraft situation data up to six hours old, as re
quested by the traffic management specialist.

TheETMS generates an ahcraft situationupdate for theASDs typicaUy everyone minute. The
ahcraft situationupdate contains an entryfor everyflight in theflight database that is currently
marked active. Each flight entry includes theflight ID,ahcraft type, altitude, speed, heading,
field 10, waypomts, and estimated position. When a traffic management specialist has re-

i j quested that ahcraft situation data be displayed, the^45D automaticaUy updates the display
^^ according to the parameters that the traffic management specialist has selected. The display

parameters control the fUghts that get displayed, the color used to draw them, and the data
displayedfor those flights.

TheASD shows a flight on the display bydrawing an iconat its estimated positions. The^SD
enhances the flight display bydrawing either a dot iconor an aircraft icondepending on the
zoom level and number of flights. TheASD uses dot icons at zoom levels1,2, and 3 unless a
specific flight subset (e.g., arrivals at ORD) has been selected. TheASD always uses aircraft
iconsat zoom levels4 and below.When theASD draws aircraft icons, the icon ispointed in the
approximate direction that the flightis heading.Other data whichmaybe displayedfor flights
includes the data block (containing flight ID, speed, altitude, aircraft type, and minutes to des
tination), the origin and destination pair, field 10, the waypoints (drawn graphically), and the
last reported position.

The ETMS estimates the flightpositions used by the ASD, because the ahcraft situation data
updates (TZs, TOs) receivedfrom the NASare not synchronized. The ETMS receivesan air
craftsituation dataupdate for each flight every five minutes; however, oneflight wiU be up
dated at different times from another. Therefore, to provide a more consistent display, the
ETMS estimates thepositions for all theflights at thetime it generates thedisplay update.

The ETMS estimates flight positions in a straightforward manner. The time overwhich the
\, ; flight must be extrapolated is the time ofthe update minus the time of the last position report.

The difference (ordelta time) is thenusedwith the last reported speed and heading to compute
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the deltas in latitude and longitude. The deltas are applied to the last reported latitude and ^
longitude to produce theestimated position. r>

Adanger in extrapolating the ahcraft positions is that iftheETMS were to stop receiving posi
tion updates for aflight, the flight would appear to continue to move with eachASD update
However, the estimated position for that flight would not have the same accuracy as positions
estimated for flights with position updates. The ETMS therefore checks the last position up
date time when generating the update file. Ifaposition update has not been received for more
than seven minutes, aflag is set in the update file indicating that the flight is aghost. TheASD
draws the ghost ahcrafton the displayas hoUowoutlines, rather than soUd (filled) ahcraft. The
traffic management specialist can then visually distinguish the more accurate positions from
those which mightbe lessaccurate.

When the user selects aflight subset (e.g., flights arriving at ORD) for display, theASD simply
scans the flight data in the ahcraft situation update to determine which flights meet the selec
tion criteria. The selection criteria include some of the flight data that can be displayed (air
craft type, origin, destination, and altitude) and some data that can not be displayed (sectors
fixes, ARTCCs, or airways traversed). The ETMS includes these additional data items in the
aircraft situation updates for this purpose. The ETMS extracts these items from the event list
produced during the flight modeling.

The ASD displays old ahcraft situation data by using ETMS ahcraft situation updates that
were previously generated and stored. TheASD retrieves the updates specified by the traffic
management speciaUst and replays them at arate specified by the traffic management special- ^
ist. The display of old flight data looks exactly like Uve flight data and can be controlled in all
the sameways as live data. AdditionaUy, the trafficmanagement speciaUstcan hold and contin
ue the replay of old flight data.

10.3 Monitor/Alert Displays

TheASD displays alerts graphicaUy on the screen overlaid with geographical data and aircraft
situation data as directed by the traffic management specialist. The traffic management spe
cialist can turn the alert display onoroffusing amenu entry, akeyboard command, orasemi
colon command. Once thealert display isturned on,iheASD automaticaUy refreshes thedis
play every five minutes with thelatest alerts untU thetrafficmanagement specialist turns itoff.
Thetrafficmanagementspecialist canuseothermenuentries, keyboard commands, andsemi
colon commands to control what alerts are displayed andto requestothermonitor/alert data.

TheASD draws alerts on the display as icons. The shapeof the icon indicates the alert type:
circles for airports, triangles for fixes, and sectorboundaries for sectors. The color of the alert
indicates the alert status. TheASD displays new alerts in red only if the alert threshold is ex
ceeded bythe projectedactive traffic demand. If the threshold isonlyexceeded byincluding the
proposed and/or scheduled demands, the ASD draws a yellow icon.

TheASD provides additional alert data beyond the icons. The traffic management specialist
can examine which 15-minute intervals are alerted using a time bardisplay, a barchart of the
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projected trafficdemandsand the alert thresholdsby15-minute interval,aflight list report of
^ ) all the flights that compose the traffic demand at the alerted element, and the current flight

positions of the flights which compose the trafficdemandfor a specified 15-minute interval.
(TheASD alsoaUows the trafficmanagementspeciaUst to examinethe same informationfor
non-alerted elements,whichappear in magenta on the display.) TheASD drawsthe time bar,
bar chart, and flight positions directly on the map display. The reports are displayed in a sepa
rate window, as described in Section 10.4.

Authorizedtrafficmanagementspecialistscanturnspecific 15-minute intervals of the timebar
green.Thisindicatesthat the specialist isresolving the alert. Intervalsthat havebeen turned to
green alsohavea red or yeUow horizontalstripewhich indicatesthat theyhad been alerted. If
all intervalson the time bar are green, the alert icon on theASD will alsoturn green. The user
who turns an interval green wUl see the effects immediately. Other users at aU the other sites
will see the effects after the next monitor/alert update.

Whenthe user's alertsareprojectedfor twohoursor less,theASD getsthe data for the timebar
andbar chart displays fromthe alertupdates.However,whenthe user's alerts are projectedfor
more than two hours, theASD gets such data from the traffic demand database. TheASD gets
the data for the list report and flightpositionsfrom the traffic demand and flight databases.
Because the ETMS generates the alert updates everyfiveminutes, whUe it updates the flight
and traffic demand databases continuously, it is possible to see inconsistencies between the
time bar/bar chart and the report/flight positions.It is also possible to see inconsistenciesbe
tween a report and the flightpositions,because the ETMS mayperform a database update be-

[J tween the time these displays are generated.

10.4 Request Reports

The ETMS produces request reports when requested by a traffic management specialist
through the^45D or the TMShell.Using theASD, the specialist can enter a request byusing the
semicolon method.

After making a requestvia theASD, the traffic managementspecialist can continue to perform
otherASD functions. When the ETMS is finished generating the report, theASD notifies the
trafficmanagement speciaUst bydisplaying a report name icon.The traffic management spe
cialist can viewthe report in a separate window. The ASD continues to show the map display,
perform aircraft situation data and/or alert data updates, and interact with the trafficmanage
ment specialistin the originalwindow. However, theASD reduces the sizeof the originalwin
dow to makeroomonthescreenforthe reportwindow. Whenthe traffic management special
istisdonewith thereport,theASD closes thereportwindow andreturnsthe mapwindow to its
original size.

Thespecialist canquickly requesta reportbyusing the TMShell. Thespecialist cancontrol the
TM Shell, theASD, and other UserFunctions independently in separatewindows.

Thetraffic managementspecialist can request reports containingflight dataforaspecified air-
ii port, fix, sector, orARTCC. The ETMS processing ofa report request consists oftwo steps:

retrievingthe data and generating the report.
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NOTE: The ETMS userdocumentation contains a completedescription of the sixrequestre
port commands.

When requested data faUs within the previous or next 12 hours, the ETMS retrieves the re
quested data from the live traffic demand and flight databases. Therefore, within the current
24-hourwindow, the trafficmanagementspecialist canseeup-to-date flight data derivedfrom
the airline schedules, the NAS messages, the EDCT messages, the flight modeUng, and the
trafficdemand processing. However,because the reports are derived from the traffic demand
database, the specialist can see reports only for those airports, sectors, and fixes that are de
fined as monitored (see section 8.1).

Reports for arrival fixes are processed in a different manner than other reports because the
arrival fixes are not monitoredelementsin the trafficdatabase. The ETMSgeneratesdata for
an arrival fix byfirstgettingthe flights whichare arriving at the airport associatedwiththe ar
rivalfix. Once the flights have been retrieved, the ETMS examines each flight to determine
which arrival fixit uses.Onlythoseflights which usethe requested arrivalfix are usedto gener
ate the requested report.

When the requested data is outside the current 24-hour window, the ETMS retrieves the data
from the airlineschedule database; therefore, the traffic management specialist can see only
the staticvaluescontained there. Also,because the airlineschedulesdo not contain the flight
event liststhat the liveflightdatabase contains, the trafficmanagement speciaUst cannot get
sector and fix reports for fUghts outside the current 24-hour window.

Once the flight data has been retrieved, the ETMS formats, sorts, and counts the data as re
quested by the traffic management specialist. The specialist can request several types of re
ports:

(1) FUght list (LIST)—The trafficmanagementspecialist can view a Ust of fUghts
and associated information and can specifythe data items to be shownin the re
port and how to sort the report.

(2) Flight counts (COUNT) — The specialist can view a count of the number of
fUghts departing from, arriving at, or traversing an airport, fix, sector, or
ARTCC and can specifythe criteria for counting the fUghts (e.g., count by air
line).

(3) Arrival delayprediction (ARRD)—The specialistuses this report to assesspo
tential traffic congestion.

(4) Fix loading (FTXL) — The specialist can view a count of the number of fUghts
traversing a specified arrival fix or all arrival fixes for a specified airport.

(5) Verify time (VT)—The specialistcan observediscrepanciesbetween the actual
flight arrival and departure times and a specified time type (e.g., controlled
time). The specialist can specify the flights, time type, and the report format.

(6) Listflight plan(LIFP)—The specialist canview lists offlight plansforselected
aircraft.
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(7) FUght Ust original (LISTO)—The speciaUst canview a Ust of flights and asso-
{^y dated information as in a flight list (LIST), except that original times are dis

played instead ofcontroUed times forcontroUed flights that have not departed.

10.5 Weather Displays

The ETMS produces weather reports whenrequested by the traffic management specialist
throughtheASD using a menu entryor semicolon command. Once the trafficmanagement
speciaUst requests aweatherreport,the^SD suspends normal operationandreplaces themap
displaywithtwotextwindows, oneshowing the surface observations and the other showing the
most recent terminal forecast. When the traffic management specialist is finished with the
weatherreport, theASD returns to the previous map display. If there were flight-position or
alert-data updateswhUe theweather reportwas beingdisplayed, theASD performs thedisplay
updates when the weather report is exited.

The ETMS maintains a fuU set of the current terminal forecasts and surface observations as
provided byNOAA's Environmental ResearchLaboratories(ERL).TheETMSmaintains the
weatherdata inthe encodedformprovided bytheERL.Whena trafficmanagement speciaUst
requests the weather reports for a particular airport, the ETMS retrieves the latest terminal
forecast andsurface observations received for that airportandformats a reportusingstandard
weather terminology or in the LONG English format.

\^_J The ETMS provides an overlay showing the location, direction, and altitude ofjet stream
winds of70knots ormore. TheETMS providesseparateoverlaysofradar-determined precipi
tation levels and labels for them. This information is provided by the ERL and is available
through menucommands. NOWRAD6 is anotherweatherfeature provided by the ETMS.

The ETMS provides an overlay showing locations of lightning strikes. The ETMS receives
lightninginformation from the ERL and is avaUable through menu commands.

^J

10.6 Display Data Sources

Table 10-1 summarizes the data sourcesfor aU the ETMS display data types. The ETMSuses
several databases to provide the data displays.

(1) Geographical Data —Whena traffic management specialist requests the dis
playof a map overlay, the ETMS accesses the data directly from the worksta
tion's memory and disk.

(2) Ahcraft Situation Data—The ETMS maintains a flight databasefor currently
active flights on the file server at each site. Every three minutes, the file server
generates an aircraft situation data update, which is stored in files on the file
server's disk. The ETMS then notifies eachASD at the site that a new aircraft
situation data update is ready. The ASDs read the data from the file server's
disk.
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(3) Monitor/Alert Displays — The ETMS accessesmonitor/alert data from the file
server and from the central site. The ETMS gets the data for the basic alert dis
play (showing the alerted locations) from the alert summary data on the file
server. The ETMS gets time bar and bar chart data for the next two hours also
from the alert summarydata on the fileserver. The ETMS gets time bar and bar
chart data beyond two hours from the traffic demands database at the central
site.The ETMSgets report and alerted flightdata fromboth the trafficdemands
database at the central site and the flightdatabase on the file server. The ETMS
goesto the trafficdemandsdatabase for the IDs of the flights that belongin the
report or alerted flightdisplay,and then goes to the flight database for the other
flight data necessary to generate the displays. The ETMS also maintains the
alert threshold (i.e.,capacity)data in the traffic demands database at the central
site.

(4) Request Reports — The ETMSgets the request report data in four different
ways, dependingonthe timerangeofthedatarequested andthe typeofrequest.
Forrequestswherepart or aU of the timerangeiswithin plusor minus 12hours
of the current time, the ETMS first gets the flight IDs from the traffic demands
database at the central site, then gets the other necessary data for those flights
fromthe flights databaseon the fileserver,and then gets aU necessary data from
the airlineschedule databasefor aU remaining flights (fUghts that are not inthe
trafficdatabase).For requestswherethe entire timerange isbeyond12hoursof
the current time,the ETMSgetsall the necessary data from the airlineschedule <*">
database at the central site.

There are twotypes ofrequests that allow theuserto specify the datasource. For
HubsiteRequests, theflights database at thecentralsite(rather than the flights
database on the fileserver) is used to retrieve the other necessary data for the
flights retrieved from the traffic demands database. For schedule database re
quests, the ETMS gets aU report data from the airlines schedule database re
gardless of the time range requested.

NOTE: The data available in a request report is dependent on the data source. Flights ac
cessed from the airline schedule database will not haveanyNAS message data (e.g.,
proposed times, actualtimes, etc.).

(5) WeatherDisplays—TheETMS accessesweatherdisplay datafromtheweather
database maintained onthefile server ateach site. Note thattheweather graph
ic displaysare retrieved locaUy, unlike the SAsand FTs,which reside at the cen
tral site.
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Table 10-1. ETMS Display Data Sources

ETMSFunctional Description
Version 5.0

Data Type Time Range Databases Location

Map Overlay n/a Map Overlay Workstation

Aircraft Situation n/a Flight Database File Server

M/A Summary +2 hours Alert Summaries File Server

M/A Time Bar +2 hours Alert Summaries File Server

M/A Time Bar >2 hours Traffic Demands Central Site

M/A Bar Chart +2 hours Alert Summaries File Server

M/A Bar Chart >2 hours Traffic Demands Central Site

M/A Report n/a Traffic Demands Central Site

Flight Database File Server

M/A Alerted Flights n/a Traffic Demands Central Site

Flight Database File Server

M/A Capacities +24 hours Traffic Demands Central Site

Request Reports + or -12 hours Traffic Demands Central Site

Flight Database File Server

Request Reports >12 hours Airline Schedules Central Site

Hubsite Requests + or-12 hours Traffic Demands Central Site

Flight Database Central Site

Hubsite Requests >12 hours Airline Schedules Central Site

SDB Requests n/a Airline Schedules Central Site

Weather Displays current and/or past Weather Data File Server

Weather Reports +24 hours Weather Data Central Site

M/A Flight IDs n/a Traffic Demands Central Site

Traffic Mgmt Reports n/a EDCT Database Central Site
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Processing Overview

ETMSFunctional Description
Version 5.0

Until this point, the ETMS Functional Description has described the algorithms used by the
ETMS with Uttleconcernabout howthe ETMS is implemented. This section provides an intro
duction to the systemimplementationbydescribingtheETMS processes,what processingthey
perform,where theyare located,whatdata theyuse, and what data they produce. This section
isonly an introduction to the ETMS processing. TheETMSSystemDesignDocumentshould be
consulted for a complete description of the ETMS design and implementation.

This section presents the ETMS processing in a hierarchical fashion. Section 11.1groups the
ETMS processing into three main categories of functions: the ETMSCentral Functions, the
ETMSField-siteFunctions, and theAncillarySupportFunctions. Sections 11.2and 11.3describe
the types of functions that compose the ETMS CentralFunctions and theETMSField-siteFunc
tions, respectively. Each type of function is further described in a subsequent section: Section
11.4 describes theETMS CommunicationsFunctions, Section 11.5 describes theExtemalCom-
munications Functions, Section 11.6 describes the User Interface Functions, Section 11.7 de
scribes the Schedule Database (SDB) Functions, and Section 11.8 describes the Traffic Model
Functions. Section 11.9presents the Traffic Management (TM) Functions. Section 11.10pres-

i i entstheAncillarySupportFunctions. Section 11.11 presents the distribution of theETMS data-
bases.

11.1 Summary

The ETMS processing functions are organized in three groups, as shown in Figure 11-1.

TheETMS CentralFunctionsare real-time, continuously running functions that are located at
the VolpeCenter and support the entire ETMS network. TheETMS CentralFunctions process
the real-time incoming data, maintain a large, distributed database, perform the traffic model
ing, and transmit processed data to the field sites where traffic management is performed.

TheETMSField-site Functions are located at every field site where traffic management is per
formed. TheETMSField-siteFunctions run continuously.TheETMSField-siteFunctions main
tain local databases of data received from the ETMS Central Functions and make the ETMS

data available to the traffic management specialist through theASD.

TheAncillary Support Functions axe off-line functions that are run periodically when data is
received. TheAncillary Support Functions produce static databases and files for data such as
the airline schedule data and geographical data. The ETMS Central Functions and ETMS
Field-site Functions use the static data during the real-time processing. TheAncillary Support
Functions are run only at the Volpe Center.

(^ / The general approach tothe ETMS architecture is toperform theprocessing atthe central site
and distribute the resultant data to the field sites. Centralizing the processing saves greatly on
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thecomputing resources required. Continuouslydistributing the datato thefield sitesprovides
the best response time to traffic management specialist requests for data. However, this ap
proach is not followed rigidly. Some databases have been centralized because of their very
large sizes and the relatively low frequency of data access.
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Figure 11-1. Data Flow of the ETMS

The ETMScontinuouslydistributesalldata that ispertinent to individual flights for the next 12
hours to each field site as flight data transactions. The ETMS also continuously distributes
alert summaries,jet streams, precipitation, and lightning data.

The ETMS maintains all other data only at the central site. This data includes schedule data
beyondthe nexttwelve hours, trafficdemands for airports, sectors, and fixes, capacities,gener
al aviation (GA) estimates, traffic management data concerning ground delay programs, and
weather reports: surface observations (SAs) and terminal forecasts (FTs).The ETMS Field-site
Functions answera trafficmanagement specialist'srequest for thisdata byrequesting the data
from the central site. The specialist can also update data on the central site databases. When a
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traffic management speciaUst enters capacities, GA estimates, alert status changes, airline
M schedule updates at a field site, or a traffic management command, theETMSField-siteFunc

tionssend the values to the jETMSCentralFunctions,which update the databases and send back
a reply.

11.2 ETMS Central Functions

TheETMS CentralFunctions are organized in sixgroups as shown in Figure 11-2.

TheETMS Communications Functions handle aU communications between the ETMS central

and fieldsites.The ETMS CommunicationsFunctions distribute certain typesof data automat
ically to User Interface Functions at aU field sites; these data are the flight data transactions,
alert summary data, jet streams, precipitation, and Ughtning. The ETMS Communications
Functionspasscommandsand data requests enteredbytrafficmanagement specialiststhrough
UserInterfaceFunctions at field sites to the appropriate functions at the central site; the jETMS
Communications Functions also send update repUes (SAs,FTs,TM data, TM repUes, detailed
alert data, flight lists, etc.) from the central functions back to the requesting sites. The com
mands and data requests that are transmitted from the field sites are demand data requests,
schedule updates, schedule data requests, capacity updates, capacity requests, GA estimate
updates, GA estimate requests, TM requests, TM commands, and alert status updates.

The ETMS Communications Functions also handle aU message traffic among ETMS compo-
i j nents. The components can belocated in geographically diverse positions. The ETMS Com

munications Functions implement a Wide Area Network (WAN) form of messageswitching
that utUizes LocalArea Network(LAN)technologies whereverpossible. Someexternalinter
faces that are not suitable to this unified WANtechnologyare handled bytheExternalCommu
nications Functions described below.

NOTE: Messagetraffic between components at the same site are shown as not going through
the ETMS Communications Functions inFigure11-2 to maintainthe simplicity of the
diagram.

The External Communications Functions handle communicationswith systems that are exter
nal to the ETMS. The external communications components do not use the standard ETMS
communications protocols and therefore require specialized interface converters. TheExter
nalCommunicationsFunctions receiveNASmessages fromthe NAS, oceanicpositionupdates
(TOs) from DOTS, and Estimated Departure ClearanceTimes (EDCTs) and Fuel Advisory
messages (FAs) from the ATCSCC, weatherdata from the ERL, and substitution requests
(Sis) from the airlines. TheExternal Communications Functions sendcontrol times (CTs) via
the IFCN to the NAS and SI repUes to the airlines. The External Communications Functions
send the NASmessages, oceanic position updates (TOs), and grid windsweather data to the
Traffic Model Functions, send the EDCIs, FAs, and Sis to the TM Functions, and send other
weather data to the ETMS Communications Functions. The External Communications Func
tions alsoreceive schedulemessagesfromtheSDBFunctions andsend them to the TrafficMod-

i , elFunctions. The schedulemessagesare routed thiswayto includethem in the stream of NAS
messages sent to the Traffic Model Functions.
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The main role of the UserInterfaceFunctions isto maintain and displaydata for the trafficman-
i^^j agement specialist. This is performed atthe field site and is described inSection 11.3. The User

Interface Functions also exist at the central site to support system monitoring and testing.

The SDBFunctions integrate the airline schedule data into the ETMS. TheAncillary Support
Functions (not shown)periodicaUy buUd an airline schedule database from data receivedfrom
the OAG. The SDBFunctions use the airline schedule database to feed schedule messages for
fUghts that are scheduled to departwithin 12hours ofthecurrent time on the current day to the
External Communications Functions.

The SDB Functions also perform maintenance of the airline schedule database. Traffic man
agement SpeciaUsts may enter schedule updates to add/edit, cancel, inhibit, or activate sched
uled fUghts through the field-site User Interface Functions. The field-site User Interface Func
tions send the updates through the ETMS CommunicationsFunctions to the SDB Functions,
which modifies the database accordingly and sends a reply to the specialist. If the database
change affects a flight that has aheady been sent to the External Communications Functions,
the SDB Functions send a schedule message to indicate the change.

TheSDBFunctions also process schedule data requests from field-site UserInterfaceFunctions
to support the request reports. The SDBFunctions look up the schedule data for the requested
time interval, date, and airport; and send the data back to the field-site UserInterfaceFunctions
that made the request.

^j

^

The TrafficModelFunctions perform the detaUed trafficmodelingfor ETMS.The TrafficMod
elFunctions use the foUowing dynamic data received from theExternalCommunicationsFunc
tions:

(1) NAS messages— messages generated by the NAS computers includingflight
plans, departures, arrivals, etc.

(2) Schedulemessages—messages generated bythe SDBFunctions to feed sched
uled airline flights for the next 12 hours into the traffic modeling

(3) Oceanicpositionupdates —messages obtainedfromDOTSprovidingposition
updates for oceanic flights

(4) Grid Winds — data describing the winds aloft

The Traffic ModelFunctions use the following dynamicdata received from the TMFunctions:

(1) Flightcontrol data — controlled departure times from EDCTsand Sis

(2) CanceUations — flight canceUations from Sis
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The Traffic Model Functions use five static data sources produced by Xhe Ancillary Support
Functions'.

(1) Grid database — geographical data for flight path processing

(2) Ahcraft dynamics database—dataformodehng flight ascent anddescent pro
files

(3) Element names file — names of airports, fixes, and sectors

(4) Ahcraft types file — definitions of aU ahcraft designators

(5) Taxi times file —estimated times for taxiing from gatesto runways

The Traffic Model Functions interpret all incoming data and save them in internal databases.
TheTraffic ModelFunctions usetheinput datatomaintain abestestimate oftheperformance
ofeachflight andthe traffic demands ateachelement. TheTrafficModelFunctions sendflight
data transactions and alertsummaries to the local User Interface Functions and through the
ETMS CommunicationsFunctions to theremoteUserInterfaceFunctions. Theflight datatrans
actions contain data from the incoming messages along withprocessed flight data that is not
directly avaUable from the incoming messages, including thewaypoints of theflight pathand
estimated departureandarrival times. Thealertsummaries containsummary demand andca
pacity values for allalerted airports, sectors, and fixes. The Traffic Model Functions provide
flight and demand data to the TMFunctions.

The Traffic ModelFunctions process commands and data requests enteredby traffic manage
ment specialists through field-site UserInterfaceFunctions. The commands aUow a traffic man
agement speciaUst to updatecapacities for anyairport,sector, or fix; to update GAestimates
forany airport; tochange alertstatuses; to updatetheschedule database; or topurgeaground
delayprogram. Thedata requests allow a trafficmanagement speciaUst to seeexisting capaci
tiesor GAestimates. (Atrafficmanagement speciaUstcancausethe UserInterfaceFunctions to
make demand data requestsbyrequesting monitor/alertdata and request reports.)

TheTMFunctions implement controUed departuretimes determined bya traffic management
specialist at the ATCSCC by issuing control times to the NAS. The TMFunctions also apply
changes to thecontrol times issued bythe airlines according to trafficmanagement policy. The
TMFunctions receive EDCTs, FAs, and Sis from theExternal Communication Functions and
receive flight data and demand data from the Traffic ModelFunctions. The TMFunctions send
flight control data, flight and demand data requests, and canceUations to the Traffic Model
Functions and send SI replies and CTs to the External Communications Functions. The TM
Functions aUow a specialist to request controldata and cancelflightcontrols.TheETMS Com
munications Functions send TM commands and data requests to the TMFunctions, which in
turn send back TM data and replies.
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11.3 ETMS Field-site Functions

The ETMS Field-site Functions are organized in two groups as shown in Figure 11-3.

The ETMS Communications Functions perform all communications with the central site. All
data available to the traffic management specialist through the User Interface Functions are
transmitted from the central site through the ETMS Communications Functions. The ETMS
Communications Functions send all data received from the central site to the User Interface
Functions, and alldata requests, updates, andTMcommands received from the User Interface
Functions are sent to the central site.

\^J

Schedule Updates,
Capacity Updates,
GA Estimate Updates,
Alert Status Updates,
TM Commands,
Data Requests,
General Messages,
Advisories

Flight Data, Transactions
Alert Summaries,
Jet Streams,
Precipitation,
Lightning,
Demand Data,
Capacities,
GA Estimates,
TM Data,
Update Replies,
General Messages,
Advisories

ETMS
Communications

Functions

Maps

User

Interface

Functions

i i k

Airports Request
Codes

/ \

Arrival

Fixes

Figure 11-3. Data Flow of the ETMS Field-site Functions

The User Interface Functionsreceive flight data transactions, alert summaries, jet streams, pre
cipitation, and lightningautomatically; i.e., the User Interface Functions do not request these
types of data. The User Interface Functions maintain these types of data in tables at the field site
and make them available to the traffic management specialist through theASD. The User In
terface Functionsrequest the remaining data from the central site as needed to support a traffic
management specialist's data requests. The User Interface Functionsalso use data from the fol
lowing four static data sources produced by the Ancillary Support Functions:

(1) Maps database — geographical data used to draw map overlays on the screen

(2) Airports file — the name and location of each airport, used to ghost flights to
wards their destinations
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(3) Codes file—many character codes (e.g., airport names, airline names, andah
craftdesignators) used to process requests for list/count reports

(4) Arrivals fixes —dataused to associate arrival fixes with airports

TheUser Interface Functions provide avariety ofgraphical andtextual displays of the data, as
described in Section 2, Functional Overview. The User Interface Functions save replay files,
which allow a traffic management speciaUst to replay ahcraft situation data forthepast. The
User Interface Functions cansupport multiple traffic management specialist workstations at
each site.

r*\

11.4 ETMS Communications Functions

TheETMS Communications Functions areresponsible for exchanging messages between any
two processes anywhere within the ETMS wide area network (WAN). A typical central site
setupisshown inFigure 11-4, andarepresentative field siteisshown inFigure 11-5. Thecom
municationsfunctions are highlighted in white.

The ETMS communications software allow any process at any ETMS site to communicate
with any other process at any ETMS site. The communications isprovided through anetwork
addressing scheme which represents the ETMS WAN in three levels: sites, nodes, and pro- r4^
cesses. Asite is a local area network (LAN) ofETMS workstations; a TMU isonesite (e.g.,
ZBW), the ATCSCC is two sites (CFCA and CFCB), and the ETMS central site is two sites
(VNTSCA and VNTSCB). Anode is anETMS workstation ontheLAN (e.g., //dskOl). Apro-
cess isacomputerprogram running onanode(e.g., ASD). Thecommunicationsfor anodeare
handled bya single Node Switch process. AU processes on that nodemustbe connected to the
Node Switch to use the ETMScommunications (Figures 11-4 and 11-5 showthe connection of
ETMS processes to theNode Switches). Thecommunications forasitearehandled by asingle
SiteSwitch process. AUnodes at that site must be connected to the SiteSwitch to use the ETMS
communications.

A process sendsa message to anotherprocess byattaching a network address to the message
and sending it to the local Node Switch. The Node Switch determines whether the destination
address isanotherprocess onthesamenode.Ifso,itpasses themessage directly to thedestina
tion process; ifnot, it passesthe message to the localSite Switch. SimUarly, the Site Switch de
termines whether the destination address isa nodeat thesamesite.Ifso,it passes themessage
to the Node Switch on the destination node; ifnot, it sends the message to a Site Switch at the
destination site.

A processdoes not need to knowthe exactaddress in order to send messagesor get data. The
ETMS communications software provides a set of pre-defined services which a process can
address. When a process sends a message to a service, the communications software wUl find
the nearest instance of the service and send the message there. The service might exist on the
same node, another node at that site, or at another site.
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Figure 11-5. Data Flow of the ETMS Communications Functions — Field Site

TheRouter isa function that connects to aNodeSwitch. The Router allowsthe specialist to send
and receive messages at the ETMS User Functions. It is responsible for the notification of all
messages sent from the EMail function destined for another Router, received messages sent
from another Router, and any error messages encountered. The Router is created as a server
process, which remains running after a user is loggedout. The Router function is represented by
an icon on the users workstation. Initialization and information messages are defaulted to a
low priority. All received messages are set to a medium priority, and error messages are set to a
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highpriority. TheRouter mustbe connectedto a NodeSwitch to aUow Router to communicate
{J with EMail for message transmission through the ETMS communications software. Since

Router isused ayEMail to transmitmessages throughETMS, Router must run on everywork
station used to send or receive messages.

Thecommunicationspathbetweentwositesdepends onwhichsitestheyareandisdetermined
bytheconfiguration of thephysical communications links. EachETMS field siteisconnected
to the ETMS central site bya sateUite link and/or land line. No ETMS fieldsites are directiy
connected to each other. Therefore, when the ETMS central site and an ETMS field site com
municate,the Site Switches canpassmessages usinga dhect connection.However, whena Site
Switch at an ETMS field site sends a message to another ETMS field site, there is no direct
connection. The field Site Switch in this case sends the message to the centralSiteSwitch which
then relays the message to the destination field Site Switch.

The ETMS central site communicates with each field site using a dedicated 56 kbps sateUite
link. A communication Gateway processhandles the communications for each site.There are
twoconfigurationsfor communicationsnodesat the ETMScentral site (seeFigure11-4). The
original design, the Single Comm. Node, calls for a one-to-one correspondence, that is, one
communications node is reserved to communicatewith one field site. The more recent design,
the Multiple Comm. Node,aUows one communicationsnode withspecialhardware to commu
nicate with twofield sites.At the field site (see Figure 11-5),the communications gatewayruns
on the fileserver node.

i ) Therearethreeasynchronous communications lines (serial ports)attached to eachfileserver.
They are passed through a statistical multiplexor,whichcombines the three data streams into
the 56kbps data link. Each line is handled by anXFER process. AU traffic on a communica
tions link is leveled across the three serial ports by the Gateway process; that is, the Gateway
process evenly distributes messages on the three serial ports and no longer allocates a port per
message type.

The types ofmessages carried on the communications lines from the central site to a field site
are flight data transactions, alert summaries, and weather data. A field site typicaUy sends re
quest/reply messages for reportdata. Users at anysite are allowed to send messages and fUes to
users at any other site. FUesare restricted to certain directories and file type (ASCII). Security
functions allowother files to be transferred under proper authorization.

The communications functions support logistical functions such as file transfer and remote
command execution. The remotecommand execution isusedbyETMSoperationspersonnel
to diagnose and correct system problems.

A dedicatedprocess, the FlightDatabase (FDB) Distribution process,handles the distribution
ofdatabase updates from theETMS central site to theETMS field sites (see Figure 11-6). The
FDB Distribution process receives flight data transactions from the central-site Traffic Model
Functions and sends them to the User Interface Functions at the various field sites.The FDB
Distribution process also receives flight data requests from various field-site User Interface

\^j Functions and relays them to the central-site Trajfic Model Functions, which respond in the
form of flight data transactions.
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Flight Data Transactions P^lfPl Right Data Transactions ^
Right Data Requests

Figure 11-6. Data Flow of the FDB Distribution Process

11.5 External Communications Functions

External Communications Functions handle external components thatdonotcomply with the
ETMSWAN packetswitching technologies and therefore require a protocoldriverand con
verter to interface with theETMS. TheExternal Communications Functions areshown inFig
ure 11-7. All communications between the External Communications Functions and other
ETMS functions are done through the ETMS Communications Functions.

The NAS DataAcquisitionfunction receives the NAS data from the ARTCCs. The ARTCCs
transmit the NAS messages on 2400 bps lines, using a specialized protocol from the 20
ARTCCs to the FAATechnical Center. Oneprotocol conversion unit (PCU)isplacedoneach
of the 20 data lines. The PCU convertsthe specialized synchronous INTO/INTI data stream
intoasynchronous ASCII data. This dataissplitintotwo 20-line datafeeds, eachfeedgoing to
a DN4500 processor. The NAS Data Acquisition process on each DN4500 processor buffers
and multiplexes the 20linesof data. TheNAS DataAcquisition process sendsthe multiplexed
datafrom eachDN4500viaindependent56KB communications links to theETMS centralsite f~^
facility utilizing the ETMScommunications functions. TheNAS Distribution processes at the
central site combinethe NAS messageswithschedulemessages (receivedfrom the SDBFunc
tion) andTOs (fromtheDOTSParser). The combinedmessages are sent to thePowerfunction
on each processing string at the ETMS central site. The use of redundant DN4500 and commu
nicationslinks(one on land, the other on sateUite) ensuresno service interruption from hard
ware or communications transmission links.

The IFCNInterface receives EDCTs and FAs ftomAutosend. Trafficmanagement specialists
generate EDCTs and FAs at the ATCSCC using the Selected ControUed Departure Time
(SCDT) function and transmit EDCTs and FAs using the Autosend function. The Autosend
function sends copies of the EDCT and FA files to the ARTCCs, the airlines, and the ETMS
central site through the IFCN. The IFCNInterface process at the central site notifies the TM
Functions whenever a file is received. The TMFunctions send out CIs based on the EDCTs and

flight data; the CIs go through theIFCNInterface function to the IFCN and eventuaUyto the
ARTCC host computers.

The airlines generate Sis in response to EDCIs and send them out over ARINC. TheARINC
Interface function receives the SI messagesand sends them to the TMFunctions. The TMFunc
tions generate SI repUes, which return back through theARINCInterface function to the air
lines, with copies to the ATCSCC printer.

The ARINC Interface function also receives oceanic position updates from DOTS over the
ARINC line. The ARINC Interface sends the oceanic position updates to the DOTSParser,
which converts the updates into TOs and sends them to the NAS Distribution processes.

r^
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Figure 11 -7. Data Flow of the External Communications Functions — Central Site

The weather distribution functions include a Weather Transmitter and a Weather Server. The
Weather Transmitter receives weather data from ERL in Boulder, Colorado. The ERL data in
cludes SAs (files received hourly), FTs (received every nine hours), grid winds (received every
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three hours), jetstream graphics (received every 3hours), NOWRAD6 precipitation graphics -».
(received hourly), andlightning (received every5minutes). TheWeather Transmitterautomat- **
icaUy forwards the jet stream, precipitation, and Ughtning data to theETMS Communications
Functions. The Weather Transmitter also sends the SAs, and FTs to the Weather Server. The
Weather Serverstores SA and FTdata atthecentral site and sends SA and FTdata (reports) in
response to requests receivedfrom the ETMS User Interface Functions.

Airline schedule data is received once a week from the OAG data distribution center in Illi
nois. The OAGInterface process monitors aline used for this purpose. When OAG isready to
transmit data, itconnects through aphone Une. TheOAGInterface process receives theairline
schedule data inastream and stores itinan airline schedule data file, which is used by theAn
cillary Supportfunctions to buUdthe airline schedule database.

11.6 User Interface Functions

The UserInterfaceFunctions maintain ETMS data ateach site and provide the traffic manage
ment speciaUst access to thedatathrough agraphic interface. TheUserInterface Functions are
shown in Figure 11-8.

The Flight Table Manager (FTM) and the Alert Server Process (ASP) receive data from the
ETMS centralsiteand maintain thisdata on thefileserver at the site.The UserFunctions and
theList Serverrunona trafficmanagementspecialist's workstation andinteractwiththe traffic
management specialist to provide requested data displays. The User Functions and the List '""""^
Serverare dupUcated onevery trafficmanagementspecialistworkstationatasite.Asinglecopy
of theFTM andASP is required to supportall copies of the UserFunctions andList Server.

TheFTMmaintains data aboutindividual flights in a flight tablestoredon the file server. The
FTMreceives flight data transactionsfromthe centralsiteTrafficModelFunctions. Thecentral
siteTrafficModelFunctions sendtheflight data to thefield sites through theETMS Communi
cations Functions.

TheFTMCoprocessorhandles requests forflight data.TheFTMCoprocessorreceives requests
forflight datafromtheListServerandthe UserFunctions, looks up the flights inthe flight table,
and returns the data to the requesting process.

If,whUe lookingup aflight, theFTM Coprocessor determinesthat a completeset of data isnot
available for that flight, the FTM Coprocessor sends a request for flightdata to the FTM. The
FTM in turn sends the request to the TrafficModelFunctions at the central site.When the flight
data isreturned to theFTM, itupdates the flighttable and passesthe data to theFTMCoproces
sor. The FTMCoprocessorwUl not return flight data to the requesting process until the missing
flight data has been retrieved.

The^lSPmaintains the status and demand counts ofall alerted elements for the next two hours.

TheASP obtains the alert data from alert summary files shipped from the central site. (The
central siteASP sends the alert files to the field sites through theETMS CommunicationsFunc
tions.)
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Figure 11-8. Data Flow of the User Interface Functions — Field Site

TheList Server provides flight list, flight counts, arrival delay, time verification, fix loading, and
list flight plan reports to the traffic management specialist. A traffic management specialist
enters a request for a report through User Functions. TheUser Functions passes the request to
the List Server, which gets the required data, processes the data, and formats the requested re
port. The List Server sends the report back tothe User Functions, which presents the report to
the traffic management specialist.

The List Server gets data for areport as follows. By default, if the requested report is for flight
data within the next 12 hours, the List Server first gets alist ofthe flights from the Traffic Model
Functions at the central site. TheList Server then sends the flight list to the FTM Coprocessor
which fills in the detailed data for each flight in the list. Ifthe requested report is for flight data
beyond 12 hours, or if the user has specifically requested schedule data, the List Server gets the
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data from theSDBFunctions at the central site. (TheSDBFunctions provide aU thedata for the /—s
report.) ' i

There are several independentETMS UserFunctions: theASD, TrafficManagementShell (TM
Shell), DelayManager, andElectronicMail (EMail). The speciaUst can invoke any ofthese dis
play functions by means of the Tool Manager (see Figure 11-9).

TheASD presents ETMS data to the traffic management specialist on agraphics display. The
ASD allows the traffic management specialist to control the data displays in selective ways to
enhance the usefulness ofthe data. TheASD provides displays ofahcraft situation data, moni
tor/alertdata,andweatherdata.TheASD getsdatafromtheFTMand^SP at thefield siteand
from the Traffic ModelFunctions and SDB Functions at the central site.

TheASD acquires data in two ways: automatically and through request/reply; the List Server
uses only request/reply.

When the^SD starts, itregisterswith thefTM. The/TMautomaticaUysends ahcraft situation
updates every three minutes (one minute atsome sites) to aU registered/4SD.y. Similarly, when
a traffic management specialist requests monitor/alert data, theASD registers with theyiSR
The ASP automatically sends alert updates to aU registered^SIte whenever itreceives an up
datefrom thecentral site (every five minutes). In bothcases, theautomatic dataissentto the
ASD over the LAN through the ETMS Communications Functions.

TheASD and List Server obtain aU other data on request. TheASD requests flight data (for ^>
alertedflights) from the local FTM Coprocessor, SAs and FTs from the Weather Server (at the
central site) demand data (for monitor/alert reports and barcharts), capacities, and GA esti
mates from the Traffic Model Functions at the central site. (Bar chart information can come
from either thelocal orthecentral site.) SimUarly, theList Server requests flight datafrom the
local FTM Coprocessor, demanddata from the Traffic ModelFunctions at the centralsite,and
schedule datafrom theSDB Functions at the central site. AU request/reply data transfers are
performed through the ETMS Communications Functions.

The traffic management specialist can update data through theASD. TheASD sends capacity,
GA estimate, and alert status updates to the Traffic ModelFunctions at the central site, sends
schedule database updatesto the SDBFunctions at the centralsite,andsends trafficmanage
ment commands to purge grounddelay programsto the TMFunctions. For each update, the
ASDreceives a replyfromthe selectedfunction eitheracknowledging the update or indicating
an error in the update. TheASD sendsthe updates and receives the repliesthrough the ETMS
Communications Functions.

r^
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Figure 11 -9. Data Flow of ETMS User Functions — Field Site

The Traffic Management Shell (TM Shell) allows the specialist to execute many of the non-
graphical commands available in the ASD, without any of the graphical displays (overlays,
boundaries, flights, etc.) ever appearing. This gives thespecialist access tothesame dataavail
able in the fullASD, while allowing itto be used in amore efficient manner. Using theTM Shell,
the specialist can issue individual commands and execute script files. TM Shell accesses the
ETMS data in the same manner as theASD.
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Delay Manager simulates and evaluates theeffects ofcontrolling arriving flights for any airport
youchoose.This functionallows the specialistto evaluate the effectsof implementinga ground
stop program, to monitor the status of an EDCT program, and to simulate the releasing of
flights from a ground stopor EDCTprogram. TheDelay Manager accesses flight data through
requests to the List Server.

TheElectronic Mail (EMail) allows thespecialist tosend advisories orgeneral messages toad
dresses on theARINCandNADIN networks aswell as toany other ETMS node. This function
provides theability to send one-line general messages aswell as detailed messages composed
of textand information from files that have beensaved (e.g., advisories, flight reports,or mes
sage templates).

11.7 Schedule Database Functions

The Schedule Database (SDB) Functions maintain an airline schedule database at the ETMS
centralsite,feed scheduled flights through the External Communications Functions to the Traf
ficModel Functions for inclusion in the near-term databases, respond to requests for schedule
data, and update the schedule databaseas instructed by traffic management specialists. The
SDBFunctions are composedof three processes,as shownin Figure 11-10. The SDBFunctions
exist only at the central site.
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Update Replies

Site
Authorization

Table

SDB
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Schedule Updates

Update Replies
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Airport,
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Schedule
Changes

Scheduled
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Airline

Schedule

Figure 11-10. Data Flow of the Schedule Database Functions

The SDB Server handles all of the request/reply communications with other ETMS functions
(i.e., all communications except the sending ofschedule messages to the centralsite UserInter
face Functions). TheSDB Server receives schedule data requests andschedule updatesthrough
the ETMS Communications Functions. The SDB Server sends schedule updates to the Update/
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Request Server, first checking whether the update is from an authorized site; the SDB Server
i^J sends schedule data requests to the SDB List Server. When the SDB Server receives the sched

ule data back from theSDBListServer, it sends the data backto the requesting process through
the ETMS CommunicationsFunctions. When the SDB Server receives the update reply back
from the Update/Request Server, theSDB Serversends the replybackto the requesting process.

The SDB List Server receives schedule data requests from the SDB Server, looks up the re
quested fUghts intheairline schedule database, and returns thescheduled flights to theSDB
Server. Theschedule datarequestspecifies airport(s) orARTCC(s), whetherto return arrivals
and/or departures for the specified airport(s) or ARTCC(s), the date and time range for the
flights, and optionally afiltering ARTCC. Iftherequest isforanARTCC, theSDB List Server
returns aU flights arriving at and/or departing allairports locatedwithin thespecified ARTCC.
Ifafiltering ARTCC isgiven, theSDBListServerchecks eachflight toseeiftheotherendofthe
flight meets thefiltering criteria. Forexample, ifanarrival Ust isbeing prepared, theSDB List
Server returnsonly thoseflights whose departure airport iswithin the filtering ARTCC.

The Update/Request Server feeds scheduled messages to thecentral site External Communica
tions Functions and performs updates to the airline schedule database. The Update/Request
Server automaticallysendsscheduledflights to the centralsiteExternal CommunicationsFunc
tionswhenthe flights' departuretimesfaUwithin twelve hoursofthe current time.The Update/
Request Server receives schedule updates from the SDB Server and makes the necessary
changes to the airlinescheduledatabase.Scheduleupdatesmaycausea flightto be added,can-

ii celled, inhibited, or activated. The Update/Request Server sendsback a replyindicatingeither
that the update wasperformed successfuUyor that an error wasencountered. When aschedule
update affects a flight scheduled to depart in the next twelvehours, the Update/Request Server
also sends a schedule message to the External Communications Functions, indicating a flight
has been added or canceUed.

The schedule messages are patterned to look like NAS messages.To add a scheduled flight,
the Update/Request Server sends an FS message, which looks much like a NAS flight plan mes
sage (FZ). Tocancel a scheduled flight, the Update/Request Serversends ani?S message, which
looksmuchlikea NAScanceUationmessage(RZ). The Update/RequestServerenhances the FS
and RS messagesbyincludingthe departure date of the flight.The departure date aUows other
ETMS functions to distinguishbetween occurrences of the same flight on different days.The
schedulemessages arepassedto the Traffic ModelFunctions through theExternal Communica
tions Functions so that they appear in the same stream of data as the NAS messages.

11.8 Traffic Model Functions

TheTrafficModelFunctions model theperformanceofflights; projectthe traffic demands atall
airports, sectors, andfixes of interest to traffic management; andgenerate alertsfor those air-

\^y ports, sectors, or fixes whose demand exceeds capacity. The TrafficModelFunctions are shown
in Figure 11-11.
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Figure 11-11. Data Flow of the Traffic Model Functions

The Parser receives the NAS messages, DOTS messages, and schedule messages from the Ex
ternal Communications Functions, extracts the contents of the messages, and converts the con
tents to the internal format required for the subsequent processing. If a flight path (field 10) is
contained in a message, the Parser interprets the flight path using the geographical data from
the grid database and flight profile (i.e., ascent and descent) data from the aircraft dynamics
database to produce a detailed, three-dimensional path for the flight. The internal description
of the flight path, known as an event list, includes all events of interest to traffic management;
i.e., airport arrivals and departures, sector entries and exits, fix crossings, airway (i.e., jet or
Victor airway) entries and exits, and ARTCC entries and exits. TheParser also uses the aircraft
types file to determine the user class (i.e., commercial, general aviation, military), weight class
(i.e., small, large, heavy), and aircraft type class (e.g., single-engine piston prop) for the aircraft
designator in the message. The Parser packages all information extracted from the message
and passes it to the Flight Database (FDB) Processors, which use the data to update the flight
databases.
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A NAS amendmentmessage (AF) maynot containsufficient data for the Parser to produce an
{^J event list. For example, ifan AF contains a field 10 but not an ahcraft type, a new event list

cannot be produced. In these cases, the Parser sends the data avaUable in the AF to the FDB
Processors without an event list. TheFDBProcessors then look up the needed data in the flight
database and send it backto the Parseras a FuelAdvisory message(FA). The Parser then mod
els the flight, producesan event list, and sends it back to the FDBProcessors.

The FDB Processors maintain a database of aU active, proposed, scheduled, and controlled
flights for the next 12 hours and previous 12 hours.

NOTE: "Evo identical FDB Processors, each processing approximately half of the flight data,
are used to handle the computation load.

The FDB Processors buUd the flight database using the information received from the Parser
and the controUeddeparture times and flight cancellations received from the TMFunctions.
The FDB Processors also maintain a database of current and predicted grid winds data ex
tracted fromthe gridwinds data received fromthe WeatherServer. TheFDBProcessors use the
flight data, the gridwinds data, departure ground times, and data from the aircraftdynamics
database to predict the event timesfor the flight. The FDB Processors re-compute a flight's
event times whenevernewdata affectingthe flight is received.Projected (future) event times
are updated to actual (past) flight times as actual data is received in the NAS messages.

The FDBProcessors send update transactionscontainingflight events and computed event
timesto the TrafficDemandsDatabase (TDB) Processor, whichuses the data to update the traf-

K^j fie demands database. The FDB Processors send an update transaction whenever a flight's
events or event times change.

The FDB Processors also send flight data transactions containing data from the parsed mes
sages and computed data through theETMS Communication Functions to the central and field
site UserInterfaceFunctions, which use the data to update the local flight tables. TheFDBPro
cessors send flight data transactions automatically for each parsed message received or as a
reply to data requested by an FTM.

The FDBProcessors send flight data, either automatically or on request, to the TMFunctions,
which use the data to apply controUed departure times. The FDB Processors send flight data
automaticaUy when both a controUeddeparture time (CDT) and a flightplan (FZ) have been
receivedfor a flight(causinga CTto be sentbythe TMFunctions). The order inwhichthe CDT
and FZ are receiveddoes not matter. The FDBProcessors alsosend flightdata to the TMFunc
tions in response to a flight data request.

The FDB Processors alsosupport the TMFunctions in the application of FuelAdvisory mes
sages (FAs). Whenthe TMFunctions receive anFA, theysenda transaction to theFDBProces
sors containing thecontroUed airport andthe controlled time periods. Uponreceipt ofacon
troUed airport transaction, the FDB Processors send a demand data request to the TDB
Processor, which returnsan arrival listfor thecontroUed airportandtimes to the TMFunctions
(which apply fuel advisory delays toanyflights whose flight plans have aheadybeen received).

[^j Flightplans received after this time are checked by theFDBProcessors to see ifafuel advisory
delay should beappUed tothe flight. Ifso, theFDB Processors send aflight data transaction to
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the TMFunctions, which determine the amount ofdelay that should be appUed tothe flight. ^\
Thenew controlled departure timefor the flight issent backto the FDB Processors just asan
EDCTwouldbe. NormalEDCT processing then continuesin the FDBProcessors and the TM
Functions.

NOTE: The processing of fuel advisory delays is embedded in the FDB Processors to ensure
that thechecking for existing flight plans and thechecking for newflight plans iscom
pletely synchronized

The TDBProcessoruses the update transactions from theFDBProcessors tomaintain thepre
dicted and actual traffic demands at eachmonitored airport,sector, andfix. The TDB Proces
sorkeeps counts of events for each element in 15-minute intervals or buckets. The TDBProces
soralso keeps the listof flights that comprise the demand ineach bucket. The TDB Processor
keeps separate counts by flight status (scheduled, proposed, actual) and canmaintain demand
data for 24 hours into the past and for up to 40 hours into the future.

When theTDBProcessorvpdatesademandcount, itchecks thedemand against thecapacity. If
thecapacity is exceeded bytheactive flight count, theTDBProcessorsets aflag, indicating ared
alert for that time interval. If the capacity isexceeded by theproposed flight count, the TDB
Processorsets aflag, indicating ayellow alertforthattime interval. Everyfive minutes, theTDB
Processor scans aU the elements and generates alert summary files that contain the demand
counts for aU alerted elements. The TDB Processor sends the alertsummary files to the local
ASP, which distributes them to the field sites. f~*\

TheTDB Processor canreceive alertstatus updates entered by traffic management specialists
atfield sites. TheTDBProcessorfirst checks whether theupdate isauthorized. Iftheupdate is
from theATCSCC, it isalways authorized. Otherwise, the TDBProcessor looks upthe element
specified in the update in the element names file to find theARTCC associated with the up
dated element. The update is only aUowed if it wasgenerated at the element's ARTCC or a
TRACONwithin thatARTCC. Ifanupdateisauthorized, the TDBProcessorsetsthe alertflag
for the specified time interval to previously red orpreviously yellow. Once an alert status has
been updated, the TDB Processor wiU not change it back to its previous color regardless of
changes in the demand count or capacity value within that time interval. However, if the
changes in the demand counts or capacity cause a previously yeUow alert to go red, the alert
statuswiU be changedto red. After an alert status update isprocessed, the TDB Processorgen
erates a reply, which indicates that the update was allowed or that an error was encountered.

The TDBProcessormaintains default and today's capacityand GA estimate values for each ele
ment by15-minute intervals.The default values are pre-defined and cannotbe changed bythe
traffic management specialist. The TDB Processor initially sets today's values to the default
values each day; it then changes them according to any capacity updates and GA estimate up
dates received from traffic management specialists. The TDB Processor checks the authoriza
tion of capacityand GA estimates updates in the same manner as for alert status updates. The
TDB Processor uses today's capacities for determining alerts. When the TDBProcessor per- >-s.
forms a capacityor GA estimate update, it generates a reply, indicatingeither that the update
was performed successfully or that an error was encountered.
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The TDBProcessor processes requests for demand data, capacities, and GA estimates. The
V j demand data includes thedemand counts, capacities, GAestimates, Ust offlight IDs, and flight

event times for the requested element and time intervals. Capacity and GA estimate replies
include both the default and today's values for the requested element and time intervals. De
mand data requests for ARTCCs, airports, sectors, and fixesare processed bythe TDBProces
sor.

If a demand data request is for one or more ARTCCs, the TDBProcessor looks up all airports
located withinthe ARTCC(s) and produces the demand data for all those airports. An ARTCC
demand data request may be accompanied by one or more filtering ARTCCs. If so, the TDB
Processor assembles the demand data for the requested ARTCCs and passes the demand data
withthe filteringARTCC(s) to theFDBProcessors. TheFDBProcessors look up each flightand
keep it only if it meets the filtering criteria (for example, a flight in an arrival Ust is kept if its
departure airport is in a filtering ARTCC). TheFDBProcessors send the resultant, filtered set
of demand data back to the requesting site.

11.9 Traffic Management Functions

The Traffic Management (TM) Functions process the EDCTs and (FAsfrom the ATCSCC and
Sis from the airlines alongwith flightdata anddemand data from the TrafficModelFunctions to
generate CTsto the NAS host computers. The TMFunctions also maintain a history of aU flight
control data.The TMFunctions consistof the Controls Request Server, theApply GroundCon-

[k>_J trols Process, and the Archive Controls Data Process and are shown in Figure 11-12.

TheApply Ground ControlsProcess receives EDCIs and FAdelays from the ATCSCC and Sis
from the airlines aU via the External Communication Functions. The Apply Ground Controls
Process checks Sis against rules determined byFAA policy, generates repUes, and applies the
legitimate Sis to previously received EDCTs. The flight control data (FAs and controUed de
parture times) aresent to the Traffic Model Functions. The Traffic Model Functions send flight
data back to the Apply Ground Controls Process when a combination of a controUed time or
delay andaflight planexists. TheApply Ground ControlsProcess thengenerates a CTbasedon
the flight datafromthe Traffic ModelFunctions. TheApplyGround Controls Process sendsCTs
and SI replies to the External Communication Function for transmittal to the NAS, the
ATCSCC, and the airlines.

u
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Figure 11-12. Data Flow of the Traffic Management Functions

TheApply Ground Controls Process also processes the TM Commands: purge, suboff,andsub
on received fromthe ATCSCC (viatheETMS CommunicationsFunction). When a purge com
mand isreceived,theApply Ground Controls Process cancelspreviously received controls.The
Apply Ground Controls Process also sends a reply to the ATCSCC acknowledging the purge
command. When a sub offcommand is received, theApply Ground Control Process rejects all
subsequent Sis for the specified airport(s) until a sub on command is received. This process
also receives TM commands from the Controls Request Server.

The Controls Request Server accepts TM commands and data requests from the ETMS Com
munications Functions, retrieves flight control data and FA data from the Control Database,
and sends out TM data to the ETMS Communications Functions.

The Archive Controls Data Process receives flight and airport control data from the Control
Database and saves a history in the Control Archive.
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11.10 Ancillary Support Functions

TheAncillary SupportFunctions are neededto support the ETMSbut do not run aspart of the
real-time processing. TheAncillary Support Functions are used to convert external data into
staticfilesand databases used bythe run-time ETMS.TheAncillary SupportFunctions arerun
periodicaUy. There are sixAncillary Support Functions, asshown in Figure 11-13.

The Process Geographical Data function processes the geographical data received from the
NOS, the NFDC, and data files from the ARTCCs. The geographical data includes airport,
NAVAID, and airspace fix locations; sectorandSUA boundaries; runway layouts; and struc
tured airway definitions.

TheProcess GeographicalData function readsthedatafrom tapesreceived from NOS, NFDC,
or the ARTCCs, extractsthe necessary data, checks the data for errors, and processesthe data
into four specialized forms used by the run-time ETMS:

(1) Grid database — usedbythe Parser to interpret flight paths

(2) Mapsdatabase—usedby theASDDisplay todrawgraphicdisplayofgeographi
cal data on the screen

(3) Elementnamesfile—usedbytheFDBProcessors andTDBProcessorto convert
element indexes to names before sending to User Interface Functions

(4) Airports file—used bytheFTM toghost ahcraft towards their destination air
ports

TheProcess GeographicalData function alsoreceives OAGairport definitions fromtheBuild
Airline SDB function. The Process GeographicalData function ensures that aU airports refer
enced in the airline schedule database are defined in the maps and grid databases.

The Process GeographicalData function providesdatato two othexAncillarySupportFunctions.
The FAA airport definitions are sent to the BuildAirline SDB function. The pacing airport,
monitored airport, arrival fix,and ARTCC names are sent to theBuildRequest Codesfunction.

TheBuildAirlineSDB function processes the airline schedule data file received from the OAG
and produces the airline schedule database used to support the SDBFunctions. TheBuildAir
lineSDB function reads the schedule data from the OAG data file, converts it to internal for
mats, checksfor errors, assignsflight paths to the scheduled flights, and builds a set of indexes
to the scheduled flights to support the typesof access (e.g., bydeparture time,byairport) re
quired duringrun time.TheBuildAirlineSDBfunctionreceivesthe flightpaths from the Deter
mine Flight Paths function and assigns themto the scheduled fUghts basedon the citypah and
airline. TheBuildAirline SDB function also provides a list of the OAGairline designators to
theBuild Request Codes function anda listof OAG aircraft designators to theProcessAircraft
Type Data function.

TheDetermine FlightPaths function uses past flight plans (FZs) toderive flight paths, cruising
^^i speeds, and cruising altitudes to be assigned to scheduled flights. The Determine Flight Paths

function analyzes a recent sample (atleast one week's worth) offlight plans todetermine the
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most commonly filed flight plan data for each airline between each city pair. Theresultant data
is sent to theBuildAirline SDB function for assignment to the scheduled flights. The method for
determining flight plan data for scheduled flights is further described in Appendix A.
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TheProcessAircraft TypeData function updates the ahcraft types file with newahcraftdesigna
te tors. The ahcraft types file contains the user class, weight class, and aircraft type class for each

aircraft designator. The ahcraft types file isused bytheParser todetermine the classes for indi
vidual flights; it is also used by the BuildRequest Codes function.

The Build Request Codes function uses data from several of the otherAncillary Support Func
tions to produce afile of codes that can appear as part of a report request made to the List
Server. The Build Request Codes function combines pre-defined, special-use words (e g list
count, info)withthe foUowing data:

(1) Pacing airport names, monitored airport names, arrival fix names, and ARTCC
names produced by theProcess Geographical Data function

(2) Airline designators extracted from the OAG schedule data by the BuildAirline
SDB function

(3) Ahcraft designators from the ahcraft types file produced bytheProcessAircraft
Type Data function

The Determine Departure Ground Times function derives ground time data from archived his
torical flight data and is described in Appendix B.

The ProcessAircraft Type Data function updates the aircraft dynamics database when new air-
craft designators are defined by the FAA, or when aircraft designators that are not defined by

W the FAA appear in the OAG schedule data. The ahcraft dynamics database contains aset of
pre-defined ascent and descent profiles. Whenanewaircraftdesignator is defined, the Process
Aircraft Type Data function assigns an ascent and descent profile to the ahcraft type based on
parameters such as weight class, engine type, maximum ascent rate, and maximum descent
rate. The aircraft dynamics database is used by theParserand FDBProcessors for flight profile
andfhght time modeling. *

11.11 Data Distribution and Recovery
The ETMS system design directly impacts the response time for data displays afterarequest is
thedatT16 reSP°nSe timC f°r â ^ reqU6St iS m°St h6aVily affeCted by the physicaI loc*tion of

the data to be mthree places: the traffic management specialist's workstation, thefile serveTat
the traffic management specialist's site, and the ETMS central site. Data on the traffic man

acce^accessed as quicktyfor two reasons: the data mustbe communicated overthelocalarea netoork(l^)andmefies^
lite links, which operate at much slower speeds than aLAN.
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Figure 11-14 illustrates the physical locations of the ETMS databases. The only ETMS data
stored directly on the traffic management specialist's workstation is the map overlay data. The
flight data used to generate the ahcraftsituationupdates is storedon thefile serverateachsite,
as is the alert summary data and some of the weather data (aU except SA and FT reports). AU
other data accessible through the^SD is stored on nodes at the central site.

11.11.1 Flight Transaction Messages

Flight data is transmitted from the central site to the field site file server by means offlight
transaction messages. There are various types offlight transaction messages. These include
position messages, route messages, time messages, block/altitude messages, TZ messages,
cancel messages, total traffic management (TTM) messages, and critical messages. The last
two types, TTM andcritical, are used fordata recovery.

11.11.2 Field Site Data Recovery

Situations can arisewhere the flight data atafield site is incomplete. The file servercan detect
such asituation in two ways. First, when the file server processes are first started up, they may
discover that the flight tables are empty or that the flight tables maynot have been updated for
some time period. Second, when the file serverprovides flight data for aflight list generated at
the central site, itmay discover that itismissingdata for aflight inthe Ust. Ineither case, the file
server wUI recover missing data from the central site databases. The file server can request re
covery data inthree ways: f^s

• Acomplete recovery is requested when the file server has no flight data.

• A partial recovery is requested when the file server ismissing datafor a time
range.

• Aflight data recovery is requested when the file server is missing data for aspe
cific flight or set of flights.

In each case, the requested data is transmitted from the central site. The central site sends the
datathrough thenormal flight datatransactions that are used to send current flight data.

11.11.3 Central Site Data Recovery

Situations can arise at thecentral sitewhere oneoftheredundant processing strings becomes
non-functioning. In such cases, a support services specialist can initiate a recovery process,
which uses the functioning string as the datasource to repopulate the non-functioning string.
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Appendix A

Determination of Flight Plan Data for
Scheduled Flights

In order to model scheduled flights (see Section 7) and to project traffic demands and alerts,
the ETMS requhes flight paths, ground speeds, and altitudes for flights in the airline schedule
database. The ETMS uses this data to process scheduled flights as if a flight plan had been re
ceived. Because the OAG airline schedule data does not include flight paths, cruising speed,
and cruising altitude, the ETMS must provide flight paths, cruising speed, and altitude for the
scheduled flights.

A.1 Summary of Method

The ETMS determines flightpaths, cruisingspeeds, and cruisingaltitudes for scheduled flights
through analysisof historical data. The ETMS archives all flight IDs, ahcraft types, origins,
destinations, field10s,speeds,and altitudes from flightplansas theyare received.Everyweek,
whennewOAGdata isprocessed, the ETMS counts howoften each field10wasfiled during
the previous twoweeks byeachairlineservicing eachcitypair.The ETMS alsocomputes the
averages ofallcruising speedsand altitudesthat werefiled witheachfield 10.The ETMSthen
selects the one or two most common field 10s for each airline and city pah for use with the
schedule data. If the ETMS selects twofield 10s,it saves the aircraft type associatedwith the
more frequently used route. TheETMS also saves theaverage cruising speed and cruising alti
tude associated with each selected field 10 and the aircraft type associated with the more fre
quent route. When theETMS feeds ascheduledflight into thelive databases, theselected field
10and the associated average cruising speed and altitude for the city pair and airlineare as
signed totheflight. Iftwo field 10s areavailable, theETMS chooses theroute based onwheth
er the aircraft type matches.

NOTE: The ETMS considers twofield10sto be the sameonlyif the characterstringsmatch
exactly. It is possible for field 10s to specify the sameflight path in many different
forms. However, analysis hasshown that an airline tendsto file a flight path in literally
the same form.

A.2 Analysis

The decision to select flight paths, speed, and altitude byairline and city pair was based on
analysis of flight plan data. The possible, general factors identifying flight paths, cruising
speeds, and cruising altitudes were found to be flight ID, city pah, airline, andaircraft type.
City pairisa primary selecting factor forflight path. Cruising speed andaltitude may bedeter
mined byavariety offactors. Therefore, theflight pathanalysis focused onidentifyingthemost
successful and manageable selection criteria from the foUowing possibilities:
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(1) City pah alone

(2) City pah and flight ID

(3) City pair and airline

(4) City pah and aircraft type

(5) Citypah, airline, and ahcraft type

Thecruising speed andaltitude analysis considered the same set ofcombinations plus:

(1) Aircraft type alone

(2) Airline and aircraft type

Theanalysis firstfocused ontheselectionofthe field10. Itwasassumed that flight IDwouldbe
a good selector, but the sizeof the requireddatabase madethat choice undesirable (ifit could
beavoided). Acursoryanalysis oftheuseofaircraft type indicated thatitwasnotagood prima
ryselector fortwo reasons: thereisgenerally nota lotofvariation inaircraft types flying com
mercially between a given city pah, and the types that do fly are well distributed among the
observed field 10s.

A quantitative analysis was then performed forthe remaining two choices: city pah and city
pairplus airline. Thesuccess oftheselectioncriteriawasmeasured asthefrequencywithwhich
the field 10sassigned to scheduledflights byusingthe criteria were the same as the field 10s
later received onflight plans for those flights (i.e., thepercentage offlights with thesame field
10 when grouped according to the selection criteria). Ameasurement was made using 4077
flight plans arriving at Denver (DEN) and yielded thefoUowing results:

(1) City pah alone was successful for 65% offlights

(2) City Pair and airline was successful for 94% offlights

Itwas concluded from these results that the additional database size and complexitycaused by
using airline as aselection criteria alongwith citypahwasjustified, and that the use ofcitypair
and airlinewas sufficientlyaccurate (eUminating theneed touse flight ID)tomeettheneedsof
theETMS.

Further analysis indicated that asmall modification could improve the accuracy even further.
Formost citypair/airline combinations (91%), thesame field 10 was used most ofthetime re
gardless ofthe ahcraft type. The remaining airlines showed a tendency touse two field 10s
most ofthe time, one field 10for certain aircraft types, the otherfield 10for other ahcraft types.
Therefore, the field 10 selection criteria was expanded to include these cases. Those airlines
that tend to use onlyone field 10 are assigned that field 10.Theremaining airlines' field 10s are
assigned based on matching the aircraft type associated with the more frequently used route.
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The analysis of cruising speed and cruising altitude showed expected, general correlation to
(J aircraft type and length offlight. Variations in the filed cruising speeds and cruising altitudes,

when observed,were minor. During the field 10 analysis it wasobserved that the aircraft type
wasclosely correlated to the citypair and airline (i.e.,an airline tends to use one aircraft type
for aU itsflights betweentwogivenairports). It wastherefore concludedthat for ease of imple
mentation, the cruising speeds and cruising altitudeswouldbe accumulated according to the
same factors as the field 10s.Averagesof filed cruisingspeeds and cruisingaltitudes have been
used to smooth out anyvariationsdue to other factors (e.g., weather, late departure, etc.).
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Appendix B

Determination of Departure Ground Times

The ETMSrequiresagroundtimeestimateto projectthe wheels uptimefrom thescheduled or
filedgatepushback time (seeSection7).Someflight planscontainwheels up timesand others
containgatepushback times. The ETMS apphesgroundtimeto gatepushbacktimesto resolve
that discrepancy. This appendix describeshow the ETMS ground times are determined.

B.1 Summary of Method

The ETMS derives ground time data for the pacing airports from archived historical flight
data, usingpast flight plans (FZs) and departure messages (DZs). Proposed departure times
fromFZ messages aresubtractedfrom actualdeparturetimesfromDZ messages to determine
departure delays. Departure delays are accumulated separatelyfor each airline operating at
each pacing airport. Statistical criteria are appUed to the resulting data sets to determine
whether they are suitable for deriving ground times. For the resulting delay data sets, the
medianvaluesarefoundandusedasgroundtimesbytheETMS. Forairline-airport combina
tions whose data fails the statistical criteria or for which data are not accumulated, a default
value (currently10minutes) isused for ground time.Median Ground Timesare stored in afile
accessed during flight modeling by the ETMS. The Median Ground Time file is updated
weekly,using data from the immediate past three weeks.

B.2 Analysis

The empirical approach to the determination of the ground time values was selected because
of the availability of the NAS message data. The decision to separate delays byairport and air
linewasmade based on general knowledge of airport ground operations and the lack of spe
cificgate assignmentdata. The delaydata showedenough differences in ground times for dif
ferent airlinesat the same airport to justifythe use of airline as a distinguishing factor.

Previously, ETMSusedan estimatedtaxitimerather than an estimatedtotal ground time.Taxi
timewas intendedto representtimerequiredto move the aircraftfromthe gateto takeoffposi
tion and did not take into account additional elapsed timebetween scheduled pushback and
takeoffsuchasgatehold. To improve the qualityoftakeofftimepredictions, asweU asofdown
stream event time predictions, taxi timewasreplaced bytotal ground time in the ETMS model.
The same archived departure messages data sets are used, but instead of a delay bias being
extracted from each dataset, a median delayvalue isobtained. The median valuewaschosen as
the most stable measure ofthe total ground time. Because the median ismuch less sensitive to

i j individual data values than the taxi time, the statistical criteria are less stringent. The depar
ture delaydata set is nowsubject to the following steps:
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• Minimum number offlights must equal orexceed ten. This reflects a requhe- .—^
ment that there be a minimum sample on which to base an analysis.

• Datasets must satisfy cohesiveness. To eliminate "outiiers", unrepresentative
extremevaluesof data, "tails" of the data distribution are removed: the highest
5% and lowest 5% of the delay distribution are eliminated, as are values exceed
ingan unrealistic, largevalue. The remainingdistributionmustmeet the condi
tion that the fraction of empty histogrambins not exceed a limit. Because the
median isfar less sensitive to datacharacteristics thanwasthe departure delay
bias, the maximum aUowed delay (above which data areexcluded) is80minutes
andcohesiveness is60%. (Bycomparison, forthe taxitimecomputation, theval
ueswere30minutesand 40%.) Fordistributions which satisfycohesiveness, the
median delay oftheenthe dataset isdetermined andadded toa lookup tablefor
use in ETMS.

• A resultingnegativemedianvalue of departure delayis replaced by zero.

• The default delay,used when no statistical determination is avaUable, is10min
utes.

Ground times are derived from pastNAS messages (FZsandDZs). The NAS messages are
archived continuously. Onceweekly, the currentweek's messages are saved andthe archiving
processrestarted. The currentweek'sdata isappended to the previous twoweeks'data and the
three weeks' data used asinput toa new ground time determination. This allows new airlines f~*\
andnew departure characteristics tobe reflected, whUe retaining enough datato support sta
tistical analysis.

r>
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Index

ACES data, related to geographical data, 3-1

ACTV command, related to schedule database, 4-5

Advanced Traffic Management System. See ATMS

Air Traffic Control System Command Center. See
ATCSCC

aircraft profile database, 7-2

aircraft situation data, 2-6
related to aircraft situation data, 10-3

Aircraft Situation Display.See ASD

airline codes, related to schedule data, 4-3

airline schedule data. See schedule data

airport and ARTCC codes, related to schedule
data, 4-2

airport events, 7-4

airports data, related to geographicaldata, 3-8

airway events, 7-6

airways data, related to geographicaldata, 3-6

Alert Server Process, 11-14

alert thresholds, 8-1,8-5

alerts

defined, 8-1
generating alerts, 8-5
turn green command, 8-6

alerts display
alerts icons, 10-4
related to ASD display, 10-4

Ancillary Support Functions, 11-25
Build Airline Schedule Database, 11-25
Build Request Codes, 11-27
defined, 11-1
Determine Departure Ground Times, 11-27
Determine Flight Paths, 11-26
Process Aircraft Type Data, 11-27
ProcessGeographical Data, 11-25

Apply Ground Controls Process, related to Traffic
Management Functions, 11-23

ETMSFunctional Description
Vernon 5.0

Archive Controls Data Process, related to Traffic
Management Functions, 11-24

ARINC Interface, 11-12

arrival fix events, 7-7

ASD

defined, 1-1
related to User Interface Functions, 11-16

ASD display, 10-1
aircraft situation data, 10-3
alerts display, 10-4
data sources, 10-7
geographical data, 10-1
location identifiers, 10-2
map overlay types, 10-2
request reports, 10-5
weather, 10-7

ATCSCC, defined, 1-1

ATMS, defined, 1-1

B

Build Airline Schedule Database, related to Ancil
lary Support Functions, 11-25

Build Request Codes, related to Ancillary Support
Functions, 11-27

Central Functions, 11-3

central site data recovery, 11-28

Communications Functions, 11-8

Controls Request Server, related to Traffic Man
agement Functions, 11-24

CXSD command, related to schedule database, 4-5

data distribution and recovery, 11-27

Delay Manager, related to User Interface Func
tions, 11-18
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departure ground time, B-l
analysis,B-l
method of deriving, B-l

departure time modeling, 7-8

Determine Departure Ground Times, related to
Ancillary Support Functions, 11-27

Determine Eight Paths, related to AncillarySup
port Functions, 11-26

DOTS messages, 5-5

dual designated carriers, related to schedule data,
4-3

EDCT messages, 5-6

EDCT processing,related to traffic management
data, 9-2

EMail, related to User Interface Functions, 11-18

Email function, related to traffic management
commands, 9-4

en route time modeling, 7-9

Enhanced Traffic Management System. SeeETMS

error handling, 6-10

ETMS

aircraft situation data, 2-6
data distribution and recovery, 11-27

central site data recovery, 11-28
field site data recovery, 11-28
flight transaction messages, 11-28

data sources, 2-1
defined, 1-1
geographical data, 2-3
monitor alert data, 2-7
overview, 2-1
request report data, 2-8
traffic management data, 2-10
weather data, 2-9

ETMS Central Functions

defined, 11-1
ETMS Communications Functions, 11-3
External Communications Functions, 11-3
Schedule Database Functions, 11-5
Traffic Management Functions, 11-6
Traffic Model Functions, 11-5
User Interface Functions, 11-5

ETMS Communications Functions

related to ETMS Central Functions, 11-3

related to ETMS Field-site Functions, 11-7

ETMS data sources

aircraft situation data, 10-7
geographical data, 10-7
monitor alert displays, 10-8
related to ASD display, 10-7
request reports, 10-8
weather displays, 10-8

ETMS Field-site Functions

defined, 11-1
ETMS Communications Functions, 11-7
User Interface Functions, 11-7

ETMS processing functions, 11-1
AncillarySupport Functions,11-1,11-25
Central Functions, 11-3
Communications Functions, 11-8

defined, 11-8
displayed, 11-2
ETMS Central Functions, 11-1
ETMS Field-site Functions, 11-1
External Communications Functions, 11-12
Field-site Functions, 11-7
Schedule Database Functions, 11-18
Traffic Demands Functions, 11-23
Traffic Model Functions, 11-19
User Interface Functions, 11-14

External Communications Functions, 11-12
ARINC Interface, 11-12
IFCN Interface, 11-12
NAS Data Acquisition, 11-12
related to ETMS Central Functions, 11-3
weather distribution functions, 11-14

FA processing,related to traffic management data,
9-2

FDB distribution process,11-11

field 10 processing, 6-1
filed flight path, 6-1
grid database, 6-3

field 10 processor, 6-4
error handling, 6-10

bad message syntax, 6-11
fix not on route, 6-12
internal error, 6-12
no route intersection, 6-12
route shortened to nothing, 6-12
unknown fix or destination airport, 6-11
unknown origin airport, 6-11
unknown route, 6-11
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unrecognizable fix or route, 6-11
fix checking, 6-9
fix processing, 6-5
overview, 6-4
route processing, 6-7
specialcode processing,6-8

field site data recovery, 11-28

Field-site Functions, 11-7

filed flight path, related to Field 10,6-1

fix checking, 6-9

fix events, 7-4

fix processing,6-5
adapted, 6-5
airport, 6-5
fix_radial_distance, 6-5
flight information region, 6-6
implied fix, 6-6
latitude/longitude, 6-6
NAVAID, 6-5
SUA, 6-6

fixes data, related to geographical data, 3-7

flight controls, related to traffic management data,
9-1

flight data deletion, 5-19

flight database
contents, 5-7
defined, 5-1
role in the ETMS, 5-1
updating, 5-10

abnormal message processing, 5-15
duplicate flight plans, 5-13
flights not activated, 5-14
normal message processing, 5-10

flight database maintenance, 5-1
flight data messages, 5-2

Flight Database Processors, related to Traffic
Model functions, 11-21

flightmessagematchingcriteria, 5-18

flight modeling,7-1, A-l
analysis, A-l
flight event generator, 7-4
flight profile modeling, 7-1
flight time modeling, 7-8
method, A-l

flight plan data, related to schedule data, 4-4

flight profile modeling, 7-1,7-4
aircraft profile database, 7-2

ETMSFunctional Description
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airport events, 7-4
airway events, 7-6
arrival fix events, 7-7
determining profile, 7-3
fix events, 7-4
sector events, 7-6

flight substitution messages, 5-6
CNX message, 5-6
EXC message, 5-7
RPL message, 5-7
SUB message, 5-7

Flight Table Manager, 11-14

flight time modeling, 7-8
departure time modeling, 7-8
en route time modeling, 7-9
position update processing, 7-10

flight transaction messages, 11-28

FPSD command, related to schedule database, 4-5

FTM Coprocessor, 11-14

gateway process, 11-11

geographicaldata, used to generate ASD overlays,
2-3

geographical data processing,3-1,3-5
Airports data, 3-8
airwaysdata, 3-6
boundary data, 3-5
fixes data, 3-7
SIDs and STARs data, 3-6
source data, 3-1

ACES data, 3-1
manually maintained data, 3-3
NFDC data, 3-3
NOS data, 3-1

special use airspace data, 3-9

grid database, 6-3

I

IFCN Interface, 11-12

INHB command, related to schedule database, 4-5

L

List Server, 11-15
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location identifiers, relatedto ASD display, 10-2

M

manuallymaintained data, related to geographical
data, 3-3

map overlay types,related to ASD display, 10-2

maps database,related to ASD display, 10-1

Monitor Alert, defined, 1-1

monitor alert data, 2-7

monitored elements

airports, 8-1
fixes, 8-2
related to traffic demands, 8-1
sectors, 8-1

N

NAS Data Acquisition function, 11-12

NAS messages, 5-3
AF message, 5-3
AZ message, 5-5
DZ message, 5-4
FZ message, 5-3
RZ message, 5-4
TZ message, 5-5
UZ message, 5-4

NFDC data,related to geographical data, 3-3

node switch, related to Communications Functions,
11-8

NOS data, related to geographical data,3-1

Parser, related to Traffic Model functions, 11-20

position update processing, 7-10

ProcessAircraft Type Data
Determine Departure Ground Times, 11-27
related to AncillarySupport Functions, 11-27

Process Geographical Data, related to Ancillary
Support Functions, 11-25

purgecommand,relatedto trafficmanagement
commands, 9-4

request report data, 2-8

request reports
ARRD report, 10-6
count report, 10-6
FIXL report, 10-6
UFP report, 10-6
list report, 10-6
LISTO report, 10-7
related to ASD display,10-5
VT report, 10-6

route processing, 6-7
airways,6-7
fix-radial, 6-7
implied route, 6-8
SID or STAR, 6-8

router

defined, 11-10
related to traffic management commands, 9-4

schedule data, 4-1

scheduledata processing, 4-1,4-2
airline codes, 4-3
airport and ARTCC codes, 4-2
dual designated carriers,4-3
flight plan data, 4-4
source data, 4-1
update commands, 4-5

Schedule Database Functions
defined, 11-18
related to ETMS Central Functions, 11-5
SDB List Server, 11-19
SDB Server, 11-18
Update/Request Server, 11-19

scheduled flight messages,5-2
FS message, 5-2
RS message, 5-2

SDB. See Schedule Database Functions

sector events, 7-6

SI processing, relatedto trafficmanagementdata,
9-2

SI validation,related to traffic management data,
9-3

SIDs and STARs data
relatedto field 10processing, 6-8
related to geographical data,3-6

1-4
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source geographical data, 3-1

[) sourcescheduledata, 4-1

special code processing, 6-8
A6-8
afil or afile, 6-8
dct/dirct/drct, 6-8
dr.6-9
mav, 6-9
rv,6-9
tltp, 6-9
vfr or avfr, 6-9
xxx, 6-9
zzzz, 6-9

specialuse airspace data, related to geographical
data, 3-9

sub off command, related to traffic management
commands, 9-4

U

\J

TDB. See Tiraffic Demands Database Processor

TM Shell, related to User Interface Functions,
11-17

TMU, defined, 1-1

traffic demand database, related to flight database;
8-2

traffic demand processing, 8-2

traffic demands

airport, 8-1
defined, 8-1
monitored elements, 8-1
sector, 8-1

Traffic Demands Database Processor

Flight Database Processors, 11-22
related to Traffic Model functions, 11-22

traffic management commands, 9-4

traffic management data, 2-10

traffic management data processing, 9-1
flight controls, 9-1

EDCT processing, 9-2

ETMS FunctionalDescription
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FA processing, 9-2
SI processing, 9-2

SI validation, 9-3
traffic management commands, 9-4

Traffic Management Functions
Apply Ground Controls Process, 11-23
Archive Controls Data Process, 11-24
Controls Request Server, 11-24
defined, 11-23
related to ETMS Central Functions, 11-6

Traffic Management Unit SeeTMU

Tiraffic Model Functions

defined, 11-19
Flight Database Processors, 11-21
Parser, 11-20
related to ETMS Central Functions, 11-5

turn green command, related to alerts, 8-6

' r.,.c'':

u

update commands, related to schedule data, 4-5

User Interface Functions, 11-14
Alert Server Process, 11-14
ASD, 11-16
Delay Manager, 11-18
EMail, 11-18
Flight Table Manager, 11-14
FTM Coprocessor, 11-14
List Server, 11-15
related to ETMS Central Functions, 11-5
related to ETMS Field-site Functions, 11-7
TM Shell, 11-17

w

weather, related to ASD display, 10-7

weather data, 2-9

weather distribution functions, 11-14

1-5
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